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Abstract 
This thesis details research into the microfabrication of photonic devices for mid-infrared 
optical applications using the technique of ultrafast laser inscription. A diverse range of 
devices and materials is explored, including the first fabrication and development of an 
ultrafast laser inscribed mid-infrared waveguide laser source in thulium-doped 
sesquioxide ceramic gain media. The source produced 81 mW of output power at 1942 
nm with a maximum slope efficiency of 9.5% demonstrating progress towards compact, 
low-threshold and efficient ultrafast laser written waveguide laser sources near 2 μm with 
the potential for high pulse repetition rate and ultrashort pulse operation.  
Also shown is the first demonstration of ultrafast laser inscription enabled selective 
chemical etching of chalcogenide glass. Investigations into the etching of modified 
regions in gallium lanthanum sulphide glass showed they could be etched at a rate ~13.3 
times greater than the un-modified bulk. This result was explored further as a potential 
route to the production of optofluidic sensors for gas, liquid chemical or biomedical 
samples. The first demonstration and characterisation of ultrafast laser written 
waveguides in the chalcogenide glass GASIR-1 is also described. The waveguides were 
employed for chip scale supercontinuum generation producing the broadest and deepest 
Infrared supercontinuum from an ultrafast laser inscribed waveguide to-date, spanning ~4 
μm from 2.5 to 6.5 μm, which has applications in remote sensing. Finally, the design, 
build and commissioning of an advanced laser processing setup suitable for ultrafast laser 
inscription is also detailed. 
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location........................................................................................................................ A-2 
Figure A-3 Images of equipment on-states and location of switches/valves: (a) inscription 
laser back end; (b) room compressed air supply, use regulator valve to turn on/off supply 
leaving shut off valve open, when regulator is fully open should read 100 psi; (c) power 
routing box for Aerotech stage drivers and; (d) K-cube controllers and hub. Red arrows 
and circles indicate switch or valve locations. ............................................................ A-3 
Figure A-4 Image of laser driver software main window. Clockwise from the top left: 
selection buttons to switching between main window and diode diagnostics window or to 
open pop up windows for laser output paratmer control; error message panel; output 
power plot; laser state indicator panels; and laser on and interlock reset buttons ....... A-5 
Figure A-5 Image of the initial laser settings commonly used. Top: the compressor 
settings window. This will usually be set to 10120 μm which gives the minimum pulse 
duration for 500 kHz pulse trains entering the amplifier. As well as changing the 
compressor position to temporally broaden the output pulses, changing the pulse picker 
AOM frequency changes the amplifier dispersion and therefore requires different 
compressor settings for the same pulse durations. Bottom: the synchronisation settings 
window. In general use, only the pulse picker frequency, modulator frequency and 
modulator efficiency are changed. These settings determine the repetition rate for the 
pulse train entering the amplifier stage of the Satsuma, the repetition rate of the output 
beam and the output power, respectively. ................................................................... A-6 
Figure A-6 Image of FCAP ULI control software. A tab control allows for changing 
between the K-cube controller window, settings and help window, and the slope finder 
window used to establish the offset in the workpiece sample surface to the X-Y machining 
plane. Clockwise starting from the upper left in the K-cube controller window: .NET 
control for power waveplate; .NET control for linear polarisation state rotation waveplate; 
.NET control for shutter; options for power, polarisation and shutter possition, stop button 
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and power calibration button with indicator; .NET control for elliptical polarisation state 
waveplate. ................................................................................................................... A-7 
Figure A-7 Image of the Thorcam camera software with boxed area highlighting where 
the back-reflection signal occurs. Top zoomed in view shows the back-reflection signal 
when the objective focus is in the vicinity of the sample surface with the sample surface 
lower than the focus and bottom zoomed in view shows the alignment condition i.e. when 
the focus is exactly at the surface. ............................................................................... A-9 
Figure A-8 Image of the CNC operator interface. Clockwise from the top: stage status 
information; GUI motion and axis controls; emergency stop, error handling and further 
options; aerobasic program options and diagnostics; aerobasic program viewer; and 
command line for immediate motion commands. ..................................................... A-10 
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 Introduction 
This introductory chapter aims to familiarise the reader with photonics, the utility of mid-
Infrared (mid-IR) light and the microfabrication of photonic devices for optical 
applications in the mid-IR. The background section starts with a definition of photonics 
and highlights the breadth of areas where photonics is applied. Then the importance of 
mid-IR photonics is discussed and why developing new mid-IR photonic devices is 
necessary. Following this, the concept of integrated optics is introduced as are the 
advantages of Ultrafast Laser Inscription (ULI) for photonic device microfabrication. A 
penultimate section outlines the motivation for the work from the technology push from 
academia and the market pull from industry. Finally, in the last section, a thesis summary 
and chapter outline is provided. 
1.1 Background 
Photonics can be defined succinctly as the science and technology of light generation, 
manipulation and detection. Photonics has its foundations in the classical discipline of 
optics, which as a field of study has developed our understanding of the behaviour and 
properties of light over the course of almost 2000 years [1]. Consequently, the field of 
photonics can be considered to be a modern rejuvenation/reincarnation of optics with an 
applied science focus and an acknowledgement of the quantum nature of light [2].  
Recently, photonics is receiving increasing recognition from the wider public because of 
the impact that research outputs from the field are having on our lives. In testament to 
this, the United Nations General Assembly proclaimed 2015 to be the International Year 
of Light and Light-based Technologies to celebrate the achievements of light science and 
its applications. The aim was to highlight the importance of photonics to humankind with 
over 13,000 events taking place in 147 countries to an estimated audience of over 100 
million [3]. The success of this observance has led to the creation of an annual 
International Day of Light with an ongoing mission to support photonics awareness, 
education and research. 
The origins and growth in importance of photonics can be chiefly attributed to the 
inventions of the laser [4], semiconductor optical devices [5, 6] and the developments of 
low loss silica optical fibre and erbium doped fibre amplifiers [7, 8]. Together, these 
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inventions drove the telecommunications boom of the 20th century and ultimately 
provided the world with the building blocks of the internet. As well as this significant 
contribution to the modern connected world in which we live, photonics has also found 
applications is areas as diverse as: 
 Manufacturing – photolithography for computer chip production, and laser 
printing, welding, drilling, cutting and surface treatments for industries ranging 
from aerospace to textiles.  
 Defence – directed energy weapons for area defence, night vision systems and 
head up displays for pilots, target acquisition, identification and tagging for smart 
munitions. 
 Metrology – optical clocks for precision timing, and time-of-flight techniques for 
topological mapping and distance measurements. 
 Health Care and Biology – light based therapeutics, new microscopy modalities 
including super resolution microscopy, and cell sorting or counting.     
 Displays and Lighting – light emitting diodes and quantum dots for energy 
efficient lighting and flat panel displays. 
 Sensing – detection of chemicals and bio-molecules; fibre sensing of temperature 
and strain in structures; and hyperspectral imaging. 
 
Considering these examples alone it is plain to see that there is a vast array of 
opportunities for research and that there will certainly be applications where photonics 
could but doesn’t provide an optimal or perhaps any solution. One such area is 
applications seeking to operate in the mid-IR parts of the electromagnetic spectrum, 
defined as electromagnetic radiation with wavelengths from ~2 – 20 μm in this thesis. 
This spectral region is of interest for a multitude of applications, some of which will now 
be briefly discussed. 
Mid-IR photonic systems are used for the optical identification of gas, liquid chemicals 
and biomedical sensing, due to the characteristic absorption features that substances 
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exhibit across this wavelength range. An example of these absorption features is shown 
in Figure 1-1 for two isomers of propanol and the earth’s atmosphere.  
Figure 1-1 Mid-IR transmission spectra of propan-1-ol and propan-2-ol, and a simulated 
transmission spectra of the atmosphere. The red box marks the functional group region and 
the green box marks the molecular fingerprint region. Propan-1-ol and propan-2-ol spectral 
data provided by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) and begins at 2.5 
μm  [9]. Atmospheric transmission spectra was simulated using the Atmospheric Transmission 
software tool (ATRAN) with the High-resolution Transmission molecular absorption database 
(HITRAN) [10]. Simulation output was smoothed using a moving average filter for clarity.  
For optical sensing applications, the mid-IR is split into two regions, namely the 
functional group region and the molecular fingerprint region, ~ 2.5 – 7 μm and ~ 7 – 20 
μm, respectively. The functional group region contains features characteristic of the 
stretching vibrations of functional groups in a molecule which can be studied to identify 
the class of compound present. The fingerprint region on the other hand, encompasses 
features arising from complex bending vibrations in the molecule which are unique to a 
compound and therefore serves as a robust measurement of what molecules are present 
in a sample. Combined, these two regions allow for the initial classification of a 
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compound type and then the identification of the compound. This can be seen in the mid-
IR spectra of propan-1-ol and propan-2-ol in Figure 1-1. These two compounds are 
isomers, and so contain identical bonds, the functional group regions of the spectra are 
almost indistinguishable with both showing absorption peaks distinct to the -OH 
functional group classifying the compounds as alcohols. Following on from this 
classification, the different pattern of absorption peaks in the fingerprint region for each 
compound allows for the identification of the specific alcohol present. 
The mid-IR region also contains two transmission windows, ~ 2 – 5 μm and ~ 8 – 14 μm, 
which are wavelength bands of low absorption for atmospheric gasses, as can been seen 
in Figure 1-1. These mid-IR transmission windows are of interest in defence, free space 
communication and for standoff sensing because of the common requirement to be able 
to transmit power over long distances at wavelengths deemed to be eye-safe, i.e. > 1.4 
μm retina damage is inhibited by absorption in the cornea [11]. Conversely, as many of 
the absorption features in the mid-IR can be attributed to water vapour, we can see how 
the region is useful for medical procedures requiring controlled deposition of energy such 
as laser scalpels used in surgery for simultaneous cutting and suturing [12].  
Although applications exist that utilise mid-IR light, in general devices to generate, 
manipulate and detect light in the mid-IR are less developed than in the visible and near-
Infrared (near-IR), ~ 0.39 – 0.7 μm and ~ 0.7 – 2 μm, respectively. This is due in part to 
the challenges of operating in the mid-IR spectral range, for instance thermal effects and 
the occurrence of atmospheric absorption, but also because of the mass-market 
applications driving technological advancement in other spectral ranges. For example, the 
low loss regions of silica fibre used for long haul data transmission appear in the near-IR 
which has driven decades of intensive research and heavy investment in photonics 
operating in this spectral regime. Even now there is a continual need for improved 
sources, detectors, transmission media, amplifiers and modulators in the near-IR to meet 
the world’s ever increasing demands for data. Furthermore, in the visible spectral region, 
opportunities in high volume consumer markets for photonics, such as displays and 
imaging, has led to extensive research and development in this region as well.  
The mass-market applications in the near-IR and visible have in turn led to mass 
production of photonic components capable of operating in these spectral ranges. This 
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drives down costs which itself opens up new possibilities for low-cost or even disposable 
products. Although currently the same cannot be said for the mid-IR, the successes of 
photonics in the visible and near-IR, show that if fabrication routes for mid-IR photonic 
systems are demonstrated which are compatible with mass production that this can drive 
research and development and open up new mass-market applications.  
Photonic devices in any spectral region require a means of light generation but historically 
there have been relatively few lasers available for the mid-IR. Early sources were based 
on a sparse number of gas lasers such as Carbon Monoxide (CO), Carbon Dioxide (CO2), 
and the mid-IR transitions of the otherwise ubiquitous Helium-Neon (He-Ne) laser, or 
cryogenically cooled lead salt lasers [13]. For solid state lasers, transition-metal doped 
Zinc Selenide (ZnSe) and Zinc Sulphide (ZnS) have been shown to offer broadband laser 
emission across most of the first atmospheric transmission window although lasing 
beyond ~ 3.7 μm still requires pulsed pumping or cryogenic cooling [14].  
Many of the gaps in direct laser emission in the mid-IR can be filled by nonlinear 
frequency generation schemes with near-IR pump lasers, such as: Difference Frequency 
Generation (DFG) or Optical Parametric Amplification, Generation and Oscillation 
(OPA, OPG, OPO) which create discrete additional frequencies based on energy and 
momentum conservation conditions. Supercontinuum generation (SPG) is another 
nonlinear frequency generation method but in this instance, it is the action of a set of 
nonlinear processes in unison which creates a broad spectrum of output frequencies [15]. 
The common downside of these schemes is complexity. Nonlinear frequency generation 
requires high intensity light which is often supplied either by multi stage pump systems 
necessary to generate ultrashort high energy laser pulses or by resonating the one or more 
of the frequencies involved in the nonlinear process. This often results in elaborate system 
and cavity designs which can lead to stability issues, both long term and short term, 
increased cost and size.  
Since the early 1990’s III-V semiconductor diode lasers, which are well established in the 
near-IR, have made inroads into the mid-IR by means of the Quantum Cascade Laser 
(QCL) [16]. QCLs differ from traditional semiconductor lasers in that laser emission is 
not caused by interband transitions, i.e. an electron transferring between different electron 
bands, but by intersubband transitions, i.e. electrons moving through a structured 
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semiconductor constituting of many layers known as quantum wells. As the gain region 
in QCLs are engineered they offer a wide range of output wavelengths across the mid-IR 
as changing the quantum well layer materials and/or layer thicknesses allows for the 
tailoring of their emission spectrum. QCL’s offer a much simpler route to generating mid-
IR laser light than the nonlinear schemes mentioned but they do however have some 
shortfalls such as a narrow tuning range and are generally limited to low power outputs 
unless cryogenically cooled. The limitations on emission bandwidth and room 
temperature output powers can be somewhat overcome by using external cavity tuning 
elements and operating QCL’s with duty cycles in the region of 10-20% [17]. But this is 
at the expense of device complexity, size and restricts device operation to pulsed output 
modes. From the available mid-IR sources, we can see that there are prospects for 
research and development to fill the gaps in direct laser emission and in establishing 
methods to reduce the size and complexity of mid-IR sources based on frequency 
conversion. 
Photonic systems rely on the transmission and manipulation of light with low loss; in the 
mid-IR, this can be achieved with free space optics when operating in the atmospheric 
transmission windows but for other wavelengths or for compact devices, waveguides in 
mid-IR transmitting materials are required. Waveguides come in various guises but in 
principle all perform the same task, i.e. they confine light in at least one direction and 
allow it to propagate along the remaining unconfined directions. Two such broad classes 
of waveguides are fibres and channel waveguides and mid-IR transmitting materials have 
been used to fabricate both.  
In the case of mid-IR fibres, chalcogenide glasses, glasses containing sulphur (S), 
selenium (Se) and/or tellurium (Te) as their main constituents, have been widely produced 
and used, as have heavy metal fluoride glass (HMFG) fibres such as those made from 
Zirconium-Barium-Lanthanum-Aluminium-sodium fluoride (ZBLAN) [18]. ZBLAN 
fibres generally outperform chalcogenides in terms of lowest loss due to the punishing 
extrinsic losses which can occur when impurities are introduced during the manufacture 
of chalcogenide fibres; this also causes a more structured transmission spectrum 
compared to the flatter spectra from ZBLAN fibres.  On the other hand, ZBLAN and 
other HMFGs are hygroscopic, and therefore less stable than chalcogenides, with a 
shorter mid-IR absorption edge. Apart from glasses, polycrystalline silver halide fibres 
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and single crystal sapphire or Yttrium Aluminium Garnet (YAG) fibres are also used for 
mid-IR applications [18]. Finally, there has also been the recent development of 
semiconductor core – silica cladding optical fibres, whereby materials such as ZnSe are 
deposited via chemical deposition in hollow core silica fibres, offering the chance for 
mid-IR guiding and in-fibre optoelectronics [19, 20].   
All the mid-IR fibres mentioned are delicate and/or harder to fabricate in comparison with 
near-IR silica fibres and little work has been done in respect to reproducing the myriad of 
modular fibre components that are available for near-IR inline manipulation, such as 
splitters, circulators and modulators [21]. Mid-IR fibres are therefore predominately used 
as discrete photonic components, for example as a transport fibre for light delivery, and 
not for creating entire photonic systems such as a fibre laser sources, inline signal 
processors etc. 
Mid-IR channel waveguides can be classified by the techniques used to fabricate them, 
which is commonly either thin film or direct write methods. For the fabrication of mid-
IR thin film channel waveguides semiconductors on silicon such as aluminium nitride 
and silica nitride, or chalcogenide glasses and diamond are suitable [22]. The creation of 
thin film channel waveguides can be attained by various routes, as summarised in  Figure 
1-2, but it is always multi-step due to the need to deposit various material layers and to 
pattern either the deposited layers themselves or the masking layers used. Using 
chalcogenide glasses can alleviate some fabrication difficulty as their solubility and low 
melting temperatures allow for simpler processing steps such as deposition by solution 
processing and patterning by hot embossing [23, 24]. The technology behind patterning, 
selective layer deposition and selective removal by etching although complex also allows 
for the simultaneous fabrication of many other photonic components on chip. Also, it is 
worth noting that the silicon on insulator platform being developed for the near-IR can be 
adapted to operate in the short wavelength side of the mid-IR up to around 5 μm by 
limiting the overlap of waveguide modes with the oxide insulator layer. Two such 
examples are using pedestal or slot waveguides [25]. 
Thin film techniques offer one well-established route towards mid-IR channel 
waveguides and component production with advantages such as an inherent capability for 
parallelisation for mass production. They do however have some distinct disadvantages 
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as well, chiefly: their process complexity and inability to perform rapid prototyping. 
Direct write techniques can overcome these shortfalls and have some other significant 
advantages of their own. These fabrication methods all rely on locally modifying the 
material either through doping, as in ion implantation, or by inducing material changes, 
as in ULI. 
Figure 1-2 RHS: A generalised flow diagram of the process steps for mid-IR thin film channel 
waveguide fabrication. Starting with a substrate, each device layer can be fabricated by an 
appropriate sequence of device layer and masking layer deposition, patterning, developing and 
striping. Numerous sequences are needed if multiple final device layers are required, for 
instance in the case of a buried channel waveguide with top and bottom cladding layers. LHS: 
shows a schematic for the creation of air clad GeTe4 thin-film channel waveguides following 
the procedure described in ref [26]. 
ULI in particular, has been shown to have the broadest materials library of any waveguide 
writing technique, with waveguides and other photonic components produced in materials 
where fibre drawing and/or thin film deposition and patterning is impossible or 
undeveloped. ULI also allows for the micro-structuring of materials by the modification 
of an irradiated region’s resistance to removal by chemical etchants which has utility in 
areas such as microfluidic manipulation and sensing [27]. ULI can be used independently 
to fabricate entire photonic systems and can also produce interfacial modules to link fibre 
and chip components to create hybrid integrated systems [28, 29]. Uniquely, ULI gives a 
true three dimensional (3D) design freedom which can be used for on chip vertical 
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stacking of components, arbitrary free space outputs [30], free form micro-structuring 
[31] and adding functions to existing photonic components such as waveguides in fibre 
claddings for stress-independent torsion sensors [32].  
The strengths of ULI allows for fabricating channel waveguide based solutions to address 
some of the mentioned shortfalls and gaps in currently demonstrated mid-IR photonics 
devices. For instance, the size and complexity of mid-IR sources based on nonlinear 
frequency conversion, such as supercontinuum sources, can be lessened by using channel 
waveguides to reduce their threshold power and increase their nonlinear interaction 
length. This would allow for cheaper lower power single stage pump sources to be used 
and potentially remove the need for complex cavities. For mid-IR direct laser emission, 
channel waveguides in novel materials that are not able to be deposited for thin film 
waveguides or drawn into fibres for fibre lasers could lead to new compact sources. 
Another option for improving mid-IR lasers could be using channel waveguides to 
combine arrays of QCL’s to broaden the output of integrated QCL sources and/or create 
higher output powers. The ability of ULI to add channel waveguides to other photonic 
components could also lead to new functionality from mid-IR fibres in the absence of 
available mid-IR fibre components. 
Moreover, ULI’s ability to produce channel waveguides and photonic components with 
a common substrate makes it suitable for the microfabrication of mid-IR integrated 
optical systems. Integrated optics seeks to couple two or more optical components on a 
single chip to fulfil some more or less complex function. These integrated optical systems 
aim to give the same functionality as systems constructed from discrete optical 
components but with reduced size, cost and component number. Channel waveguides 
provide the means for linking these components on a single chip allowing for the 
combination of multiple photonic components and the creation of integrated optical 
systems. One such example is on-chip resonators, which when coupled to waveguides 
can be used to create photonic systems for processes such as filtering broadband signals 
into harmonics of the resonating frequency or enhancing chemical detection by creating 
a longer effective path length for light propagating through the system [33, 34].  
The microfabrication of mid-IR photonic devices using techniques compatible with the 
integrated optics approach, such as ULI, provides a clear route by which mid-IR photonic 
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system fabrication can be scaled up towards mass production. The previously mentioned 
benefits of mass production to photonics in the near-IR and visible in terms of reduced 
system cost and increased breath of available devices would then also be enjoyed by those 
applications seeking to work in the mid-IR, driving the development of mid-IR photonics.  
1.2 Motivation 
The goal for my research has been to use ULI to fabricate photonic devices in mid-IR 
transmitting and/or highly nonlinear novel materials. These devices are based on 
waveguide writing and selective material removal using different etching techniques. The 
investigations carried out aim to further establish these techniques as an enabling 
technology for microfabrication of photonic devices in the mid-IR that is compatible with 
the integrated optics approach.  
From the background section, we can see that there is scope for scientific enquiry in the 
area of mid-IR photonics due to it being less developed than visible or near-IR photonics 
and because of the utility of the mid-IR spectral region for many applications. ULI was 
chosen as the fabrication method due to its unparalleled freedom in host materials and for 
its aforementioned advantages over other manufacturing techniques compatible with the 
ethos of integrated optics. 
As well as the technology push for mid-IR photonics from academia this work has also 
been driven by market pull from the photonics industry. This is reflected in the nature of 
the Engineering Doctorate degree which this thesis is submitted towards. The Engineering 
Doctorate is an alternative to the traditional PhD which combines the usual PhD level 
research project with additional Master’s level technical and business courses with 
students spending the majority of their time working directly with a company. To ensure 
that the work will be industrially relevant the research projects are proposed by the 
industrial partner with much of the research undertaken at research and development 
facilities based at the partner company. 
This work has been supported by the Fraunhofer Centre for Applied Photonics (FCAP)  
in Glasgow. As one of the research centres of the wider Fraunhofer Society, FCAP has a 
remit to provide professional research and development services to industry with demand 
driven, applied research combined with scientific excellence, strong integration with 
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academia and autonomy to pursue areas of research that benefit the industry each 
centre/institute supports [35]. FCAP provides assistance to the UK photonics industry as 
a not-for-profit entity whose long-term survival is dependent on being at the forefront in 
areas of photonics research that best serve the needs of industry. It is worth highlighting 
that this work closely aligns with their core technical offering of advanced mid-IR laser 
sources which they have identified as an area of interest for UK photonics.  
Apart from the market pull from interest in mid-IR photonics there has also been a recent 
surge in investment in advanced laser fabrication techniques. Taking ULI alone as an 
example in the last 10 years companies, such as: Optoscribe, LightFab, Femtoprint, 
Optofab and Workshop of Photonics, based in the UK, Germany, Switzerland, Australia 
and Lithuania respectively, have successfully commercialised ULI techniques for their 
businesses. For this reason, the outputs from this work are also of interest to FCAP in 
giving them the capability and experience to perform this type of advanced laser 
processing. Having an in-house toolbox of previously fabricated photonic components 
and known fabrication parameters for mid-IR transmitting materials is another motivation 
for this work.   
1.3 Thesis Summary and Outline 
This thesis details research into the microfabrication of photonic devices for mid-IR 
optical applications. In this work, the fabrication and demonstration of ULI mid-IR 
waveguide laser sources were investigated due to their utility in remote sensing. ULI 
enabled selective chemical etching of mid-IR transmitting glass was also studied due to 
its potential in integrated optical sensing for gas, liquid chemical or biomedical samples. 
ULI waveguides in highly nonlinear materials were manufactured, studied and employed 
for chip scale nonlinear frequency conversion. In tandem with this fabrication and 
applications research a custom advanced laser processing setup suitable for ULI 
fabrication was designed, built and commissioned. This thesis is structured as follows: 
Chapter 1 has given a background to this research topic by establishing the importance 
of photonics to the modern world and the opportunities for new solutions in mid-IR 
photonics.  The benefits of the manufacturing method used are highlighted, as is the 
concept of integrated optics and why developing mid-IR integrated optics components 
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for mid-IR sources and mid-IR sensors is important. The motivation for the work from 
the technology push from academia and the market pull from industry has been discussed. 
Chapter 2 details the theory of waveguides from the physics of light confinement to the 
mathematical description of waveguide modes. Following this, nonlinear light-matter 
interactions are discussed and it is shown how a material’s nonlinear optical response 
leads to the generation of new optical frequencies. Next, the energy absorption processes 
which underpin ULI and how they lead to refractive index change, necessary for guiding 
light, and structural changes, necessary for increasing chemical etching rates, are 
discussed. Finally, the relevant properties of the main mid-IR transmitting materials used 
in this work are detailed. 
Chapter 3 describes the design, build and commissioning of an advanced laser 
processing setup at FCAP suitable for ULI. An overview of the practical considerations 
concerned with ULI fabrication is given. The hardware procured and control software 
design is discussed with each decision supported by a reasoned argument as to why that 
choice was made. Initial outputs from the system are then presented. 
Chapter 4 discusses the first demonstration of inscription and testing of waveguides in 
GASIR-1 (Germanium Arsenic Selenide Infrared) glass. Firstly, an overview of mid-IR 
chalcogenide ULI waveguides along with their application is given. This is followed by 
details on how a suitable ULI parameter range was found to produce ULI waveguides in 
GASIR-1 and how the waveguides were subsequently tested for losses, dimensions of the 
guided modes and their dispersive properties. Finally, the GASIR-1 ULI waveguides 
utility for chip scale low peak power broadband sources is shown by demonstrating the 
broadest and deepest mid-IR supercontinuum to-date from a ULI waveguide. 
Chapter 5 presents the first demonstration of selective chemical etching of ULI modified 
regions in Gallium Lanthanum Sulphide (GLS) glass. The chapter begins with detailing 
previous work which has been undertaken in etching of ULI modified regions in 
chalcogenide glasses. Next, the various laser parameters and etching methods tested for 
GLS selective etching are described along with the best etching selectivity attained. A 
demonstrator optofluidic sensor is fabricated in GLS and fused silica glass to illustrate 
the potential of the tested techniques.   
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Chapter 6 details the first demonstration of a ULI waveguide laser in Thulium Lutetium 
Oxide (Tm:Lu2O3) ceramic. The previous work in mid-IR bulk laser systems using 
sesquioxide material hosts as their gain media is summarised. This is followed by details 
on how a suitable ULI parameter range was found to produce ULI waveguides in 
Tm:Lu2O3 and how the waveguides were subsequently tested for losses and dimensions 
of the guided modes. The testing for lasing action is then discussed and the characteristics 
of the resulting chip scale ULI waveguide laser presented.  
Chapter 7 draws conclusions on the investigations carried out in this thesis and outlines 
the future work that the author envisions could follow on from this project. The future 
work is divided into subsections with specific focussed research paths involving ULI 
fabrication of mid-IR photonic components or systems. The Chapter concludes with a 
summary presenting some closing thoughts on the state of the current body of work and 
where future progress can be made. 
Appendix A serves as a user guide for the ULI processing system at FCAP. The system 
setup, usage and shutdown procedures are given. 
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As outlined in the previous Chapter, this work focusses on the use of ULI to fabricate 
integrated optics compatible photonic devices in mid-IR transmitting materials. The 
fundamental building block of integrated optics is the dielectric waveguide as this 
structure forms the link between the different components on an integrated optic chip. It 
is therefore important to understand the principles of waveguides, which is covered at the 
start of this Chapter, and how they can confine light and direct light. The physics of light-
matter interactions is also discussed as this enables ULI itself and allows for the 
supercontinuum generation shown in Chapter 4. The next section provides a description 
of ULI as a fabrication technique including the dynamics of light absorption, the way in 
which this energy is transferred to the substrate, the types of material modification 
induced by this energy deposition and their suitability for both waveguide and 
microfluidic channel fabrication in both vitreous and crystalline samples. The penultimate 
section presents the pertinent material properties for photonics devices of the main 
material classes used in this work. This Chapter concludes by summarising the topics 
covered and how they were used to inform the experimental work conducted. 
2.1 Waveguides 
Light is classically described as a travelling wave formed from the synchronous 
oscillation of electric and magnetic fields [36]. Therefore, in order to understand the 
origin of light guiding in dielectric waveguides, we must begin with describing the 
propagation of electromagnetic waves in materials. This is accomplished by starting with 
Maxwell’s equations in matter, which are [37]:  
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where ∇ × is the curl operator, E is the electric field vector, B is the magnetic field vector, 
H is the magnetising field vector, J f is the free current density, D is the displacement 
field vector, ∇ ⋅ is the divergence operator and ρ f is the free charge density. The 
relationship between the E and B fields and the auxiliary D and H fields is given by: 
      0, , ,r t r t r t D E P  2-5 
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where ε0 is permittivity of free space, P is the polarisation density vector, μ0 is the 
permeability of free space and M is the magnetisation vector. 
The response of a dielectric to an electric field, such as the travelling optical field from 
the passage of light, is to polarise by the displacement of bound charges in the medium 
away from their equilibrium position. This response is captured by the polarisation 
density which for a linear, isotropic and homogenous dielectric is given by: 
    0, ,er t r t P E  2-7 
   
   
where χe is the electric susceptibility.  
Substitution of equation 2-7 into equation 2-5 leads to a simplified form of the 
displacement field for a dielectric: 
          0 0, 1 , , ,e rr t r t r t r t       D E E E  2-8 
   
   
where εr is the relative permittivity of the medium, also known as the dielectric constant, 
and ε is the total electric permittivity. 
In the special case of light propagation in a dielectric medium we can immediately 
simplify equations 2-2, 2-3 and 2-6 above by noting that J f, ρ f and M equal zero as 
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dielectrics are non-conducting and non-magnetic. Taking the curl of equation 2-1 and 
substituting in the simplified versions of equations 2-6, 2-2 and 2-8 leads to: 
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The relationship between refractive index and relative permittivity in a non-magnetic 
medium is given by n = εr1/2; and the speed of light in vacuum is related to the permittivity 
and permeability of free space by c = (ε0 ⋅ μ0)-1/2. Using these relationships, we can rewrite 
equation 2-9 as: 
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Then using the vector identity: 
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on the LHS of equation 2-10, substituting in the simplified version of equation 2-3 and 
rearranging, leads to: 
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which is the wave equation for light propagation in a dielectric medium, considering only 
the electric field component of light.   
There are an infinite number of solutions to equation 2-12 for unguided light propagation 
but the constraints imposed by a waveguide structure define a finite subset of guided 
mode solutions, where light is confined by the waveguide. As an example, a 1D 
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symmetric dielectric waveguide, or infinite slab waveguide, consists of a stack of three 
dielectric layers where the first and third layers are called the cladding layers and the 
second layer is called the core layer.  In this structure, the refractive indices of the layers 
are chosen so that n1 = n3 < n2, where n1 and n3 are the cladding layer refractive indices 
and n2 is the core layer refractive index, respectively. For this waveguide, a general 
solution to equation 2-12 which assumes a monochromatic travelling wave in the z 
direction, takes the form [2]: 
       , expj j jr t x i t z  E E  2-13 
   
   
where Ej (x) is the transverse field profile, ω is the angular frequency of the optical field 
and βj is the propagation constant of the jth order mode. 
For guided modes, in the cladding layers Ej (x) is a decaying exponential, whereas in the 
core layer the field profile is oscillatory with either a cosine or sine profile for the 
symmetric and antisymmetric modes respectively [38]. The different field profiles in the 
cladding and core layers appear as solutions from the allowed values of βj for guided 
modes which is found to be in the range of (n1,3k0) < βj < (n2k0), where k0 is the free space 
wavevector. The final restriction that quantises the guided mode solutions and sets a finite 
limit on the number of modes a waveguide can support is the interfacial constraints. These 
stem from Maxwell’s equations and require that the transverse components of E and H 
and their first order partial derivatives must be continuous across as the interfaces between 
the core and cladding layers [38].  
From the general solution to an infinite slab waveguide presented and the subsequent 
discussion on the origins of a quantised and finite set of guided mode for a waveguide we 
can see that there is potential to tailor the properties of the modes a waveguide supports. 
The choice of layer materials and waveguide geometry will affect the symmetry, number 
and field profile of the modes of a waveguide. For this reason, solving equation 2-12 is 
often done numerically as analytical solutions are only obtained for the simplest 
waveguide geometries such as the infinite slab waveguide solution given and step index 
optical fibres.  
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2.2 Nonlinear Light-Matter Interactions 
The previous section has shown how applying the Maxwell equations to solve light 
propagation in a structured dielectric leads to guided modes of light. In this section we 
will revisit Maxwell’s equations to see how light propagation in dielectrics can also lead 
to the generation of new frequencies of light, the simultaneous absorption of multiple 
numbers of photons and the tunnelling of electrons out of bound states. These processes 
are all due to the nonlinear interactions of the optical field, from a travelling light wave 
or pulse, and a dielectric medium.  
2.2.1 Non-Resonant Nonlinear Light-Matter Interactions 
In deriving a wave equation for the propagation of light in a dielectric medium, see 
equation 2-12, it was assumed that the polarisation response of a dielectric to an electric 
field was proportional to the magnitude of the applied field, see equation 2-7. This linear 
relationship holds for low light intensities but breaks down as the applied electric field 
strength approaches the atomic electric field strengths that bind electrons to their 
constituent atoms [37]. When this condition is met, the polarisation response of a 
dielectric medium becomes a nonlinear function of the applied field. This behaviour is 
captured through a nonlinear electric susceptibility and equation 2-7 becomes [15]: 
         (1) ( 2 ) 2 ( 3 ) 30, , , , ...e e er t r t r t r t      P E E E  2-14 
   
   
where P is now expressed as a Taylor series expansion with χe(1) the linear electric 
susceptibility, a dimensionless quantity, and χe(n=2,3,..) the nth order nonlinear electric 
susceptibility term, with units of (m/V)n-1.  
It is important to note that not all dielectric media have a χe(2) response as it is dependent 
on the material being non-centrosymmetric. Anisotropic media, such as many crystalline 
materials, are therefore prevalent in the field of nonlinear optics and to encompass this 
anisotropy the electric susceptibly terms become n+1 rank tensors. As a final note on the 
nature of the electric susceptibility, in the case of the material attenuating the applied field 
the electric susceptibility becomes a complex quantity with imaginary components related 
to this attenuation [2]. 
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For simplicity, to demonstrate how a nonlinear polarisation response leads to the 
generation of new frequencies, we consider only the temporal response of material 
exhibiting both a χe(2) and χe(3) response to a time varying electric field defined by: 
    cost t 0E E  2-15 
   
   
where E0 is the maximum field amplitude and ω is the angular frequency of the field. 
Inserting equation 2-15 into the temporal version of equation 2-14 truncated at the third 
order nonlinear electric susceptibility term and using the trigonometric identities: 
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Remembering that the polarisation density represents the displacement of bound charges 
in the dielectric from their equilibrium position, i.e. the formation of electric dipoles 
throughout the medium.  Therefore, an oscillating P results in oscillating electric dipoles 
with the same frequency components. This in turn generates light at these frequencies. It 
is important to highlight that as there is no phase delay between the driving applied field 
and P this represents an instantaneous response of the dielectric.  This implies there is no 
net transfer of energy, momentum, or angular momentum between the optical field and 
the dielectric. In nonlinear optics, this type of interaction is called a parametric response. 
From the terms in equation 2-18, we can see that the 2nd order nonlinear response has led 
to a static DC field, called optical rectification, and an additional field with twice the 
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frequency of the fundamental applied field, called second harmonic generation (SHG). 
The 3rd order response has generated a field that provides a nonlinear contribution to P at 
the fundamental frequency, an effect which can be captured by defining a nonlinear 
refractive index. The 3rd order response has also produced an additional field with three 
times the frequency of the fundamental applied field, called third harmonic generation 
(THG). 
For the derivation of equation 2-18 a monochromatic fundamental field was assumed but 
there is no reason as to why there can’t be multiple input frequencies. This allows for a 
large range of additional frequencies to be output through mixing of the input fields in 
processes such as sum and difference frequency generation (SFG and DFG, respectively) 
for a χe(2) response, and four wave mixing (FWM) for a χe(3) response.  
Although there is potential for a multitude of new frequencies to be generated through the 
parametric nonlinear polarisation response of a dielectric, there is another condition that 
dictates whether a meaningful amount of energy transfer happens between the 
fundamental field and a new frequency component. This condition is called phase 
matching and is related to the wavevector of the fundamental field generating the new 
frequency and the wavevector of the propagating new frequency component. As an 
example, if we consider SHG, we know that the propagating fundamental wave and 
second harmonic wave will have the forms: 
    , cosz t t k z  0E E  2-19 
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where Eω is the travelling fundamental wave with wavevector kω and E2ω is the travelling 
second harmonic wave with wavevector k2ω. 
Perfect phase matching requires that 2kω = k2ω, and under this condition the second 
harmonic waves radiated at each point along the propagation direction of the fundamental 
beam add constructively to produce a co-propagating second harmonic beam. 
Unfortunately, real world materials exhibit chromatic dispersion, which is the frequency 
dependence of their refractive index. This property causes a phase mismatch (Δk) for 
different frequencies with magnitude given by:  
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where n2ω is refractive index at the second harmonic frequency and nω is refractive index 
at the fundamental frequency. 
When there is a phase mismatch between the fundamental and generated frequency 
components there is back-conversion of the generated frequency terms to the fundamental 
beam as the relative phase between the two beams drifts. This severely restricts the 
amount of the new frequency component that is output. Whilst this restriction is a limiting 
factor in the usefulness of nonlinear frequency generation to create a broad range of new 
output wavelengths simultaneously, there are also benefits to the phase matching 
condition. Provided a scheme can be devised to allow for phase matching between the 
fundamental and a generated frequency of interest we can see that the energy of the 
fundamental beam only has one pathway to take out of the many other possible options 
which can lead to efficient generation of the new frequency. In addition, there are phase 
matching schemes which allow for tuning of the phase matching condition, such as 
critical phase matching [39] and quasi phase matched crystals with fanout poling [40], 
that allow for sweeping across a wide range of output frequencies from a single process 
such as DFG.  
2.2.2 Supercontinuum generation 
SPG is another nonlinear frequency generation method but in this instance instead of one 
or two well defined frequencies being generated, a broad and ideally continuous spectrum 
of light is output. Starting with a high intensity fundamental beam or pulse, the spectral 
content of a supercontinuum source can span several octaves, making them a seemingly 
ideal broadband source. It is however, important to highlight that this spectral width 
comes at the expense of lowering the source’s power spectral density as power is 
distributed across the output spectrum. 
As we have emphasised in the previous section, nonlinear frequency generation requires 
phase matching, which would seem to preclude the possibility of supercontinuum 
generation. Fortunately, there are a number of non-parametric and parametric processes 
that are automatically phase matched which can lead to supercontinuum generation, such 
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as: Stimulated Raman Scattering (SRS), (MI) Modulation instability, Self Phase 
Modulation (SPM) and Cross Phase Modulation (XPM).  
SRS is caused by the resonant driving of a molecular vibration, also known as phonon, to 
generate a frequency shift in the input fundamental beam. This imparts thermal energy to 
the material and is therefore a non-parametric process. SRS is automatically phase 
matched as the molecular resonance which modulates the fundamental frequency is 
driven by the beating of the fundamental frequency and the new frequency components 
generated by the modulation.  
MI, SPM and XPM on the other hand are automatically phase matched and parametric 
due to their link with the nonlinear refractive index which originates from the 3rd order 
nonlinear susceptibility. This can be shown by taking the terms in equation 2-18 which 
oscillate at the fundamental frequency, and inserting them into the definition of the 
displacement field, see equation 2-5: 
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Using the definition of the refractive index in dielectric media, n = (1+χe)1/2, we can 
identify the bracketed terms in equation 2-22 as an expression for refractive index where 
the linear and nonlinear terms are explicitly stated, therefore: 
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where n0 is the linear part of the refractive index given by n = (1+χe(1))1/2.  
As χe(3 ) << 1 the expression for the nonlinear refractive index can be written as: 
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where n2 is the nonlinear refractive index, given by n2 = 3χe(3)/(4n02ε0c), and I is the 
intensity of the optical field, given by I = 1/2n0ε0c|E|2. 
For SPM the nonlinear contribution to the refractive index, as defined by equation 2-24, 
causes an intense light pulse to modulate the material’s refractive index with the same 
temporal shape as the envelope of the pulse. This time varying refractive index imparts a 
time varying change in the instantaneous phase of the pulse causing a red-shift in 
frequency of the leading edge of the pulse and a blue-shift in frequency of the trailing 
edge. For input light pulses that are unchirped or up-chirped, SPM results in spectral 
broadening of the pulse. XPM is similar to SPM but involves the impact of an intense 
light pulse on any co-propagating signal by the same effect of refractive index 
modulation. This can lead to spectral broadening in the co-propagating signal. Finally, 
for MI, noise in the propagating optical field is enhanced by the nonlinear refractive index 
acting as trap for intensity fluctuations, amplifying them. The frequency domain picture 
of MI is FWM where any phase mismatch is compensated through the action of the 
nonlinear refractive index [15]. 
In order to understand SPG, it is not enough to simply identify some of the nonlinear 
processes involved, such as MI, SPM, XPM and SRS; we also need to understand the 
dispersion that the propagating optical field experiences due to the wavelength 
dependence of the refractive index. The dispersion that the optical field experiences 
affects how the nonlinear frequency generation processes interact with each other and can 
also cause exotic forms of light propagation such as solitary wave propagation, known as 
solitons. In the case of guided wave propagation this entails expanding the mode 
propagation constant from equation 2-13, as a Taylor series [41]: 
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where βj(n) is the nth order dispersion term of the jth order mode, given by βj(n) = dnβj(n)/dωn 
and ω0 is the centre frequency of the pulse. 
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Taking the terms in equation 2-25 in ascending order: the zeroth order is equal to the 
inverse of the phase velocity, which causes a common phase shift; the first order term is 
equal to the inverse of the group velocity, which causes an overall time delay for a 
propagating pulse; and the second order term is equal to the derivative of the inverse 
group velocity, which relates to the dispersive broadening or compression of a pulse in 
time. Beyond the second order are terms that are collectively referred to as higher order 
dispersion and must be considered in the case of extremely broadband spectral fields such 
as those encountered in supercontinuum generation.   
Dispersion not only governs the options for generation of new frequencies by phase 
sensitive parametric nonlinear processes; it also limits the effective interaction length for 
nonlinear frequency generation by ultrashort pulses. This is because any group velocity 
mismatch between fundamental and generated pulses gives rise to a temporal walk-off 
between pulses with different centre frequencies. Temporal broadening of an individual 
pulse can pose another limit to the effective nonlinear interaction length by the concurrent 
reduction in pulse peak power leaving the peak power too low for efficient nonlinear 
interactions.  
For SPG, the determination of the second order dispersion is of particular interest because 
the wavelength at which βj(2) is equal to zero acts a dividing line between two different 
regimens of light propagation for a particular material, namely the normal (βj(2) > 0) and 
anomalous (βj(2) < 0) dispersion regimes. This wavelength is termed the Zero Dispersion 
Wavelength (ZDW) as a narrowband optical pulse centred on the ZDW experiences no 
dispersive broadening or compression. In the anomalous dispersion regime, an ultrashort 
input pulse with centre wavelength just above the ZDW can experience a balance between 
the normal dispersion caused by SPM and the anomalous dispersion of the propagating 
medium. This allows the pulse to propagate with a constant or periodic temporal and 
spectral shape which is known as a soliton [42]. Solitons can also form from longer pulses 
or CW input if the fields are in the anomalous dispersion regime through MI. Solitons 
and their evolution, referred to as soliton dynamics which for brevity are omitted, are a 
main cause of spectral broadening in SPG [43].  
As discussed in the previous section the design and material choices for a waveguide 
determine the propagating modes. As well as properties such as the mode number and 
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size, waveguide design can also tailor the dispersion properties of the modes they support. 
The contribution of dispersion from the waveguide design to the chromatic dispersion 
caused solely by the propagation medium gives the ability to shift the ZDW, create 
multiple ZDW and create phase matching conditions for wavelengths that would be 
mismatched in an unguided mode. As well as the opportunities for dispersion engineering, 
waveguides also offer high field intensities over much longer path lengths than are 
achievable for free space beams due to beam diffraction creating much longer interaction 
lengths for nonlinear processes to occur. Considering these benefits is not surprising that 
waveguides are widely used for supercontinuum sources [41, 43]. 
Due to the complexity of SPG, numerical modelling is often used to try to understand 
how the dispersion profile of a waveguide and the multitude of nonlinear processes 
involved are interacting to produce a broadband output spectrum. This is achieved by 
modelling the field propagation using the Generalised Nonlinear Schrödinger Equation 
(GNLSE), which can be derived from Maxwell’s equations. The GNLSE comes in many 
variants depending on the assumptions made on the linear and nonlinear effects relevant 
for the scenario under study but it has the typical form [44]: 
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where A(z,T) is the complex field envelope, D̂ is an operator describing linear loss and 
dispersion and N̂ is an operator describing the relevant nonlinear effects containing terms 
such as the nonlinear refractive index and a Raman contribution term. 
2.2.3 Resonant Nonlinear Light-Matter Interactions 
In the previous sections we have seen how light-matter interactions can lead to new 
frequencies being generated due to nonlinear light-matter interactions. In these processes 
the passage of light induces a polarisation response from a dielectric medium by causing 
the displacement of bound charges. In this section we explore another type of light-matter 
interaction in which light is absorbed by the medium through the promotion of bound 
charges, i.e. electrons, to higher energy states. 
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As was the case for material polarisation, in the low intensity limit light absorption is a 
linear process. In this regime, the differential absorption of light as it propagates through 
a homogenous and isotropic absorptive medium follows the relation [45]: 
 dI
I
dz
   2-27 
   
   
where I is the intensity, and α is the absorption coefficient. 
Integrating equation 2-27 gives the light intensity as a function of propagation length 
which is known as the Beer-Lambert law [45]: 
   0
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where I0 is the initial intensity. 
In the photon picture, linear absorption can be described as promotion of an electron to a 
higher energy state by the annihilation of a single photon. Because of the quantised nature 
of both photons and electrons this process can only occur is the photon has sufficient 
energy to promote the electron to an available free state. As the energy of a photon is 
determined by its frequency there is a range of frequencies, conversely wavelengths, 
where incident photons have insufficient energy to be linearly absorbed. This region 
defines the optical bandgap for a material and in this region the material is nominally 
transparent to the propagating light ignoring competing attenuation processes such as 
scattering.  
As the light intensity increases the linear relationship expressed in equation 2-27 is no 
longer valid and the absorption coefficient becomes a function of the incident light 
intensity:  
   2 3 ...I I I I          2-29 
   
   
where α is the linear absorption coefficient and β, γ, δ are the two, three and four photon 
absorption coefficients respectively. 
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This is analogous to the nonlinear polarisation response seen in equation 2-14, which is 
unsurprising as the multiphoton absorption (MPA) coefficients can be expressed in terms 
of the imaginary parts of the odd order complex nonlinear electric susceptibilities. In the 
photon picture, MPA can be described as promotion of an electron to a higher energy 
state by the annihilation of multiple photons simultaneously. This transition is allowed by 
the concept of virtual states which are a consequence of the indeterminacy of quantum 
mechanical systems, i.e. some classically forbidden transitions are allowed so long as 
they happen on a timescale shorter than the virtual lifetime of the transition, Δt ∼ ħ/ΔE, 
permitted by Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle [46].  
In a similar manner to linear absorption, MPA requires the combined energy of photons 
involved in the MPA process have sufficient energy to promote an electron to an available 
free state. The optical bandgap of the propagation medium and incident wavelength will 
therefore set the minimum MPA order that can occur and by sweeping the incident 
wavelength we can define a MPA edge for each order. 
In the presence of very intense fields, another class of nonlinear absorption based solely 
on the electric field strength of the propagating light and not on the photon energy exists. 
When the strength of the optical field in a material is comparable to the binding energy 
experienced by an electron, then the band structure of the material will be distorted. If 
this distortion can suppress one side of the potential sufficiently, then an electron can 
tunnel through the potential barrier and out of its bound state. 
These two seemingly different nonlinear absorption processes, as depicted in Figure 2-1, 
were shown to be extremes of the same fundamental process that can be treated under a 
single framework by Keldysh [47]. Under this framework nonlinear absorption proceeds 
by MPA at low laser irradiances and high frequencies that remain below the photon 
energy necessary for single photon absorption. Whereas for high laser irradiances and 
lower frequencies, the distortion of the band structure in the dielectric by the strong EM 
field allows for tunnelling to occur. The dominant pathway can be determined using the 
Keldysh parameter (γ):   
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where υ is the incident laser frequency, e is the charge of an electron, me is the effective 
electron mass, c is the speed of light, ε0 is the permittivity of free space, Eg is the bandgap 
of the material I and is the laser intensity in the focal volume. For γ ~ 1.5 nonlinear 
absorption is a combination of both mechanisms, with tunnelling dominating when γ is 
much less than 1.5 and vice versa.  
Figure 2-1 Nonlinear absorption processes in the opposite extremes of high photon energy low 
field strength, (a) tunnelling process, and low photon energy high field strength, (b) MPA 
process. VB signifies the valence band and CB signifies the conduction band. Adapted from 
[48]. 
2.3 Ultrafast Laser Inscription 
2.3.1 Overview 
ULI may be considered as a subcategory of laser machining that expands the capabilities 
of conventional laser machining by virtue of processing with ultrashort, i.e. femtosecond 
to few picosecond, laser pulses. Laser machining for applications such as cutting, drilling 
and patterning has traditionally been performed using continuous wave (CW) lasers or 
pulsed nanosecond lasers, but in both cases heating effects such as melting restricts the 
achievable resolution at the nanoscale. More recently picosecond and femtosecond laser 
systems have been introduced to mitigate the heating effects due to shorter pulses 
reducing thermal diffusion away from the processed volume. Also, conventional laser 
processing is performed on materials opaque to the processing wavelength, i.e. in the 
linear absorption regime. ULI employs ultrashort pulses at wavelengths for which the 
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machined material is transparent and thus utilises the fundamental nonlinear properties of 
the material in addition to properties of the machining laser to allow incident pulses to be 
absorbed.  
2.3.2 Physical Process 
In ULI, ultrashort laser pulses are focused beneath the surface of a dielectric material and 
are absorbed due to nonlinear absorption processes. This can lead to an optical breakdown 
leaving behind permanent structural modification as the electrons transfer energy to the 
lattice [49]. Because the wavelengths of light used in ULI have photon energies 
insufficient for linear absorption the modification is confined within the focal volume and 
by translating the sample through the incident beam complex 3D structures can be written 
due to this tight spatial confinement.  
As discussed in the previous section, nonlinear absorption proceeds by MPA or tunnelling 
with the dominant pathway dependent on the value of the Keldysh parameter. 
Considering the MPA regime, the ionisation rate, Pr, depends strongly on the laser 
intensity: 
 ( ) nr nP I I  2-31 
   
   
where σn is the multiphoton absorption coefficient for n-photon absorption. The nonlinear 
dependence on intensity means that the ionisation rate is more efficient for shorter pulses 
with higher peak powers.  
If the energy transfer from the laser pulse was caused solely by MPA, the threshold 
intensity for optical breakdown would vary greatly with bandgap because of the large 
variation in absorption probability associated with different multiphoton absorption 
orders. Experimental observations however indicate a low dependence for threshold 
intensity with bandgap and this can be attributed to the importance of avalanche ionisation 
which depends only linearly on the laser intensity [50]. In avalanche ionisation, seed 
electrons provided by initial nonlinear absorption can linearly absorb incident photons to 
create hot conduction band electrons which subsequently impact ionise valence electrons 
resulting in two electrons in the conduction band, as depicted in Figure 2-2. This process 
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can then repeat to cause an electron avalanche and subsequent optical breakdown as the 
free electron plasma frequency approaches the laser frequency.  
Figure 2-2 Avalanche ionisation - the two-step process of free carrier absorption followed by 
impact ionisation. VB signifies the valence band and CB signifies the conduction band. Adapted 
from [48]. 
As seed electrons are provided by the initial nonlinear absorption processes any resultant 
modification in the material is deterministic because it is not dependent on material 
defects or dopants. Hence ULI can be used consistently and reliably in a broad range of 
materials. In contrast with nonlinear absorption processes avalanche ionisation becomes 
more efficient with longer pulse durations [51].    
As well as pulse duration determining the balance between nonlinear absorption and 
avalanche ionisation it also dictates the mechanisms of material modification. During 
laser irradiation the absorption of the pulse excites electrons to the conduction band by 
the previously mentioned processes. The electrons can distribute energy among 
themselves through carrier-carrier scattering which occurs on a timescale of 10-100 fs 
providing a fast route to reach an even distribution. They can also redistribute energy to 
the lattice by carrier-phonon scattering, occurring on a timescales >10 ps [52] equalising 
the temperature of the electrons and ions in the lattice.  On the nanosecond timescale a 
pressure and/or shock wave can separate from the focal volume if the focal volume 
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temperature exceeds the material melting and/or boiling point. Beyond this on a roughly 
microsecond timescale thermal energy diffuses out of the focal volume. 
For pulse durations of the order of femtoseconds that are used in ULI lattice heating 
occurs after the pulse has been absorbed which effectively decouples absorption and 
lattice heating [49]. This allows for more precise machining and reduces the size of any 
heat affected zone (HAZ) that can extend beyond the focal volume when longer pulses 
are used.  
The decoupling also leads to a deviation from the scaling of material damage threshold 
intensity with the square root of pulse duration that is seen for pulse durations >10 ps. 
Using these longer pulse durations means that significant amounts of energy are 
transferred to the lattice whilst remnants of the pulse are still present causing the damage 
threshold to be determined by relative energy deposition rate and thermal diffusion in the 
material. In contrast, the damage threshold for the ultrashort pulses used in ULI is found 
to increase by a factor of 3 for every factor of 10 increasing in pulse duration [53].  
2.3.3 Waveguides and Inducing Refractive Index Change 
In many materials irradiating with pulse energies close to the threshold value for 
modification, ~ 100 nJ for 0.4 NA focussing of 1045 nm 350 fs duration pulses in fused 
silica, produces a smooth refractive index change. This has enabled the inscription of 
guiding structures, with propagation losses as low as 0.053 dBcm-1 demonstrated for 
single mode guides [54]. The index change can be either positive or negative depending 
on the character of the material change induced by the laser irradiation and is usually on 
the order of 10-3. ULI is therefore applicable for the fabrication of photonic devices in 
this regime by either creating higher index regions that act as a waveguide core with the 
unmodified material providing the waveguide cladding which has become known as type 
I structures. Or conversely writing a lower index cladding and guiding light in a core 
region of unmodified material which has been termed the depressed cladding geometry. 
It is important to note that guided modes in depressed cladding structures are in fact not 
strictly guided but ‘leaky’ due to the evanescent field of the propagating modes extending 
into the unmodified region surrounding the cladding [55].  
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The most widely studied material in ULI is fused silica and for the low pulse energy 
regime a positive index change is observed. The index change is attributed to several 
factors, firstly a refractive index increase can be caused by changes in absorption from 
the formation of dangling bond defects i.e. a Kramers-Kronig relationship from the 
complex refractive index [56]. This has been verified by the presence of photoinduced 
absorption peaks at 213 nm and 260 nm. These peaks are characteristic of oxygen-
deficient paramagnetic electron centres and oxygen-excess non-bridging oxygen hole 
centre defects respectively [57]. It has also been shown however that these defects can be 
erased by annealing at 400  ͦC but waveguide behaviour can be observed with annealing 
steps up to 900  ͦC.  
A second explanation is given by the rapid quenching of melted glass in the focal region 
freezing in a higher fictive temperature leading to a densification of the glass. In fused 
silica the density and consequently the refractive index increases when the melt is rapidly 
cooled from a higher temperature. Raman spectroscopy studies have shown an increase 
in 3 and 4 member rings in the silica network inside the irradiated zone, indicating 
densification and supporting this argument [58].  
In materials which exhibit reductions in index in the focal volume shock wave 
propagation is often tabled as the reason as this creates a rarefied region at the focus. With 
increasing pulse energies shockwave propagation can lead to voids, even in materials 
such as fused silica which at lower pulse energies exhibit positive type I modification. 
Voids have application in 3D memory storage and can be produced using > 1 μJ 350 fs 
pulses with 0.4 NA focussing of 1045 nm light in fused silica. By inscribing parallel 
tracks of void ‘damage-like’ modification guiding can also be attained due to the induced 
strain from material expanding out from the focal region in a geometry known as type II 
guiding. The guiding geometries discussed are summarised in  Figure 2-3.  
In multi-component glasses such as crown glass, index change allowing for waveguide 
inscription has been shown to have contributions from ion-exchange between the network 
formers and network modifiers in the glass [59]. This highlights a potential concern for 
type I waveguide inscription in doped materials for active devices such as compact 
amplifiers and laser sources, as there is potential for lasing ions to migrate from the 
modified region. For this reason and to keep lasing characteristics, which are effected by 
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the lasing ions local environment, similar to bulk samples type II and depressed cladding 
structures are ideal as the guiding region has not been modified [60, 61].   
 Figure 2-3 Laser inscription of guiding structures with magnified inserts of waveguide cross-
sections for (a) type I, (b) type II, and (c) depressed cladding waveguide structures. The guiding 
region for each type is indicated using red dashed lines. It is important to remember that the 
achievable modification type is material dependent as well as a function of fabrication 
parameters. Therefore, it is often not possible to fabricate all three types of waveguides in the 
same sample. Adapted from [62]. 
2.3.4 Micro-channels and Selective Etching 
The direct fabrication of microfluidic channels can be implemented by the technique 
known as Femtosecond Laser Irradiation followed by Chemical Etching (FLICE) which 
has also been termed Femtosecond Laser-Assisted Etching (FLAE). This technique 
consists of two steps: the irradiation of the sample with focussed femtosecond laser pulses 
and then etching by a suitable etchant [63]. The technique is possible because the 
structural changes induced during ULI can impact the chemical properties of the material 
as well as changing its optical properties. Providing a suitable contrast in etching rates is 
brought about in the modified regions they can either be preferentially removed or 
chemically resistant compared to the unmodified bulk allowing for 3D structures to be 
machined. In the case of inscribing areas which are more susceptible to etching chemicals; 
complex buried micro- and nano-scale channels can be fabricated in the bulk of a 
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dielectric sample. Also, as the material structural changes induced by ULI for waveguide 
writing and micro-channel formation can be performed by the same inscription laser, ULI 
has the unique ability to take these features and implement them on the same substrate to 
create opto-fluidic devices with a single inscription step. 
FLICE has been achieved in both vitreous and crystalline materials with particularly high 
etching selectivity observed in crystalline materials, as an example etching selectivity of 
1:104 has been observed in sapphire [64]. The preferential etching can be linked to the 
material structure disparity between a “perfect” crystalline lattice and amorphized 
modified regions and this is often presented as the origin of the large etch rate contrast 
[65].  
In glassy materials the structural difference between modified regions and bulk can be 
less distinct but etching selectivity can still be observed. Again fused silica has been the 
most broadly examined material with studies demonstrating a linear relationship between 
index change and etch rate for laser inscription parameters used to create type I 
waveguides [66]. The etching selectivity in this parameter space is low with modified to 
bulk etch ratio of approximately 1:10 which is credited to reductions in Si-O-Si bond 
angles caused by densification leading to a weakening of these bonds, compressive stress 
and the presence of laser induced defects. 
Another interesting laser inscription regime for fused silica has been identified for pulse 
energies larger than those used for smooth modification and below pulse energies for 
disruptive modification i.e. ~ 150 - 700 nJ for 0.4 NA focussing of 1045 nm 350 fs 
duration pulses. In this parameter window nanostructures can be formed inside the focal 
region with feature sizes smaller than the wavelength of incident laser light. The 
nanostructures consist of periodic nanocracks that are aligned orthogonally to the laser 
polarisation and have found application in specialty optics as they exhibit form 
birefringence [51]. These nanocracks also permit the flow of etching chemicals along 
laser modified regions vastly increasing the preferential chemical etching contrast to 
selectivities in the order of 1:103. 
The mechanism behind nanocrack formation has been widely studied and several models 
have been presented to explain their formation. The first model proposed built on 
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traditional surface ripple formation theory for periodic structures found on sample 
surfaces during laser machining and expanded this to modification of the sample bulk 
[67]. The nanocrack formation in this model is reliant on the interference between 
Langmuir waves in the free electron plasma generated in the focal volume and the 
incident laser pulse electric field. This bulk plasma wave interference model has been 
used to successfully predict the decrease in nanocrack grating period with pulse energy 
[67]. 
Another model for nanocrack formation is known as the transient nanoplasmonics model, 
as summarised in Figure 2-4, which proceeds by inhomogeneous nonlinear absorption in 
the focal region due to the presence of defects or colour centres. The areas of higher 
nonlinear absorption form into spherical nanoplasma droplets over subsequent pulses due 
to feedback based on memory of previous nonlinear ionisation, which is equivalent to an 
effective bandgap reduction in the region [68]. This makes the region easier to ionise on 
the next laser pulse. The nanoplasma droplets then grow in size with increasing pulse 
number in an asymmetric manner owing to field enhancement at the boundaries of the 
nanoplasma enhancing the ionization rate at the equator.  
The nanoplasma droplets become nanoellipsoids because of the asymmetric field 
enhancement with major axis in the direction of laser propagation. Continued growth of 
the ellipsoids and merging of neighbouring ellipsoids leads to nanoplanes which are 
initially randomly spaced in the focal volume. With successive laser pulses the electron 
plasma density inside the nanoplanes reaches the critical point for the planes becoming 
quasi-metallic, i.e. optical breakdown, and at this stage the cracks act as quasi-metallic 
waveguides that assemble with a spacing of λ/2n where λ is the vacuum incident laser 
wavelength. This last stage is important in describing the observed long-range order of 
nanocracks. 
As the alignment of laser induced nanocracks is perpendicular to the polarisation of the 
incident laser pulse; polarisation control gives another parameter to limit or increase 
etchant ingress into modified regions to alter etching rate. Nanocracks have now been 
observed in other silicate glasses [69] and single crystal tellurium oxide [70] signifying 
this level of control is possible in other materials. 
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Figure 2-4 Top: Asymmetric field enhancement at two locations on a nanoplasma under the 
influence of the laser electric field, E. The relative permittivity, ε, is the ratio of the real part 
of the nanoplasma permittivity to the dielectric function of the medium that surrounds the 
nanoplasma. Ne is the plasma density and Ncr is the critical plasma density. For an under-dense 
plasma, i.e. Ne<Ncr, field enhancement occurs as seen in the central graph. Bottom: Evolution 
of nanoplasmas into nanoplanes. Randomly distributed under-dense nanoplasma droplets 
(droplet size is a few tens of nanometres) grow asymmetrically in the presence of the laser field 
over hundreds of laser pulses to become ellipsoidal and finally flatten and merge to become 
micrometer sized nanoplanes. Adapted from [71]. 
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2.4 Material Properties  
In pursuance of the fabrication of mid-IR optics, suitable materials must be identified that 
transmit into the mid-IR. The following section discusses the salient properties of two 
such classes of material that feature in this thesis, namely chalcogenide glasses and 
crystalline sesquioxides.  
2.4.1 Chalcogenides  
Chalcogenides glasses are a key class of amorphous semiconductors which find 
applications in areas as diverse as photonics, lithography, sensing and phase change 
memories. They contain one or more of the chalcogen elements, which form the sixteenth 
group of the periodic table (oxygen (O), sulphur (S), selenium (Se), tellurium (Te) and 
polonium (Po)), as a major constituent. In the context of glass families, oxygen and 
polonium are not included in the chalcogenide grouping as oxide materials demonstrate 
very different chemical, optical and electrical properties and polonium is unstable [72]. 
Chalcogenide glasses typically contain one or more of the network forming elements: 
arsenic (As), germanium (Ge), phosphorous (P), antimony (Sb) and silicon (Si); 
covalently bonded to the chalcogen element(s) to form a bulk glass structure that is held 
together by a combination of covalent bonding and van der Waals forces. This is in 
contrast to the ionic bonding in other glasses.  
On the atomic scale the chalcogenide glass structure can be understood as a continuous 
random network that is quantified by a mean co-ordination number (MCN). This 
parameter takes the concept of a co-ordination number for each atom, i.e. the number of 
surrounding atoms each central atom is bound to by single or multiple bonds, and applies 
it for the bulk by summing the products of the mole fraction of each constituent element 
and their valence [73]. Chalcogenide glasses exhibit wide glass forming regions for 
example the ratio of arsenic to sulphur in the As-S glass system can be varied from 1.5 to 
9 [74] . The MCN gives a parameter that can be tracked as the ratios of the glass elements 
are varied to define transitions in material properties such as network topology, refractive 
index, density, nonlinear response and bandgap.  
The weaker bonding of chalcogenide glasses causes the short wavelength band edge from 
electronic absorption to shift to the visible or near-IR wavelength range in comparison to 
the near-UV for oxide glasses like fused silica. Whereas the long wavelength cut-off from 
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multiphonon absorption lies much further into the IR due to low phonon energies from 
the combination of heavier mass elements and weak bonding, as shown is Figure 2-5. 
Between the chalcogen elements themselves the heavier the atomic mass or increasing 
their abundance in the glass both act to reduce the average bond strength further, to the 
determinant of material properties such as hardness, strength and glass transition 
temperature. Although lowering the transition temperature does allow for the moulding 
of intricate components such as aspheric lenses as a route for low-cost manufacture. 
Figure 2-5 Infrared transmission for bulk glass samples of SiO2 (fused silica), ZBLAN (a 
multicomponent fluoride glass) and representative chalcogenide glasses. Silicon, not shown in 
this figure, has a long wavelength cut-off at around 7 µm. Reduction in the overall transmission 
for heavier chalcogen containing glasses is tied to Fresnel losses due to their higher refractive 
indices. 
Chalcogenide glasses possess relatively large linear refractive indices from around 2 to 
greater than 3. This stems from their higher density relative to oxides and the strong 
polarisability of the chalcogen elements. The refractive index increases in tandem with 
long wavelength transmission when moving to heavier chalcogen elements. For photonic 
circuit fabrication the high refractive index is beneficial as it allows compact waveguide 
circuits due to strong optical field confinement which also provides enhanced optical 
intensities for nonlinear applications. High refractive index and low phonon energies also 
makes chalcogenides attractive as hosts for rare earth ions as they provide high radiative 
rates for the rare earth transitions whilst simultaneously reducing non-radiative multi-
phonon transitions [72].  
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Tied to their large linear refractive indices is an increase in chalcogenides’ nonlinear 
refractive index which can be orders of magnitude larger than fused silica [75]. This has 
led to extensive studies of the nonlinear optical properties of chalcogenide glasses for 
their applicability in areas such as optical processing and supercontinuum generation, as 
summarised in Table 2-1.  
Table 2-1 Nonlinear optical constants for a selection of chalcogenide glasses. Where λm is the 
wavelength used for measurement, n0 and n2 are the linear and nonlinear refractive indices 
respectively, β is the two-photon absorption coefficient and FOM is the figure of merit given by 
the ratio n2 / βλ which parametrises the nonlinear phase shift attainable over one two-photon 
absorption length. Experimental uncertainty for the measurements where given: a ± 18 %, b ± 3 
nm, c ± 1.6 %, d ± 17 %, e ± 1.7 %. 
Glass Composition 
λm 
(μm) 
n0 
n2 
(10-18 
m2/W) 
β 
(10-11 
m/W) 
FOM 
Band 
Gap 
(nm) 
Refs 
As40S60 3 2.42 5 - - 620 [76] 
As40Se60 1.5 2.8 13 0.4 2 700 [75] 
Ge30Se70 1.06 - 21a 1.1a 0.9 705b [77] 
Ge25Se65Te10 1.5 2.5 5.7 0.4 1 715 [75] 
Ge28Se60Sb12 1.5 2.6 9.4 0.2 3 690 [75] 
Ge10As10Se80 1.06 - 22a 2.7a 0.39 760b [77] 
65Ga2S3:32La2S3: 
3La2O3 
1.52 2.41c 2.16d <0.01 >7.1 545e [78] 
70Ga2S3:30La2O3 1.52 2.25c 1.77d <0.01 >5.8 500e [78] 
70Ga2S3:15La2O3: 
15LaF3 
1.52 2.26c 1.39d <0.01 >4.6 497e [78] 
68Ga2S3:32Na2S 1.52 2.14c 1.01d <0.01 >3.3 473e [78] 
 
Chalcogenides glasses also exhibit numerous photoinduced effects which can be grouped 
into many different categories depending on the change in electrical, structural, 
mechanical, chemical and/or optical properties [79]. These changes can further be 
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classified as permanent or reversible and as either scalar or vectorial, i.e. unaffected or 
affected by light polarisation.  
Photocrystallisation or amorphisation is one such effect and is utilised in phase change 
memories. The phase change proceeds due to heating upon optical illumination to 
temperatures greater than the crystallisation temperature of the glass. This can then be 
reversed by heating above the melting temperature and quenching using a secondary 
illumination step or by electrically heating the crystallised volume. 
Photopolymerisation is the process of optically induced polymerisation, i.e. the creation 
of more complex molecules from smaller repeating subunits in the glass. The 
polymerisation of the glass network in chalcogenides, like As2S3, which have been 
deposited by thermal evaporation dramatically affects its solubility in amine solvents and 
has been used for the creation of glassy resists for lithography [80].  
Photodissolution of metals is another effect and has been shown to occur when samples 
are coated with thin metallic layers and illuminated with near bandgap light. This process 
is not easy to reverse and is another route to significantly change the etching selectivity 
of the illuminated regions [80]. 
Photocompaction and photocontraction are two more photoinduced effects with the latter 
being reversible under thermal annealing and the former being shown to induce a 
refractive index change in gallium lanthanum sulphide (GLS) glass of around 10-3 due to 
density changes and increase of lanthanum concentration in the illuminated area. Utilising 
this index change, surface waveguides in GLS have been demonstrated [81]. Conversely 
photoexpansion has also been observed in different chalcogenide glass systems. 
Photodarkening and photobleaching occur with the redshift and blueshift of the optical 
absorption edge respectively due to structural changes that differ from the photodarkening 
processes in some oxide glasses where defects such as colour centres can appear as optical 
absorption peaks, with the absorption edges left intact [76].  
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Photoinduced anisotropy can occur with some chalcogenides exposed to linearly 
polarised light demonstrating dichroic redshift of absorption edges and birefringence that 
can be removed by exposure to unpolarised light. 
All of these light-induced changes are sensitive to the glass preparation method with thin 
films particularly susceptible to large photoinduced changes due to the non-equilibrium 
nature of as-deposited material. Thus, irreversible effects predominately occur in as-
deposited films, while reversible effects typically occur in well-annealed films as well as 
bulk glasses. It is also possible to demonstrate contrary effects subject to deposition 
conditions such as photodarkening and photobleaching in AsS films depending on the 
specifics of the glass preparation method. For low intensity illumination, changes in 
material properties are observed for near bandgap light, with longer wavelengths reliant 
on high intensity to initiate the photoinduced changes. 
Due to their mid-IR transparency, large nonlinear response and range of photo-induced 
effects, chalcogenides are an ideal substrate for mid-IR integrated optics. Devices such 
as integrated optics beam combiners can take advantage of their transmittance across the 
whole mid-IR range and their large nonlinearities can enable compact supercontinuum 
sources. Light induced material property changes such as photopolymerisation hint at the 
possibility of structuring chalcogenides using the FLICE methods discussed in the 
previous section which would allow for mid-IR optofluidics. However, in any photonic 
device based on chalcogenides it is important to consider the range of photoinduced 
effects that may occur because as well as enabling some fabrication techniques or device 
functions they can also be detrimental to device performance.  
2.4.2 Sesquioxides 
Sesquioxides are a class of oxide materials with a chemical composition of three oxygen 
ions to two metal ions. Many crystals exhibit this ratio and some are already in widespread 
use for photonics applications. One such example is sapphire (Al2O3) which as a host 
crystal doped with Titanium ions is the gain medium of choice for femtosecond laser 
systems which are the workhorse of ultrafast optics labs worldwide. 
Amongst the sesquioxides are an emergent set of laser host crystals with cubic symmetry, 
namely Lutetia (Lu2O3), Scandia (Sc2O3) and Yttria (Y2O3), which have shown excellent 
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bulk lasing performance in the mid-IR when doped with rare earth ions in CW and pulsed 
operation [82, 83]. These crystals also form solid solutions with one another allowing for 
any mixture of the form (LuaScbYc)2O3 where a + b + c = 1. As a result of their comparable 
laser performance, Lu2O3, Sc2O3, Y2O3 and their mixtures are nominally referred to as the 
sesquioxides for the remainder of this thesis which has become the convention in the 
wider field of photonics as well. Due to their shared cubic symmetry, the material 
properties of the sesquioxides are often compared with YAG which is perhaps the most 
well-known and widespread laser crystal. Some of these key material properties for 
sesquioxides and YAG are summarised in Table 2-2.  
Table 2-2 Summary of important properties of lutetia, scandia, yttria and yttrium aluminium 
garnet for photonics applications. Superscripts refer to dopant ions where: a -  thulium-doped, b 
holmium-doped, c - average across common rare earth dopants. Doping concentrations are stated 
in atomic percentages signified using %at. notation. * - values correspond to double the atomic 
percentage doping in sesquioxides as this provides a comparable dopant ion density.. 
Material Property Lu2O3 Sc2O3 Y2O2 Y3Al5O12 Refs 
Refractive index @ 1 μm 1.911 1.966 1.889 1.816 [84, 85] 
@ 2 μm 1.896 1.946 1.874 1.801 [84, 85] 
@ 3 μm 1.883 1.926 1.860 1.783 [84, 85] 
Transmission (μm) 0.225-8 0.210-8 0.220-8 0.210-5.2 
[84, 86, 
87] 
Thermal Conductivity 
(W/m⋅K)  
12.8 18 13.4 13.4 [86, 88] 
@ 1 %at. 12.6a 9.1b 10c 6a - 2%* [88, 89] 
@ 5 %at. 11.3a 5.5c 6.4c 
5.3a - 
10%* 
[88, 89] 
Thermo-optic coefficient 
(10-6/K) 
9.1 8.9 8.5 9.1 [84, 85] 
 
In comparison with YAG, the sesquioxides exhibit a similar refractive index but offer a 
broader transmission bandwidth. As sesquioxides have a comparable optical bandgap to 
YAG and therefore a similar visible transmission edge, their broader transparency range 
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comes from a deeper IR transmission edge [86, 87]. This is particularly advantageous for 
mid-IR laser sources as it results in reduced rates of non-radiative decay of the mid-IR 
transitions of dopant ions.  
In doped or undoped crystals the thermal conductivity of sesquioxides is comparable or 
higher than YAG. Although offering the poorest thermal conductivity values of the 
sesquioxides for undoped crystal, Lu2O3 is seen to have a nearly constant thermal 
conductivity with increasing dopant ion concentration whereas for YAG this decreases 
sharply [90]. This has been shown to be down to the similarity in size of the common 
optically active rare earth ions to lutetium, which allows for minimal disruption of the 
lattice structure and hence minimal phonon scattering [91]. The negligible effect on the 
thermal conductivity Lu2O3 under high doping has stability benefits for high power laser 
applications and for high gain compact sources.  
All the sesquioxides can be doped with rare earth ions in high concentration because, as 
is the case of the mixed sesquioxides, oxides of optically active rare-earth metals also 
form solid solutions. This allows for doping of any atomic percentage from 0 to 100% 
[89]. The presence of two rare-earth ions sites in the formula unit of the sesquioxides and 
their lattice spacings of around 10 Å, leads to dopant ion densities roughly twice as large 
as seen in YAG [92]. The dopant ions also experience a strong crystal field causing 
pronounced Stark splitting which can be seen in unusually long emission wavelengths  
and broad emission bandwidths for laser ions in sesquioxide hosts, especially Sc2O3 [93].  
The mixed sesquioxides can offer even broader and deeper IR emission than pure Lu2O3, 
Sc2O3 or Y2O3 as their disordered structure leads to a wider range of possible 
environments for the laser ion. Though, the enhanced breath of the emission bandwidth 
comes at the expense of lower peak cross sections and a decrease of the thermal 
conductivity to less than the average of the individual pure sesquioxides [88]. The 
broadening of dopant laser ion emission makes rare-earth doped pure and mixed 
sesquioxides attractive as gain media for mid-IR tunable CW and ultrashort pulse sources.  
Furthermore, due to the cubic lattice of the sesquioxides they can be fabricated in the 
form of laser ceramics [94] that offers a potential for size scalability and cost effective 
production. Laser ceramic manufacturing involves the cold, high pressure pressing of a 
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powder filled mould of a desired shape followed by sintering under vacuum for a number 
of hours to form the ceramic sample and then final processing and polishing [95]. This 
process of producing sesquioxides laser elements has the advantage over the Heat-
Exchanger or Nacken-Kyropoulos methods in that it has a shorter manufacturing time 
and requires a lower temperature whilst still being able to closely match the physical 
properties and laser performance demonstrated with single crystals [96, 97]. 
Sesquioxides’ mid-IR transparency, ability for arbitrary rare earth doping concentrations, 
good thermal conductivity and suitability for fabrication as laser ceramics make them 
ideal substrates for mid-IR integrated optics. Active devices such as chip scale waveguide 
lasers can utilise the broadened and deeper IR emission from dopant ions in sesquioxide 
hosts to create compact tunable and high repetition rate pulsed sources in the mid-IR.  
2.5 Summary 
This chapter has sought to explain the physical mechanisms behind waveguides, 
nonlinear frequency generation and nonlinear absorption. We have also discussed 
supercontinuum generation and highlighted specific nonlinear processes that lead to 
supercontinuum and the effects of dispersion. A description of ULI as a fabrication 
technique has been provided including the processes by which light is absorbed and also 
the timescales and routes in which this absorbed energy is distributed. Material 
modification regimes suitable for photonic and microfluidic devices are discussed with a 
particular focus on fused silica which has been the pre-eminent researched material in the 
field. The final section presented the pertinent material properties for photonics devices 
of the main material classes used in this work and suggests devices based on these 
properties. 
Background theory and knowledge of material properties has steered the direction of this 
work and informed the investigations undertaken. For their demonstrated highly 
nonlinear nature and susceptibility to light induced material property changes 
chalcogenides were selected for optofluidic device fabrication trials and waveguide 
supercontinuum trials. For their demonstrated bulk lasing performance in the mid-IR, 
crystalline sesquioxide ceramics were selected for mid-IR waveguide lasing 
investigations. 
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 Laser Processing Rig 
This Chapter describes the design, build and commissioning of an advanced laser 
processing setup at FCAP suitable for ULI whilst being adaptable for other laser 
processing techniques. An initial section gives an example of a typical ULI experimental 
setup along with the practical considerations concerned with ULI fabrication. The design 
considerations that allow for enhanced control over machined microstructures are also 
discussed. Following this, the hardware procured and control software design is described 
with each decision supported by a reasoned argument as to why that choice was made. 
Finally, the initial outputs from the system are presented and the system performance 
summarised. A user guide detailing the setup, use and shutdown of the laser processing 
setup at FCAP is included at the end of this thesis which gives further system information. 
3.1 ULI Setup Considerations 
ULI benefits from having a flexible inscription setup as the optimum inscription 
parameters for a particular material, be it for waveguides or other micro-structuring, can 
require the tailoring of many factors, typically: pulse repetition frequency (PRF), pulse 
duration, pulse energy, focussing, sample movement speed and polarisation. Equally 
important is the system stability and repeatability, as the nonlinear nature of the pulse 
absorption in ULI can place tight bounds on the range of fabrication parameters necessary 
for deterministic and consistent device manufacture. Consequently, an inscription setup 
that is not subject to drifts and fluctuations in fabrication parameters is also vital in 
enabling process development to identify optimum inscription parameters. In the first 
instance, this requires a highly stable laser source, but it is also essential that all the other 
system components introduced to modify the laser output and deliver the output to the 
sample do not adversely affect the system stability and reproducibility. 
ULI has been widely performed with laser systems using titanium-doped sapphire crystals 
as the lasing medium. Typical Ti:sapphire laser oscillators have PRFs in the tens of MHz 
with output pulse durations on the order of 50–100 fs and pulse energies in the tens of 
nanoJoules. The high repetition rates mean these systems lend themselves to greater 
throughput but nanoJoule pulse energies necessitate high NA focussing objectives to 
reach the intensities required for nonlinear absorption, the disadvantages of which will be 
discussed on in this section. Higher energy laser oscillators are becoming available, but 
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it is typically necessary to use regenerative amplified Ti:sapphire systems. For ULI the 
regenerative amplification step is a compromise as it reduces the system PRF to the kHz 
range increasing device fabrication time and imposes an upper limit on an important laser 
inscription parameter which could be otherwise be tuned. The introduction of microJoule 
pulse energy MHz repetition rate Yb-doped fibre and hybrid fibre-solid state lasers for 
ULI has been an important step as these systems address the pulse energy - repetition rate 
compromise and due to longer pulse durations in the hundreds of femtoseconds, 
dispersion control in setups is less important. 
A schematic of a typical ULI setup which meets the criteria for stability and flexibility is 
shown in Figure 3-1. It contains an ultrafast laser system with adjustable pulse compressor 
and automated control optics for regulating the character of the incident laser light on the 
sample during device fabrication.  
Starting from the far left of the beamline the first component is a shutter which can be 
closed to allow for traversal around a sample substrate without inscribing structures. The 
shutter also allows for other inscription parameters to be changed during a run to combine 
different components on the same substrate, for example a change of polarisation for 
writing waveguides or microfluidic channels. Following the shutter is the power control 
optics which uses a half-wave plate for rotating the linearly polarised laser output before 
entering a polarising beam splitter to control pulse energy. The feedback for this 
controller is provided using a standard beam splitter to pick of a small fraction of each 
transmitted pulse which is measured with a calibrated detector.  
After the power control there is an acousto-optic modulator which allows for pulse 
repetition rate changes by integer division of the source repetition rate, control over the 
number of pulses incident on a sample, the creation of pulse trains and fast on/off 
switching of the incident laser light for applications such as inscribing Bragg gratings 
[98]. The next controller in the beamline is a half-wave plate and quarter-wave plate pair 
for rotating the linearly polarised light and if necessary converting to circularly polarised 
light. The final components in the beamline consist of a set of mirrors to direct light onto 
the sample through a final changeable focussing objective. The sample itself is mounted 
onto a set of high precision translation stages with sub-micron accuracy and tens of 
centimetre range of travel, which is a requirement for the creation of complex structures. 
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Figure 3-1 Block diagram of a generic ULI setup, where:  S - shutter, HWP - half-wave plate, 
PBS - polarisation beam splitter, BD - beam dump, BS - beam splitter, D - detector, AOM -  
acousto-optic modulator, QWP - quarter-wave plate, L - lens, SUB - substrate material, TS - 
translation stages. Green box contains power control optics and blue box contains polarisation 
control optics. Adapted from [99].  
Diffraction limited focussing of a Gaussian beam creates an asymmetric focal region as 
seen in Figure 3-2 by the relations for depth of focus, also known as the confocal 
parameter, (2zr) and spot size (2ω0):  
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where zr is the Rayleigh range, ω0 is the beam waist radius, M2 is the Gaussian beam 
quality factor, NA is the numerical aperture of the focusing lens, λ is the vacuum laser 
wavelength and n the refractive index.  
Therefore 2zr/2ω0 = n/NA is the magnitude of the asymmetry which can only be corrected 
by combination of low index substrates and high NA lenses. This presents problems for 
machining structures such as waveguides and microfluidic channels, which may require 
circular cross-sections, using ULI as high NA lens have limited working distances that 
restrict machining depth and are more prone to spherical aberrations caused by the index 
mismatch at the air-glass interface. Index mismatch causes a strong depth dependence for 
ULI buried structures [100] that is less pronounced for lower NA lens or can be eliminated 
by index matching with oil immersion lenses or by using dry objectives with aberration 
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correction collars [101]. Additionally, writing in materials with larger linear refractive 
indices, n greater than 2, is of interest for nonlinear photonic applications due to the semi-
empirical Miller’s rule between linear and nonlinear electric susceptibility [37]. For these 
materials index matching is not an option and spherical aberrations for tight focussing 
into samples can be severe [102].   
The simplest solution to fabricate structures with circular cross sections comes from the 
selection of inscription geometry which can be either longitudinal or transverse to the 
writing beam. ULI relies on drawing the sample through the focal region and so if sample 
movements are made longitudinally with respect to the laser beam, i.e. along the 
propagation direction of the beam, a circular cross section can be achieved. The 
drawbacks to this solution are the challenges in writing curved waveguides without 
introducing asymmetry and that the short working distances (WD) of typical focussing 
objectives, e.g. WD ~ 5 mm for NA of 0.45, limit the overall length of inscribed 
structures. Structure length can be improved through several methods, such as using low 
NA lens and inscribing with filamentary propagation that occurs due to self-focussing 
brought on by the higher pulse peak powers required to reach threshold intensity for 
modification [103]. Another technique is to replace the focussing objective in a standard 
ULI setup with an axicon to create zero-order Bessel beams with a large depth of focus.  
The advantages of a transverse writing geometry in terms of device complexity, e.g. 
multicore fan-outs [104], and size, only limited by stages, mean that there has been a 
tremendous effort in developing methods to control inscribed cross-sections. A common 
resolution has been the modification of the inscription laser beam in order to equalise the 
depth of focus and spot size, although the way this has been achieved has varied greatly.  
The first method demonstrated is known as the astigmatic beam shaping technique and 
uses a cylindrical lens telescope to control the shape of the modified region. The premise 
behind the technique is that when writing in the transversal sample plane the modified 
region width is independent of the beam waist in the direction of writing. Exploiting this 
fact by tightly focussing in the axis of sample translation, the parallel axis, reduces the 
depth of focus of the beam, then by adjusting focussing in the axis perpendicular to 
sample translation, the perpendicular axis, a quasi-symmetric focal plane is attained in 
this axis [105]. Unfortunately beam waist ratios of ~ 10 are required to produce the 
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symmetric focal plane and this in turn requires a highly de-magnifying telescope 
introducing alignment difficulty and aberrations. Optimising the focal plane symmetry 
would also require changing the lenses in the telescope. In order to overcome this, a slight 
variation on the technique was demonstrated whereby adjusting the axial position of the 
second lens in the beam shaping telescope moves the position of the focus in each plane 
i.e. the astigmatic difference. The area of highest intensity in the beam, i.e. the area where 
material will be modified, is fixed by the tight focusing in the parallel axis with the 
astigmatic difference tuned to provide a symmetrical intensity distribution in the 
perpendicular axis plane. This allows for structures with circular cross sections to be 
machined with beam waist ratios of only 2-3 [105]. 
A simplification of this scheme, known as the slit beam shaping method, has also been 
demonstrated [106]. It is conceptually very similar to the astigmatic method as it relies 
on controlling the beam waist size in the parallel and perpendicular axes but the 
experimental setup is much easier to implement. By placing a variable width slit in front 
of the final focusing objective in a ULI setup, control of the NA in the perpendicular and 
parallel planes is gained by governing the diameter of the beam in each plane at the 
objective. A slit with fixed length and variable width therefore controls the beam waist 
ratio and can be easily adjusted with a micrometer to produce a symmetrical intensity 
distribution in the perpendicular plane, as seen in Figure 3-2. This method has been very 
successful in producing circular cross section channels and waveguides [106, 107]. 
The slit and astigmatic beam shaping methods have been shown to produce structures 
with circular cross section and both address the issue of structure length in comparison to 
the longitudinal inscription geometry. On the other hand, and due to their similarities, 
they both suffer from two major drawbacks, namely: the inability to easily change 
inscribed structure cross section during writing and that the inscribed cross sections will 
change for features with bends as the perpendicular and parallel writing axes move with 
respect to the fixed telescope and/or slit. Adaptive optics have since been used to enhance 
the slit beam shaping method to overcome these shortcomings, with either deformable 
mirror [108] or spatial light modulator (SLM) [109] elements inserted into the beamline 
to generate an image of a slit at the back pupil plane of the final focusing objective. Using 
adaptive optics allows for control over the slit width in real time for changing structure 
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cross sections on the fly and also allows the “slit” to synchronously follow the writing 
direction to preserve cross-sections during bends. 
Figure 3-2 Modelling of beam profiles and energy distribution for focussed beams into glass 
with n = 1.54 using a microscope objective with NA = 0.46 and 500 μm wide slit.  (a) beam 
evolution near focus not using slit, (b) energy distribution in YZ plane not using slit (c) beam 
evolution near focus using slit, (d) energy distribution in YZ plane using slit where x 
corresponds with the direction of the beam translation (parallel axis). Adapted from [106]. 
Every solution presented so far for cross-section control has introduced various degrees 
of complexity and/or expense into the basic inscription setup presented in Figure 3-1. 
There are however two other schemes in use, the first is based on multiple scanning to 
define a modified region which is known as the multiscan technique. The method uses no 
beam shaping optics in the ULI setup and hence each line of modification inscribed in a 
material carries the elliptical profile imparted on it by the asymmetry of the focal region. 
The asymmetry of individual scans lines is corrected by multiple passes of the sample 
through the focus with a small lateral offset, usually 1/2 - 1/3 of the spot size. In this manner 
structures such as type I waveguides with a square step-index cross section have been 
demonstrated exhibiting single mode guiding [110, 111]. One added benefit of the 
multiscan technique for type I waveguide inscription is that as the cross section of the 
guiding region is built up over multiple scans, the pulse energy used can be kept close to 
the threshold value for modification potentially reducing the number of scattering and 
absorbing defects. 
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The second non-beam shaping solution uses the high PRFs afforded by fibre lasers and 
solid-state oscillators to create a more uniform area of modification. As previously stated, 
thermal diffusion of heat out of the focal volume occurs on an approximately microsecond 
timescale and is dependent on the intrinsic thermal diffusivity of the material. For PRFs 
in the high hundreds of kHz or MHz a transition from a single pulse regime, where each 
pulse absorbed can be treated as independent from those previously absorbed, to what is 
termed as the cumulative heating regime is observed. In the cumulative heating regime, 
the inscribed cross section is defined by the HAZ which is much larger than the focal 
region itself. Also, as material modification is dominated by heating effects, their 
isotropic nature leads to a more symmetrical modified zone. In this parameter space the 
focal region can be described as a point source of heat in the bulk of the sample [50]. This 
is a unique machining process compared with all other laser based processing and 
manufacturing techniques with only ULI able to provide this type of machining due to 
nonlinear absorption seeding the deposition of energy in the bulk. 
3.2 System Hardware 
To meet the requirements outlined in the previous section for a laser processing setup 
capable of ULI an appropriate choice of hardware was essential; with the key equipment 
used detailed in Table 3-1. From the components listed, the stages, stage drivers and 
substructure were legacy equipment that was re-tasked for the ULI setup which placed 
constraints on the system design and also needed to be assessed to ensure they were fit 
for purpose. For the remaining component selection there was consideration on building 
in flexibility that allows for other laser processing techniques, such as cutting and 
welding, to be performed without drastic modifications. The laser processing setup has 
also been designed to be adaptable to allow for further functionality to be added as 
required and some of this will be discussed in Chapter 7.  
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Table 3-1 Summary of key components in each system section. All transmissive optics coated for 
low loss at 1030nm.Components from Thorlabs unless otherwise indicated. 
Section Component(s) Notes 
Laser 
Source 
Amplitude Systèmes 
Satsuma HP 
PRF: Single shot to 2 MHz + 40 MHz 
Average power: 10W 
Pulse duration: 250 fs - >10ps 
Centre wavelength: 1030 nm 
M2: <1.1 
Pulse energy: up to 20 µJ 
Power 
Control 
Rotation mount DDR05/M  
Driver KBD101 
Waveplate WPH05M-1030  
Beamsplitter CCM1-PBS253/M  
Rotation speed: 5 Hz 
Drive: Direct drive 
Waveplate order: Zero 
Beamsplitter extinction ratio: >1:103 
Polarisation 
Control 
Rotation mounts DDR05/M 
Drivers KBD101  
Waveplate WPH05M-1030 
Waveplate WPQ05M-1030 
As above 
Telescope 
Assorted plano-concave/convex 
singlets 
Z translation mount SM1Z  
Expansion ratios: 2 and 2.5 
Shutter 
Shutter SH1/M 
Driver KSC101 
Max cycle rate: 12.5 Hz 
Min time to open: 20 ms 
Min time to close: 40 ms 
Inscription 
Head 
Assorted aspheric lenses 
Objective Turret OT1 
NA: 0.16 – 0.68 
Clear aperture: 5 mm 
Imaging 
B+W camera DCC1545M 
Plano-convex singlet LA1708-B-ML 
Z translation mount SM1Z 
Frame rate: 25 fps full frame  
Sensitivity limit: 0.1 nW/mm2 
Pixel size: 5.2 μm 
Mirrors Dielectric UM10-45B 
Reflectivity @ 1030 nm: >99 % 
GDD @1030 nm: <30 fs2 
Stages + 
Drivers 
Aerotech 
X + Y Stages ABL15020 
X + Y drivers NdriveHLe10-40 
Z Stage ATS20030 
Z driver Ndrive-CP10 
X + Y stage precision: ±0.1 μm 
X + Y stage max speed: 2 m/s 
X + Y stage travel: 200 mm  
Z stage precision: ±0.3 μm 
Z stage max speed: 220 mm/s 
Z stage travel: 300 mm 
Substructure 
Johann Fischer Aschaffenburg 
Custom Granite Table 
n/a 
Stage Air 
Filtration 
IMI Norgren 
Particle filter F72G-2GD-AL1 
Oil filter F72C-2GD-AL0 
Dryer W72M-2GN-NNB 
Max residual particle size: 0.01 μm 
Max residual oil content: 0.01 mg/m3 
Dryer dew point suppression: ~25 °C  
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3.2.1 Laser Source 
For the laser processing setup, a diode-pumped ytterbium-doped fibre laser, Satsuma HP 
from Amplitude Systèmes, was chosen. This source utilises single mode polarisation 
maintaining photonic crystal fibres as the lasing and amplifying media giving it inherent 
robustness and repeatability in comparison to sources based on free space cavities. The 
source is split into two units: a back end containing the master oscillator, acousto-optic 
modulator (AOM) for pulse picking, a pre-amplifier, the pump diodes and control 
electronics; and a front end/laser head containing the power amplifier, a second AOM, 
adjustable pulse compressor and a manual beam shutter. 
The source configuration allows for great flexibility with the two inbuilt AOMs removing 
the need for a beamline AOM and allowing for custom pulse trains or selection of pulse 
repetition rates from single shot to 40 MHz. This permits the study of a material’s 
response to arbitrary numbers of ultrashort pulses in both the athermal and cumulative 
heating regimes. Whilst the AOMs can shutter the beam they can also coarsely regulate 
the source output power by choice of modulation efficiency and so a single stage beamline 
power control suffices for fine power control. The adjustable pulse compressor tunes the 
output pulse durations from 250 fs to >10 ps, which gives temporal coverage over the 
femtosecond to few picosecond timescales highlighted in Chapter 2 as necessary for ULI 
without needing to be concerned with dispersion effects from beamline optics. This can 
be highlighted by considering the dispersion length (LD) for a Gaussian pulse, which is 
the propagation distance over which the pulse duration increases by a factor of √2, when 
traveling through dispersive media and is given by [15]: 
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where τ0 is the unchirped, i.e. minimum, pulse duration and GVD is the group velocity 
dispersion for the propagation media. 
For 250 fs pulses and taking the value for GVD as ~19 fs2/mm, which is for fused silica 
at 1030 nm, we can see that the dispersion length is ~3 m and therefore pulse dispersion 
is negligible. As a final note, the laser centre wavelength of 1030 nm is advantageous for 
working in mid-IR transmitting media as longer IR transmission often comes at the 
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expense of a red-shifted band edge that prohibits ULI with sources emitting nearer to 
visible wavelengths.  
3.2.2 Beamline 
The constructed laser processing setup beamline is presented schematically in Figure 3-3, 
with components grouped into the system sections listed in Table 3-1 by coloured boxes. 
The beamline was constructed using an optical cage system which ruggedizes the setup 
and reduces the degrees of freedom of each beamline component, both of which enhance 
system stability. Using an optical cage system also improves laser safety by ensuring the 
inscribing beam can only travel along the cage system optical path and can be readily 
shielded by enclosing the cage system.  
Figure 3-3 Block diagram of the laser processing rig beamline, with components:  HWP - half 
wave plate, PBS - polarising beam splitter, BD - beam dump, QWP - quarter wave plate, PS - 
periscope, OT – optics turret. Green and blue boxes group components together into the system 
sections listed in Table 3-1, where: POW - power control, POL – polarisation control, TEL – 
telescope, IMG – imaging and INS – inscription head.  
After the laser head the first two system sections in the beamline control the inscription 
power and polarisation state. The power control is formed by a half waveplate fixed into 
a computer-controlled rotation mount and cube mounted polarising beam splitter. 
Whereas the polarisation control is formed by a half waveplate and quarter waveplate 
both mounted in computer-controlled rotation mounts. These sections were both 
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calibrated by using modified versions of Malus’s law for the case where the input light is 
linearly polarised and the first polariser is replaced by a half or quarter waveplate: 
HWP:  20 cos 2I I   3-4 
   
QWP:  20 0cos 2
2 2
I I
I    3-5 
   
   
where I is the transmitted intensity, I0 is the input intensity, and θ is the angle of the 
waveplate axis to the axis of an analyser polariser aligned to pass the input linearly 
polarised beam in the absence of the waveplate. 
Using equations 3-4 and 3-5, the transmitted power through an analyser polariser as a 
function of waveplate angle can be used to sequentially calibrate the angular position of 
the axis for each waveplate along the beamline. For the power waveplate the beamline 
polarising beam splitter acted as the analyser polariser whereas for the waveplates in the 
polarisation controller a Glan-Taylor polariser (Crylight, glp6-310) was used, in all 
instances transmitted power was measured using a Thorlabs S310C power meter. In order 
to perform the calibration, the laser output was limited to under 1 W by reducing the laser 
output AOM efficiency; the results for the power waveplate and circular polarisation 
waveplate are shown in Figure 3-4.  In addition, for the full laser output of 10 W, the 
power control is able to attenuate the transmitted beam power to <1 mW for the “crossed 
polariser” condition. This confirms that the laser output is highly linearly polarised and 
requires no preconditioning before entering the controllers. 
Figure 3-4 Waveplate calibration results. a) measurements and fit for power waveplate, b) 
measurements and fit for circular polarisation waveplate. In both instances a good fit to the 
adapted versions of Malus’s law was observed. 
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Following the power and polarisation controllers is a manual telescope for beam 
expansion or reduction to match the beam diameter to the clear aperture of the inscription 
head focussing optic. The telescope consists of a fixed entrance lens and an output lens 
mounted in a flexure mount with micrometer adjustment allowing for easy output 
collimation. Setting a beam diameter that just fills the entrance pupil of the focusing optic 
ensures the full NA of the optic is used without clipping the beam. For the satsuma laser 
and the aspherics used this entails an expansion in the region of 2-2.5 which has the added 
benefit of lowering the power density on the beam shutter. A Galilean telescope design is 
used so that the inscribing beam doesn’t come to a focus thus removing the risk of air 
breakdown. Furthermore, cylindrical lenses can be used in place of the spherical singlets 
listed in Table 3-1, to implement the astigmatic beam shaping techniques detailed in the 
previous section with the output lens flexure mount giving precise control over the 
astigmatic difference.  
The final bench beamline component is a computer-controlled mechanical beam shutter 
whose primary purpose is for beam blocking during system setup and for safety 
interlocking as the inbuilt AOMs in the laser head offer switching with MHz cycle rates 
when shuttering is required for device fabrication. The beam shutter precedes a variable 
length periscope that links the beamline bench and gantry sections, which is mounted to 
the Z stage. The periscope allows for the inscribing beam to be colinear to the stage axis 
permitting the gantry to traverse the full range of motion of the Z stage whilst maintaining 
beam alignment with the entrance pupil of the inscription head optic(s).   
The gantry section is user accessible and begins with a free space segment for beam 
characterisation or placement of slit beam shaping components. Following this is the 
inscription head which consists of a final beam steering mirror, alignment irises and a 4-
port objective turret. The turret ports are RMS threaded allowing for easy swapping 
between standard microscope objectives and mounted aspheric lenses without causing 
misalignments. Additionally, the inscription head itself is mounted on a removable plate 
so that the entire section can be changed for other laser processing heads. This feature 
makes use of the similarities between different laser processing setups where it can be the 
final beam delivery components alone that enable different laser processing techniques. 
An example of this for the FCAP laser processing setup would be a X + Y galvanometer 
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mirror pair and scan lens head for large area surface patterning or cutting, as detailed in 
Chapter 7.  
The final gantry beamline section is the imaging section which, together with the 
inscription optics, form an infinity optical imaging system analogous to a modern 
microscope. The imaging section consists of a CMOS sensor and focussing lens mounted 
in a flexure mount with micrometer adjustment. The focussing lens is set “at infinity” i.e. 
exactly one focal length away from the image plane of the CMOS sensor so that any 
object imaged by the inscription optics is in focus only when the object is in the focal 
plane of the inscription optic. With this optical setup, back reflections of the inscribing 
beam from the air-sample interface are imaged onto the CMOS sensor as an in-focus spot 
when the air-sample interface is at the inscription optic focus. This allows for simple 
determination of the Z position of the sample surface and finding sample edges which can 
be used to set an origin for inscription runs as described in Appendix A. 
3.2.3 Positioning 
First and foremost, sample positioning for ULI requires sub-micron levels of accuracy 
and precision as alluded to in the design considerations for ULI setups. This is a natural 
consequence of the size of the inscribing region volume given by equations 3-1 and 3-2, 
which for 0.4 NA focussing of 1030 nm light into fused silica is ~ 2 by 7 μm. Considering 
this example, it’s clear to see that a positioning system which meets the requirement for 
sub-micron accuracy and precision enables device fabrication with diffraction limited 
feature size and larger structures free from stitching errors.  
In order to fulfil these positioning requirements for the FCAP laser processing setup, the 
translation stages listed in Table 3-1, are used. The X and Y translation stages use an air 
bearing and direct drive motor and are therefore backlash and friction free. This gives the 
highest attainable translation speeds and acceleration without compromising stage 
accuracy and precision. The stages also offer 200 mm of travel which enables wafer scale 
fabrication and are supplied with compressed air at 80 psi filtered using the filter bank 
listed in Table 3-1.  
On the other hand, the Z stage uses a ball-screw motor and linear guide bearings which 
provides a larger load capacity to support the weight of the gantry optics and scan heads. 
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Ball-screw motors are also more suited for vertical motion stages as they are fail safe, i.e. 
motor shutdown locks the stage whereas a non-contact direct drive motor would allow 
the gantry to fall and crash into the stage end of travel limit. These inherent benefits for 
vertical motion do however come at the expense of reduced positioning performance as 
can be seen from the lower maximum speed and poorer precision and accuracy of the Z 
stage in comparison to the X and Y stages. The Z stage translation range of 300 mm, 
whilst seeming longer than necessary for ULI even when considering longitudinal 
waveguide writing, builds in flexibility as it allows the system to accommodate a large 
range of processing head designs and to mount unusually thick samples. 
3.3 Software 
The delivery of a practical laser processing system for FCAP required the consideration 
of control software in tandem with the hardware selection for system design. This was to 
ensure that the system is easy to use and automate with the ultimate aim of allowing 
device fabrication to run unattended.  
In terms of device fabrication, designs to be run on the system are contained in Aerobasic 
programs which are loaded and run as detailed in Appendix A. These files contain the 
stage motions required to inscribe a device and calls to change writing parameters as 
required for different device features or optimisation studies.  As discussed in the previous 
sections, the machining parameter space for ULI is enormous and so automating these 
parameter changes allows for an efficient scan of this parameter space in a manner that 
would not be achievable by a system user performing a study through manually changing 
fabrication parameters. 
The availability and quality of control software and developer libraries was a key concern 
for all the components chosen in the system design and manufacturer supplied software 
is used in conjunction with a custom control code to run the laser processing setup from 
a single desktop PC. 
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3.3.1 Original Equipment Manufacturer Software 
The supplied software used to develop, troubleshoot and operate the laser processing 
setup consists of: motion control software for the beamline waveplate mounts and shutter, 
and the translation stages, Thorlabs Kinesis and Aerotech A3200 software motion 
controller and composer suite, respectively; Thorlabs Thorcam image acquisition 
software for sample imaging; and laser driver control software for the Satsuma laser.  
Using the software listed, full computer control of all aspects of the laser processing setup 
is possible but automation of fabrication parameter changes is not as there is no means to 
pass information between the individual pieces of control software. In order to rectify 
this, custom control software, hereafter referred to as the FCAP ULI software, was written 
to facilitate the passing of data between the separate control software and where practical, 
integrate the functionality required for system use to head towards a single piece of 
control software for the laser processing system.  
3.3.2 Custom System Control Software 
National Instruments LabVIEW was chosen as the development environment in which to 
write the FCAP ULI software chiefly due to availability of LabVIEW developer libraries 
for third party application control of all the system hardware, excluding the laser where 
some parameters are controlled by RS-232 commands although these can also be 
implemented in LabVIEW using serial communication commands.  LabVIEW was also 
chosen as the development environment as it makes it easy to create a graphical user 
interface (GUI), referred to as a front panel, which facilitates a clear and simple user 
interface for the control software. Finally, LabVIEW is intrinsically capable of both task 
parallelisation, enabling multiple pieces of hardware to be controlled simultaneously, and 
also enforcing a control sequence so that the system waits for tasks such as hardware state 
changes before proceeding with queued tasks.  
In the design of the FCAP ULI software the priority was system automation and for this 
reason the software uses Kinesis LabVIEW developer libraries to fully integrate control 
of the waveplate mounts and beamline shutter so that inscription beam shuttering, power 
and polarisation can be controlled from within the FCAP ULI software. This also allows 
for these fabrication parameters to be changed automatically during fabrication runs by 
including calls to the FCAP ULI software to change these parameters in the Aerobasic 
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device design codes used. To include this functionality Aerotech LabVIEW developer 
libraries are used to enable the FCAP ULI software to send and receive data from the 
A3200 software motion controller. The FCAP ULI software also contains two subroutines 
for system setup. The first of which is a power calibration sequence to account for the 
variations in source output power with different settings of the Satsuma AOM modulation 
efficiency and the second is a slope finding sequence which determines the X and Y slope 
of the sample surface. The slope finder subroutine ensures structure depth is constant 
across large samples to avoid depth dependent modification effects and also maintains 
clearance between the sample and inscription optics. 
The FCAP ULI software was built in LabVIEW using an event driven state machine 
design which is pictorially represented in Figure 3-5. This design was selected as it is 
suitable for programs that execute a known set of operations but with the operation 
frequency and order controlled by user events. State machines have another advantage in 
that they are modular programs which are simple to modify as new features or the 
automation of more fabrication parameters can be incorporated when required through 
adding new states. This fits with the ethos of building in adaptability into the laser 
processing setup as was considered in the hardware selection. 
Figure 3-5 A generalised flow diagram of the event driven state machine design used for the 
FCAP ULI control software. Upon program launch the initialise state runs and once complete 
the program proceeds to the wait for event state. The next state to execute is triggered by user 
input either from interactions with the FCAP ULI control software front panel or calls from 
running Aerobasic programs. Upon state execution the program returns to the wait for event 
state in all instances except for the stop state. 
In LabVIEW, a state machine is created by nesting a case structure inside a while loop, 
as shown in Figure 3-6. Each case, or sub-diagram, of the case structure contains the 
operations for one specific state and a case selector that determines which machine state 
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to proceed to next. The while loop is the main program loop and executes until the 
conditions for exiting the program are met, which is often the execution of a stop state. 
The while loop executes one case per iteration which ensures each state executes 
sequentially, removing the possibility of race conditions. Therefore, imposing these 
constraints provides deterministic control software that responds in a repeatable manner 
to user input.   
Figure 3-6 Barebones block diagram for an event driven state machine in LabVIEW showing 
the wait for event state and the case selector option for when a front panel button called “Call 
User State 1” is pressed. The outermost structure is a while loop so that the program will run 
continuously until the stop state is executed. The stop state passes a Boolean true constant to 
the stop condition of the while loop, seen in the bottom right of the diagram to end the program. 
The coloured wires and associated shift registers allow data to passed between states and 
around the main program loop where pink, blue and yellow colour coding refers to strings, 
integer and error data types respectively. 
Data is passed around the main program while loop by means of shift registers which also 
keep track of which state to execute next as decided by the case selector code. The exact 
form of the case selector can vary; in the wait for event state it is an event structure that 
monitors front panel changes and Aerobasic program calls, whereas in the user states it is 
simply a constant that updates the state shift register as to which state is next. Using the 
event structure as a case selector in this way allows for LabVIEW to recognise requests, 
such as open the beamline shutter, causing a switch to the appropriate sub-diagram of the 
event structure that subsequently initiates a transition to the appropriate state. Event 
structures in LabVIEW also support event queuing so that user requests made whilst user 
states are executing are still captured and run once the program returns to the wait for 
event state. 
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For the FCAP ULI software, the various states in the state machine design are: initialise, 
which connects to the Kinesis and Aerotech hardware, and prepares the software front 
panel; wait for event, which captures front panel requests and polls for requests from 
Aerobasic programs; power, which rotates the power waveplate for power control using 
equation 3-4 to determine the appropriate angle; polarisation, which rotates the 
waveplates in the polarisation control section to set vertical, horizontal or circular 
polarisation states; shutter, which opens/closes the beamline shutter; power calibration, 
which moves the power waveplate to known positions for inscription power calibration 
using a power meter placed in the beamline; slope finder, which runs a sequence of stage 
motions to set the origin co-ordinates for the inscription run and find the sample X + Y 
slopes; program call, which enacts Aerobasic program requests for changes in power, 
polarisation or shutter state and on completion sets the next state as program return; 
program return, which sends a request complete signal to the A3200 motion controller; 
and stop, which disconnects from the system hardware and stops the program. 
The final element in automating fabrication parameter changes during inscription runs 
comes not from the interfacial FCAP ULI control software but in establishing the 
commands necessary in Aerobasic inscription programs for making and waiting on 
fabrication parameter requests. As the FCAP ULI control software connects to the A3200 
software motion controller, I/O can be achieved using Aerobasic global variables, which 
are accessible from any program on any task running on the controller. These can be 
double-precision floating-point numbers, strings or Aerobasic axis point target variables.  
An example of the method selected is shown in Figure 3-7, whereby power and 
polarisation states are set by assigning values to global variables that can be read by the 
FCAP ULI control software. Signalling between the A3200 software motion controller 
and the FCAP ULI control software is performed by changing the value of $global[0]. 
Setting this variable equal to 1 triggers the program call state in the FCAP ULI software 
which once complete triggers the program return state which resets the variable. By 
implementing a while loop in the Aerobasic inscription program with a stop condition 
that’s met when the $global[0] signalling variable is reset, the inscription run is forced to 
wait until requested changes have been implemented before continuing.  
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Figure 3-7 Excerpt from an Aerobasic program demonstrating the syntax for setting the 
inscription power and polarisation state, signalling for the change to be made and waiting on 
confirmation that the change has been implemented. 
3.4 System Commissioning 
The previous sections have discussed aspects of the system design including the hardware 
and software used to build the laser processing setup. With the system built, the final task 
in delivering the system was commissioning which involved fabrication of some initial 
demonstrator devices to confirm the systems suitability for ULI. Two strands were chosen 
for testing the system, one being micro-structuring of fused silica by FLICE and the other 
strand was waveguide writing. 
For the micro-structuring testing, a feasibility study on manufacturing silica acoustic 
resonators for trace gas detection by laser photoacoustic spectroscopy was undertaken. 
Photoacoustic spectroscopy is based on sound generation caused by thermal expansion of 
the probed media initiated by local heating from light absorption. Using this effect, a 
photoacoustic spectrum of a sample can be recorded by measuring the sound generated 
for different wavelengths of light that is used to identify the absorbing species in the 
sample. The sensitivity of this technique is enhanced by using a resonator to amplify the 
sound generated.  
The resonator design was a 10 mm long tube of 1 mm diameter with a 500 μm long 100 
μm diameter tap section at the mid-point to facilitate the placing of a transducer for 
recording the photoacoustic spectrum. The design was inscribed in fused silica using 250 
fs duration pulses with 600 nJ energy at 500 kHz repetition rate. Sample translation speed 
was 4 mm/s, polarisation was linear and orthogonal to translation direction with a 0.4 NA 
aspheric lens used for focusing. To etch away the modified regions a 5% hydrofluoric 
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acid (HF) solution in de-ionised water was used which was agitated using a sonic bath. 
The resonator at various steps in device fabrication is shown in Figure 3-8. 
Figure 3-8 Acoustic resonator device at different stages of fabrication. Top: Device design 
illustrated by simulated stage motions. Only the outer edges of the resonator tube and tap 
sections are inscribed to vastly reduce the processing time; because of this, these sections fall 
out as rods. Bottom right: zoomed in top down view of tap section as inscribed. Bottom left: 
side view of tap section after device etching. 
The feasibility study demonstrated that the system is capable micro-structuring glass 
through the FLICE technique of laser inscription followed by wet chemical etching. The 
structures were written correctly with no errors but unfortunately during etching the ends 
of the resonator tube etched up to and broke through to the sample surface. From the 
growth in diameter of the resonator tube and tap sections compared to their inscribed size 
and the maximum channel length of 5 mm, i.e. halfway point of resonator as etching from 
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both ends, the etching selectivity between the modified and unmodified regions was 
estimated to be ~1:30. Based on this result, the feasibility study concluded that it is 
possible to make the resonator design as etching selectivities of 1:102 and 1:103  have 
been shown for HF and potassium hydroxide (KOH) etching of fused silica, respectively, 
by optimising the laser inscription fabrication parameters which would be the first step of 
a follow up study. 
Figure 3-9 Sample of waveguide structures written to test system performance. Top: Type I 
waveguide array in GLSSe with varying scan number to change core region width. Bottom: 
Type II cladding waveguide structures written in fused silica.   
The second strand of system testing was waveguide writing with both type I and type II 
waveguide designs explored, as can be seen in Figure 3-9. The results of these tests 
showed the system is capable of producing waveguide devices and no inscription errors 
were observed. In particular, a first demonstration of ULI waveguides written in gallium 
lanthanum sulphide selenide (GLSSe) was shown. The type I waveguides were written 
using the multiscan technique to control waveguide width and with a sweep in inscription 
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powers and translation speed, of 14 – 22 mW and 2 – 14 mm/s respectively, to control 
their height. The fabrication parameters held fixed were a pulse duration of 250 fs, 
repetition rate of 500 kHz and 0.4 NA focusing. GLSSe waveguide samples written on 
the FCAP system have undergone waveguide dispersion measurements and 
supercontinuum generation experiments with collaborators from the Fiber Sensors and 
Supercontinuum Group (FSaS) at the Technical University of Denmark.   
3.5 Summary 
This chapter has laid out the requirements for a typical ULI experimental setup with an 
in-depth discussion of techniques to modify the shape and cross sections of inscribed 
regions for microchannels and waveguides. Following this the design of a laser 
processing system suitable for ULI but adaptable for other laser processing techniques, 
which was constructed at FCAP, is presented. Details of the hardware choices made and 
the beamline design are then given. Following this is a discussion on the design of custom 
control software, which was written in the LabVIEW environment to automate the system 
and to consolidate some of the functionality provided by the various control software 
provided by the manufacturers of the system components. A final section presents the 
initial system outputs which were produced during system commissioning. The initial 
results in ULI glass micro-structuring and waveguide writing indicate the system is 
performing as expected.  
The work on GLSSe waveguide writing undertaken for system commissioning and the 
results of testing the GLSSe waveguides at the Technical University of Denmark are 
forming the basis of a manuscript currently under preparation for publication in Optical 
Materials Express [112].
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 Germanium Arsenic Selenide Waveguides for Mid-IR 
Integrated Optics  
This Chapter discusses the fabrication of ULI waveguides in novel chalcogenide glasses 
for mid-IR optical applications. The Chapter begins with an overview of chalcogenide 
glass waveguides designed to operate in the mid-IR with a focus on ULI fabricated 
devices and highlighting the applications for which they are suited. This is followed by 
details on the first demonstration of inscription of ULI channel waveguides in 
Ge22As20Se58 glass (GASIR-1, Umicore N.V.) as well as how a suitable fabrication 
parameter range was identified. The waveguides were subsequently assessed for losses, 
guiding characteristics and their dispersive properties through mode field diameter and 
waveguide loss measurements at 2.94 μm along with waveguide dispersion measurements 
in the 1 – 4.5 μm range. The dispersion measurements were undertaken to estimate the 
zero dispersion wavelength for the waveguides. Z-scan measurements of bulk samples 
have also been performed to determine the nonlinear refractive index of GASIR-1. 
Finally, the utility of GASIR-1 ULI waveguides for chip scale broadband sources is 
shown by demonstrating the broadest and deepest mid-IR supercontinuum to-date from a 
ULI waveguide. The generated supercontinuum spanned approximately 4 μm from 2.5 to 
6.5 μm when pumping with femtosecond pulses. 
4.1 Mid-IR Chalcogenide Glass Waveguides 
Chalcogenide glasses have been widely employed in demonstrations of channel 
waveguides and have been fabricated by both ULI techniques and thin-film methods [73, 
113]. Numerous studies have focussed on innovative methods of device fabrication, or 
on near-IR applications utilising the high nonlinearities of chalcogenides for applications 
such as All Optical Switching (AOS) [114, 115], but there have been fewer reports of 
channel waveguide devices for the mid-IR. Nonetheless, there are some notable instances 
of ULI fabricated waveguides that focus on mid-IR applications which will be discussed 
in this section. 
One such example is the use of ULI in GeAsS glasses to create single mode (SM) large 
mode field diameter (MFD) mid-IR guiding structures. This was achieved by a waveguide 
design consisting of a hexagonal array of positive index waveguide cores spaced with a 
pitch in the region of 5 μm which allows evanescent coupling between the individual 
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waveguides. Together the cores form an evanescently coupled multicore waveguide array 
[116] that showed SM guiding at 3.39 μm with an MFD of 37 μm and propagation losses 
of 1 dBcm-1. This waveguide demonstrates the potential for power scaling SM type I ULI 
waveguides using large MFD guiding which would benefit high power mid-IR 
applications such as compact amplifiers. 
In another example, Type I waveguides in GLS glass have been shown to be suitable for 
astrophotonics such as mid-IR beam combiners for stellar interferometry. In this work 
ULI inscribed evanescent couplers in GLS exhibited power splitting ratios of between 8% 
and 99% based on coupler interaction length for mid-IR light at 3.39 μm with a beat length 
of 5.75 mm [117]. Other sulphide based chalcogenide glasses have also been used for this 
purpose with GeS2-Ga2S3-CsI-Sb2S3-SnS glass (GCIS) three beam combiners 
demonstrating a monochromatic interference visibility of 99.89% at 10.6 μm and an 
ultrahigh bandwidth (3–11 μm) interference visibility of 21.3%. SM guiding across the 
entire 3-11 μm range was demonstrated by controlling core size with beam combining 
performed using Y couplers  [118].  
Single scan waveguides of 14.3 mm length in GLS were used for the first demonstration 
of mid-IR supercontinuum generation in ULI fabricated waveguides [119]. Seed pulses 
for broadening were produced by an OPA pumped by a regeneratively amplified 
Ti:sapphire laser system, which output pulses at 1 kHz, 800 nm centre wavelength and 
100 fs pulse duration. The OPA signal and idler outputs and DFG between the signal and 
idler gave access a 1.1 –  4 μm range. For pump pulses centred at 2.49 μm with 130 nJ 
pulse energy, an output spectrum spanning 2 – 2.9 μm was measured between the -15 dB 
points. In the case of pulses with centre frequency of 3.85 μm and 115 nJ pulse energy, 
an output spectrum spanning 2.9 – 4.5 μm was observed between the -15 dB points.  
The study drew comparisons between the bulk nonlinear refractive index and nonlinear 
refractive index inside the modified regions and showed a factor of 5 decrease which is 
detrimental to supercontinuum production. The bulk nonlinear refractive index was 
determined by Z-scan measurements using a 1 mm thick sample whereas the nonlinear 
refractive index of the modified region was estimated from the number of SPM peaks 
evident in the broadened output spectrum for the waveguide. It is possible to attribute 
some or all of the nonlinear refractive index decrease as an artefact of temporal 
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broadening of the pump pulses in the waveguide reducing the pulse peak intensity but it 
is still an area of concern. 
Subsequent work has shown supercontinuum from ULI fabricated GLS waveguides, of 9 
mm length, with output spectra covering the entirety of the first mid-IR atmospheric 
transmission window, as seen in Figure 4-1. In this instance the waveguide cross section 
was controlled by the multiscan technique to produce step-index waveguides which 
guided a more circular mode than previous demonstrations. The supercontinuum 
produced spanned 1.75 – 5 μm for 120 fs duration 410 nJ energy pump pulses centred at 
4.26 μm, with the upper limit due to detector responsivity drop-off rather than spectrum 
cut off. Due to SPM broadening effects and by pumping at 4.26 μm, which is on resonance 
with a CO2 absorption feature, the input pulse energy is distributed away from one of the 
main sources of loss in the 2 – 5 μm transmission window which benefits the Signal to 
Noise Ratio (SNR) for applications such as remote sensing.  
Figure 4-1 Left: Supercontinuum spectrum generated with a 410 nJ incident pulse energy. The 
location and width of the input pulse spectrum is indicated by the broken red line. The pulse is 
centred at 4.26 μm near to an atmospheric CO2 absorption peak. Right: The GLS waveguide 
end facet and scale bar is shown in (b) and the corresponding mode image of the below 
threshold pump at 4.26 μm is shown in (c) with the same scale [39]. 
From the examples given, it is apparent that the current work in ULI fabricated devices 
using chalcogenide glasses for the mid-IR has been predominately in sulphur based 
chalcogenides. For devices to access wavelengths deeper into the IR or for taking 
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advantage of stronger material nonlinearities, selenide based chalcogenides need to be 
employed, as highlighted in Chapter 2.  
With regards to selenide based chalcogenides, there have been several recent theoretical 
and experimental demonstrations of thin film channel waveguides in Ge-As-Se glasses 
for Mid-IR supercontinuum generation. Karim et al. [120] presented a numerical study 
of air clad Ge11.5As24Se64.5 ridge waveguides on MgF2 reporting a supercontinuum 
spanning from 1.8 to 7.7 μm when pumping with a peak power of 500 W at a wavelength 
of 3.1 μm. Subsequently, in a further theoretical study, Karim et al. [121] show a 1.8 to 8 
µm supercontinuum could be output from Ge11.5As24Se64.5 rib waveguides on MgF2 using 
85 fs pulses centered at 3.1 μm with a peak power of 500 W.  Yu et al. [122] have reported 
an experimental demonstration of a 1.8 to >7.5 µm supercontinuum from a Ge11.5As24Se64.5 
glass rib waveguide on a Ge11.5As24S64.5 substrate by pumping the waveguide with ~320 
fs pulses at 4 µm and a peak power of ~3 kW. In their work the long wavelength edge of 
the supercontinuum was limited by absorption in the protective fluoropolymer coating 
applied to the waveguides. Yu et al. [123] have also presented experimental results 
showing a linearly polarised supercontinuum spanning 2 to 10 µm produced by pumping 
a buried rib waveguide, consisting of a Ge11.5As24Se64.5 core and a Ge11.5As24S64.5 cladding, 
with 330 fs pulses centered at 4184 nm and 4.5 kW peak power. These theoretical studies 
and experimental demonstrations have all employed waveguides fabricated using Two 
Dimensional (2D) planar techniques which allow for high index contrast and therefore 
tight confinement, which is advantageous for many integrated optics applications in the 
Mid-IR [124]. These techniques do however have disadvantages, as discussed in Chapter 
1, such as process complexity and limited scope for vertical stacking of components. 
As a member of the Ge-AS-Se glass family, GASIR-1 was selected as a sensible host 
material for ULI waveguides to demonstrate the potential of ULI waveguide 
supercontinuum sources for the mid-IR. GASIR-1 is a commercially available material 
(Umicore N.V.) with high optical quality and transmission range from 1 - 15 μm, which 
makes it an ideal candidate for mid-IR integrated optics applications. As well as 
demonstrating the broadest and deepest ULI waveguide supercontinuum to-date, the 
study of waveguide writing in GASIR-1 can be readily translated into other applications 
in the mid-IR such as beam combining and on-chip sensing due to the flexibility in device 
design offered by ULI. 
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4.2 GASIR-1 Waveguide Fabrication and Characterisation  
A study of the response of GASIR-1 to ULI processing methods was undertaken using 
the Nonlinear Optics Group (NLO group) laser processing setup located at Heriot-Watt 
University [125].  The system consists of a mode-locked Yb-doped fiber laser source 
(IMRA μ-Jewel D400) that emits 360 fs pulses with a central wavelength of 1045 nm and 
a pulse repetition rate of 500 kHz. The laser pulse train was passed through power and 
polarisation control optics to set the inscribing pulse energy and circular polarisation. 
Finally, the pulse train was focused using a 0.4 NA aspheric lens to give a focal spot 
diameter of approximately 1.8 μm. 
GASIR-1 samples were mounted on air bearing stages (Aerotech ABL1000) and passed 
through the focus of the aspheric lens using the transverse writing geometry to write lines 
of modified material across a range of inscribing beam pulse energies, to study the effect 
the parameter sweep has on the material modification. Modification lines were written at 
a depth of ~250 μm below the sample surface to avoid surface ablation during writing 
and with consideration of the working distance of the objective and the sample thickness. 
After each inscription run the sample was removed and the end facets imaged using a 
microscope with transmission illumination to characterise the inscribed regions. This 
allows for both the determination of the cross section of the modified tracks and a rough 
assessment of the type of refractive index change induced by checking for light guiding. 
An end facet image showing the results of one such pulse energy parameter sweep is 
shown in Figure 4-2.  
From the pulse energy sweep studies, it was found that for these writing conditions only 
Type I index change could be produced. At the higher pulse energies larger Type I regions 
extending up towards the sample surface were produced, i.e. in the pre-focal section of 
the focused beam. These investigations also showed for incident pulse energies of 12 nJ 
the modified region was approximately rectangular with height, extent in the z direction 
as defined in Figure 4-2, equal to the confocal parameter of the focused beam in the 
samples, calculated using equation 3-1. 
For GASIR-1 which has a refractive index of ~2.54 at the inscribing wavelength and given 
the M 2 value for the inscription laser of 1.2, this gives a modification region height of 
~13 μm for 12 nJ pulses. Careful control of the inscribing pulse energy in a few nJ range 
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around 12 nJ allowed for adjusting the height of the modification lines from 
approximately 10 to 15 μm whilst maintaining the rectangular cross section. 
With the ULI parameters established for controllable Type I modification, waveguides 
were fabricated using the multi-scan writing technique at a depth of ~250 μm from the 
sample surface. The multi-scan technique was used so that waveguide width, extent in 
the x direction as defined in Figure 4-2, could be controlled in a deterministic manner that 
is decoupled from changes in the waveguide height. This allowed for the fabrication of 
arrays of waveguides with different core sizes. A waveguide array was fabricated 
containing 7 waveguides with core widths ranging from 2 to 8 μm and core heights of 15 
μm (which are referred to as WG1-7 in order of ascending core width and shown in Figure 
4-2) Waveguide core dimensions were chosen based on mid-IR ULI waveguides 
produced in other chalcogenide glasses [110]. Once inscribed, the waveguide end facets 
were ground back and re-polished to remove any defects caused by clipping of the writing 
beam at the sample edges, creating waveguides of 8 mm in length. 
Figure 4-2 Transmission microscope images showing the resulting material modification from 
two fabrication parameter sweeps. a) single line scan results for increasing pulse energies 
from 34 to 90 nJ. b) The array of multi-scan waveguides used in this work. Written with 
identical laser parameters but increasing scan number to vary the waveguide core width. In 
both cases the inscription beam is incident from above. 
Waveguide losses and MFD measurements were performed for each waveguide in the 
array by fixing the inscribed sample in a waveguide alignment workstation. An overview 
of the experimental setup is given in Figure 4-3 along with the waveguide losses and 1/e2 
MFD values for each waveguide. Light was coupled into and collected from the 
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individual waveguides using a pair of 0.25 NA ZnSe objectives (Innovation photonics, 
antireflection coated for 2 - 12 µm). The collection objective was used to image the output 
facet directly onto the sensor of a mid-IR InSb camera (FLIR SC7000) or power meter 
for mode imaging and loss measurements, respectively. Input power measurements into 
the waveguides were taken by moving the power meter in front of the first objective, 
labeled L1 in Figure 4-3. The signal laser used was a Er:YAG mid-IR laser emitting up 
to 1 W at 2.94 μm (Sheaumann 2.94 µm MirPac). All the stated waveguide losses account 
for Fresnel reflections at both the input and output facets and so consist of the contribution 
from coupling and propagation losses. The 1/e2 MFD values were calculated using a 
Gaussian fit to the mode image formed on the InSb sensor with a scale factor determined 
by taking images of calibration targets mounted in place of the inscribed sample.  
It was found that WG1, which has the smallest core, offered poor confinement at the 
signal laser wavelength and so losses and MFDs could only be accurately determined for 
WG2 to WG7 which correspond to core widths of 3 to 8 μm. In this range, the waveguide 
MFDs were observed to decrease from an average value of 16.25 μm ± 0.5 μm to an 
average value of ~13 μm ± 0.5 μm. For WG2 the guided mode was slightly elliptical with 
the weak lateral confinement resulting in a larger MFD in the x direction, for the 
remaining waveguides the guided modes were observed to be circular to within the error 
in the measurement technique. WG2 to WG5 were observed to be single mode at 2.94 
µm whereas first order modes could be excited in WG6 and WG7 with the input spot 
misaligned. The lowest loss measured was 1.4 dB ± 0.21 dB for WG5 which has a cross 
section of 6 by 15 μm and accounts for Fresnel loss. By making the conservative 
assumption that the lowest measured loss represents perfect coupling into WG5, i.e. no 
coupling losses from mode field mismatch, we can provide an upper estimate for the 
propagation loss of the waveguides of 1.75 dBcm-1 ± 0.26 dB cm-1. The manufacturer 
provided attenuation coefficient for GASIR-1 at 3 μm is less than 0.01 cm-1 and so the 
origin of the propagation loss can be seen to be from the waveguide. 
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Figure 4-3 Experimental setup for initial waveguide testing, waveguide losses and guided 
mode dimensions. a) Setup where: Mx, silver mirrors; VA, reflective variable ND filter; BD, 
beam dump; L1 and L2, BBAR-coated ZnSe objectives; WUT, waveguide under test; FM, flip 
mirror. Blue dotted box signifies components mounted on waveguide alignment workstation. 
b) Waveguide losses including coupling and propagation loss for WG2-7. c) Waveguide 1/e2 
MFD measurements for x and z directions for WG2-7 with an insert showing the near field 
mode image of WG5. 
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4.3 The Z-scan Technique 
In Chapter 2, the concept of a nonlinear refractive index, i.e. an intensity dependent 
refractive index, was introduced. This was related to pulse broadening through SPM and 
to soliton propagation by the balance of the linear chirp that SPM induces with chirping 
caused by chromatic dispersion. SPM and solitons are both examples of temporal effects 
from a refractive index that is modified by the time varying field intensity of a travelling 
pulse, but if we consider that a laser beam has a finite dimension in space and that there 
is a spatially varying field intensity across the beam, we could imagine that the nonlinear 
refractive index would manifest itself in spatial effects as well. This does indeed occur 
and leads to self-focussing or self-defocusing of intense laser beams in dielectric media 
as the nonlinear refractive index causes a spatially varying phase delay across the beam 
in a similar manner to the way in which a lens reshapes/deforms the wavefronts of a laser 
beam. This can be utilised in applications such as ultrafast pulse generation by Kerr Lens 
Mode-locking (KLM) [126].  
These spatial effects are also employed by the closed aperture Z-scan technique, devised 
by Sheik-Bahae et al. [127], in order to determine the sign and magnitude of the nonlinear 
refractive index for transparent dielectric materials. The technique measures the deviation 
of a laser beam passing through a thin sample as a function of intensity and uses this result 
to determine the nonlinear refractive index. This is accomplished by a simple 
experimental setup, shown in Figure 4-4,  in comparison with other methods developed 
for nonlinear index measurement such as nonlinear interferometry and four wave mixing 
experiments [128, 129].  
Furthermore, removing the aperture makes the Z-scan setup insensitive to phase 
variations so that the sample’s absorption as a function of intensity can also be 
determined. This is known as an open aperture Z-scan, which through tuning the 
wavelength of the laser source used, can independently determine the sample’s absorption 
coefficient for each nonlinear absorption order [130]. Open aperture Z-scans are also used 
to study the saturation for different multiphoton absorption orders [131]. 
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Figure 4-4 Pictorial representation of an open Z-scan measurement for a material exhibiting 
a positive nonlinear refractive index, adapted from [132]. a) upstream and far from the focal 
region; b) upstream near the focal region; c) at the focus; d) downstream near the focal region; 
and e) downstream and far from the focal region. Near the focus the sample acts as a positive 
lens leading to a decrease in aperture transmission when the sample is upstream and near the 
focus, and an increase in aperture transmission when the sample is downstream and near the 
focus. 
Z-scans involve translating a thin sample along the optic axis, i.e. the Z direction, of a 
loosely focused beam and the recording the normalised transmittance of the beam as a 
function of sample position. For closed aperture scans, the transmittance of the beam 
through the aperture is influenced by the sample position as follows: upstream and far 
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from the focal region the light intensity is too low to affect a response from the sample 
under test; with translation along Z toward the focal region the increasing intensity of 
light in the sample induces a deviation of the beam, due to self-focussing or self-
defocussing through the materials nonlinear refractive response, and therefore a change 
in aperture transmission; when the sample is at the focus there is a null point in beam 
deviation akin to placing a thin lens at the focus; moving past the focus, beam deviation 
from self-focusing or self-defocussing occurs again and affects the aperture transmission; 
finally, when the sample the far downstream of the focus the beam intensity is once again 
too low to induce a sample response. 
For a sample with a positive nonlinear index, as shown in Figure 4-4, closed aperture Z-
scans show a characteristic minimum then maximum in aperture transmission, known as 
a valley-peak trace, whereas a negative nonlinear response results in an opposite peak-
valley aperture transmission. Therefore, the shape of a closed aperture Z-scan trace gives 
an immediate indication of the sign of a materials nonlinearity. The determination of the 
magnitude of the response, however, requires a method of fitting the recorded data. For 
open aperture scans the beam transmittance is affected solely by sample absorption near 
the focal region which, in the absence of any absorption saturation, leads to a minima in 
sample transmission when the sample is at the focus and a ‘sharpness’ defined by the 
order of the absorption process which can be determined by fitting for various absorption 
orders.  
Determining exact values for the magnitude of the nonlinear refractive index and 
nonlinear absorption coefficients by fitting to a Z-scan trace requires semi-analytical or 
numerical solving for the propagation of a laser beam through the sample under test [133, 
134]. But for the case of Gaussian beams, small phase changes, Δϕ0 << 1, and thin 
samples, L < zr, the following approximate formulas hold: 
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where Tcl(z) is the normalised closed aperture transmission and Top(z) is the normalised 
open aperture transmission, both as a function of sample position with respect to the focal 
plane of the Z-scan setup; x is the relative sample position given by x = z/zr; zr is the 
Rayleigh range of the focused beam given by equation 3-1; Δϕ0 is the on-axis time 
averaged phase change for spatially and temporally Gaussian pulses given by Δϕ0 = 
2πLn2I0/(λ√2), with L the sample length, n2 the nonlinear refractive index, I0 the on-axis 
peak intensity of the laser pulses and λ is the test wavelength; and β is the two photon 
absorption coefficient.  
4.4 Mid-IR Z-scans of GASIR-1 
Measurements of the nonlinear refractive index of GASIR-1 were performed by means 
of the closed aperture Z-scan technique introduced in the previous section.  The 
experimental setup, as seen in Figure 4-5, utilises 120 fs pulses output from a OPA 
(Spectra Physics OPA-800) pumped by a regeneratively amplified mode-locked 
Ti:Sapphire laser operating at 1 kHz. The OPA output can be tuned from 1.1 to 1.6 μm 
for the signal and from 1.6 to 2.9 μm for the idler and therefore the idler output of the 
OPA can be used to investigate the nonlinear refractive index values of GASIR-1 into the 
mid-IR. Long pass filters (Schott RG850) are used to remove the copropagating residual 
pump light and white light supercontinuum seed which is generated to initiate the 
amplification of signal and idler wavelengths in the OPA.  
To ensure a Gaussian spatial profile, as required by equation 4-1, the output of the OPA 
was first focused through a 100 μm diameter diamond pinhole held in vacuum to remove 
any higher order spatial modes and was recollimated before entering the Z-scan section 
of the setup. A pick-off beam splitter is placed in the collimated section of the beam path 
upstream of the sample to divert approximately 8% of the beam onto a reference 
photodetector (New Focus 2033 or Thorlabs PDA30G-EC for 1.55 μm or 2 and 2. 5 μm 
measurements, respectively) which was used to compensate for laser power fluctuations. 
A flip mirror is used to direct the beam onto a pyroelectric detector (Laser Probe, RKP-
575) connected to a power ratiometer (Laser Probe, RK-5720) to record the power 
incident on the test samples. An upstream reflective neutral density (ND) filter is used to 
modulate the incident laser power and hence the on-axis intensity at the focus. The OPA 
output was finally focused for the Z-scan section using an uncoated 20 cm focal length 
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Calcium Fluoride (CaF2) lens giving beam waists of 26, 28 and 32 μm for the 1.55, 2 and 
2.5 μm beams, respectively.  
Figure 4-5 Experimental setup for Z-scan measurements where: L1 and L2, achromatic 
doublet lens; PH, pinhole; VA, reflective variable ND filter; BD, beam dump; Mx, silver 
mirror; BSx, beam splitter; PDx, photodetector; FM, flip mirror; L3, CaF2 lens, SUT, sample 
under test; and ZS, Z-stage. Control electronics includes the Z-stage motion controller, custom 
peak-hold unit for photodetector output, function generator and control PC with DAC. 
A 1 mm thick GASIR-1 sample was mounted to a motorised translation stage (Newport 
UTM 150 series), driven by a motion controller (Newport MM005), to translate the 
sample through the focus along the beam path.  The far-field transmittance through an 
adjustable aperture is recorded using a second identical photodetector, termed the closed-
aperture detector. The aperture was set to transmit 50% of the input beam without a 
sample in the beam path. A second pick-off beam splitter is used to divert 8% of the 
transmitted beam onto a third identical detector, termed the open-aperture detector, for 
simultaneous open-aperture Z-scan measurements. This setup allowed for the recording 
of Z-scan traces at tunable Infrared wavelengths, as shown in Figure 4-6. Measurements 
taken at 1.55, 2 and 2.5 μm as extending nonlinear index measurements further into the 
mid-IR was limited by the stable tuning range of the OPA and sensitivity range of the 
photodetectors. 
Data acquisition is automated using a PC running custom control software written in HP 
VEE. This control software drives the translation stage and records the output from the 
three photodetectors in the experimental setup as a function of sample position along the 
Z-scan section of the beamline. To facilitate data acquisition, the transient output of the 
photodetectors is first passed through a peak-hold unit, triggered using a function 
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generator, to create a signal that can be digitized using a data acquisition card (DAC) 
installed in the control PC. To increase the accuracy of the measured Z-scans the control 
software allows for measurement averaging and windowing as selectable by the user.  
Closed aperture Z-scans traces of GASIR-1 were fitted using the empirical normalised Z-
scan transmittance formula, equation 4-1, to determine the sign and magnitude of the 
nonlinear refractive index with an error of ± 15% due to the approximations assumed for 
the empirical fit. The occurrence of MPA was monitored using normalised plots of 
transmitted power recorded by the open aperture detector, in order to ensure MPA was 
not affecting the measurements. The onset of MPA was observed to occur for pulse 
energies around 10 nJ at 1.55 and 2 μm and around 130 nJ at 2.5 μm. This is consistent 
with a change in MPA order from two to three photon absorption given the center 
wavelengths of the pulses. A UV-Vis transmission spectrometer (Lambda 950) was used 
to investigate this which showed that although the band edge of GASIR-1, defined by the 
absorption coefficient exceeding 104 m-1, is in the region of 664 nm there is a long 
absorption tail with some residual linear absorption out beyond 1 μm. 
A positive nonlinearity was observed as is evident from the shape of the Z-scan trace 
which indicates a nonlinear focusing of the beam by the sample. The magnitude of the 
nonlinear refractive index was seen to monotonically decrease for increasing 
wavelengths, as is shown in Figure 4-6. The measured nonlinear refractive index values 
were validated by comparing the value measured at 1.55 μm to published literature. The 
value measured in these experiments of 5.5 × 10-18 m2/W ± 15% is in close agreement 
with the same glass composition in a recent large-scale Z-scan study of various 
chalcogenide glasses at 1.55 μm which was reported as 5.62 × 10-18 m2/W [135].  
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Figure 4-6 Z-scan measurement results. a) Representative Z-scan trace taken using 10 nJ 
pulses centered at 2 μm with a linear aperture transmittance of 50% and fit using the closed 
aperture Z-scan formula. b) Plot of measured n2 values vs wavelength including errors (± 
15%). c) Transmission spectra showing band edge with a zoomed in view insert showing the 
absorption tail, includes Fresnel losses. 
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4.5 Waveguide Dispersion  
The dispersion of the waveguides was determined by collaborators in the FSaS group at 
the Technical University of Denmark. The dispersion measurements are performed using 
white-light interferometry with a mid-IR supercontinuum source (NKT Photonics), a 
balanced Mach-Zehnder interferometer, and a scanning spectrometer (Spectro 320, 
Instrument Systems). A detailed description of the method is found in [136, 137]. Figure 
4-7 shows the measured dispersion for four different waveguides.  
For each waveguide four measurements were performed at different optical path delays 
yielding different interference patterns that resulted in slight variations in the fitted 
dispersion curve. For this reason, the dispersion curves in Figure 4-7 represent the mean 
over these four measurements, with error bars indicating the variation in the fits. Because 
of the limited sampling the fits vary significantly near the edges of the spectrum, and 
especially at the short-wavelength edge where the dispersion slope is very steep. The inset 
zoomed in view on the long-wavelength edge of the measurement shows the variation at 
the long-wavelength edge more clearly together with an estimated ZDW around 4.44 μm 
and 4.56 μm for WG1 and WG3, respectively.  
The measured dispersion was found to be almost the same for each waveguide despite the 
large geometric difference, which indicates that the dispersion is dominated by material 
dispersion and that the refractive index contrast is low. The measured dispersion of the 
larger WG5 and WG7 was limited on the long-wavelength side by the source and on the 
low-wavelength side below 1.7 μm side by interference from higher-order modes. 
The presence of higher-order modes is also visualised in Figure 4-7 through windowed 
Fourier transform spectrograms. The spectrograms translate the interference patterns into 
a delay curve, which result in a delay curve for each significant mode. The spectrograms 
show that WG1 exhibits only a single dominant mode, whereas two distinct traces are 
seen for WG5 below 1.7 μm. Moreover, the higher-order mode appears to dominate over 
the fundamental mode at shorter wavelengths making it difficult to measure the dispersion 
in this region. 
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Figure 4-7 Dispersion results and analysis. Top: Measured dispersion of different waveguides. 
The lines represent the mean of four measurements with error bars indicating measurement 
uncertainty. The insert shows a zoomed in view on the long-wavelength edge of the 
measurement, indicating a ZDW around 4.44 μm and 4.56 μm for WG1 and WG3, respectively. 
Bottom: Windowed Fourier transform analysis of interference spectra from a) WG1 and b) 
WG5, which demonstrates that WG5 exhibits multimode beating below 1.7 μm. In this 
particular example the higher-order mode is dominating at short wavelengths making it 
difficult to measure the dispersion in this region. 
4.6 Waveguide Supercontinuum Generation 
For supercontinuum generation, the waveguides were pumped by mid-IR femtosecond 
pulses produced through DFG using a silver thiogallate (AgGaS2) nonlinear crystal. The 
DFG crystal is synchronously pumped by the signal and idler outputs of the 
aforementioned OPA used for Z-scan measurements. Residual signal and idler power was 
blocked by a long pass 2.5 μm filter. The difference frequency output was passed through 
a tunable magnesium fluoride (MgF2) half-wave plate and a barium fluoride (BaF2) wire 
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grid polariser for power and polarisation control. A flip mirror was used to divert the 
beam onto a pyroelectric detector (Laser Probe, RKP-575) connected to a power 
ratiometer (Laser Probe, RK-5720) for incident power measurements.  
Light was coupled into and collected from the individual waveguides using a pair of 0.25 
NA ZnSe objectives (Innovation photonics, antireflection coated for 2 - 12 µm) or 20 mm 
focal length uncoated CaF2 lenses (Thorlabs LA5315). The waveguide output was 
alternately imaged directly onto the sensor of a mid-IR InSb camera (FLIR SC7000) for 
alignment and to record the guided mode profiles or through a monochromator (Zolix 
Omni-λ300) to measure the output spectrum. The monochromator was used with a 
cryogenically cooled mercury cadmium telluride (MCT) detector (Zolix DMCT12) and a 
lock-in amplifier (Princeton Applied Research 5209) to measure the spectral power 
distribution of the supercontinuum. A 3.6 μm long pass filter was used to remove any 
higher order diffraction effects caused by the gratings in the monochromator. The 
experimental setup used and results are shown in Figure 4-8. 
Supercontinuum width was observed to increase with increasing waveguide core size. 
This is explained by better coupling of the input light through improved mode matching 
and a decreasing waveguide MFD which enhances nonlinear interactions. Furthermore, 
for the smaller waveguides longer wavelengths, as was the case for WG1 at 2.94 μm, are 
not well confined. The pump pulse wavelength was chosen to be centered at 4.6 μm as 
this is above the ZDW for the smaller waveguides and is also within the range of the InSb 
camera used for waveguide alignment. The largest waveguide, WG7, produced a 
supercontinuum spanning approximately 4 μm from 2.5 to 6.5 μm when pumped with 
130 nJ pulses, corresponding to a peak power of ~1000 kW, coupled and collected using 
the CaF2 lens set. This represents the broadest and deepest IR supercontinuum from a ULI 
waveguide to date. Pumping with higher energy pulses did not improve the result which 
is attributed to the onset of MPA depleting the pulse. This is supported by the visible 
surface damage to the waveguide end facet that occurred when increasing the pulse 
energy further to around 300 nJ. The dispersion characterisation of the larger waveguides 
revealed that they exhibit normal dispersion at 4.6 μm and therefore supercontinuum 
generation occurred for a pump centered below the ZDW. 
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Figure 4-8 Supercontinuum measurement setup and results. a) Setup where: Mx, gold mirrors; 
FSL, fused silica lens; DFG-X, DFG crystal; BFL, BF2 lens; LPx, long pass filters; WP, 
waveplate; POL, wire grid polariser; FMx, flip mirrors; L1 and L2, BBAR-coated ZnSe 
objectives or uncoated CaF2 lens; WUT, waveguide under test; MCT, MCT detector. Blue 
dotted box signifies components mounted on waveguide alignment workstation. b) Broadest 
supercontinuum measured spanning ~ 4 m at -20 dB points. Produced by pumping WG7 with 
130 nJ pulses coupled and collected with CaF2 lens set. Input pulse spectrum is also shown. 
c) Evolution of supercontinuum with input pump power for WG5 with ZnSe objective set. 
Broadening is seen from pulse energies as low as 3 nJ. 
By measuring the pump spot size and waveguide MFDs for below threshold energy pulses 
at 4.6 μm it was identified that the ZnSe objectives provided the best mode matching and 
therefore lowest coupling loss into WG5. This allowed for an investigation of the 
threshold energy for the onset of spectral broadening in WG5 which was found to be at 
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around 3 nJ of incident pulse energy, corresponding to a peak power of ~24 kW. Broader 
supercontinuum generation is predicted for pump pulses centered deeper into the mid-IR 
beyond the ZDW but the drop off in sensitivity of the InSb camera used for waveguide 
alignment in this work restricted the testing of above ZDW pumping for the larger 
waveguides. 
4.7 Summary 
This chapter has presented work on the first demonstration of ULI fabricated waveguides 
in GASIR-1, a commercially available glass with high optical quality that transmits light 
up to ~15 μm, which were subsequently used to produce mid-IR supercontinuum. This 
represents the first step in introducing GASIR-1 as a new material for ULI fabricated mid-
IR integrated optics and for nonlinear optics applications. 
 The Chapter began with an overview of chalcogenide glass waveguides designed to 
operate in the mid-IR with a focus on previous ULI fabricated devices and highlighting 
the applications for which they are suited. Following this, the results of a study on the 
response of GASIR-1 to ULI fabrication techniques were discussed. For the parameter 
space investigated, the response of GASIR-1 was found to be an increased refractive 
index in the inscribed regions and so Type I multiscan waveguides were fabricated.   
The guiding properties of the multiscan waveguides in terms of number modes supported, 
MFD and losses have also been presented along with nonlinear optical characterisation 
in the mid-IR using the Z-scan technique. Finally, mid-IR supercontinuum generation has 
been shown when pumping GASIR-1 ULI waveguides with femtosecond pulses centered 
at 4.6 μm. When pumping the largest waveguide, WG7, with 130 nJ pulses a 
supercontinuum spanning approximately 4 μm from 2.5 to 6.5 μm was measured. This 
represents the broadest and the deepest IR supercontinuum from a ULI waveguide to date. 
Dispersion characterisation found the ZDW for WG7 to be above 4.6 μm and hence the 
supercontinuum was produced by pumping in the normal dispersion regime. This alludes 
to the possibility of even wider supercontinuum by pumping larger core GASIR-1 ULI 
waveguides in the anomalous dispersion regime. 
The work from this chapter was published in Optical Materials Express [138] and 
presented at CLEO 2016 [139] and CLEO 2018 [140].
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 Micro-structuring of Gallium Lanthanum Sulphide for 
Mid-IR Optofluidics 
This Chapter presents the first demonstration, to the best of our knowledge, of selective 
chemical etching of bulk Chalcogenide glasses using the FLICE technique detailed in 
Chapter 2. GLS was chosen as the substrate material for this study due to its favourable 
material properties which include: a wide transmission bandwidth, covering parts of the 
visible spectral region out into the mid-IR; low toxicity, for bio-compatibility; large 
nonlinear response, for the prospect of on-chip frequency generation, and because of its 
wide use in ULI fabricated devices utilising waveguide circuits, examples of which can 
be found in Section 4.1.  
The Chapter begins with a discussion on micro and optofluidics along with devices 
fabricated by ULI with a focus on those using silicate glasses as the substrate material. 
The proceeding section gives an overview on the work which has been undertaken in wet 
chemical etching of Chalcogenide glasses which helped to inform the etchant selection 
for this study. The next section details the etching of ULI fabricated micro-channels in 
GLS using various concentrations of inorganic and organic wet chemical etchants in 
solution. These trials were performed in order to quantify the selectivity of material 
removal between modified regions and the bulk glass. To qualify the experimental 
method the GLS trial results were compared with FLICE processing of fused silica micro-
channels inscribed using the same inscription setup. 
Following this is a discussion on the optofluidic sensor design with justifications for the 
design decisions made. A final section describes the progress towards fabrication of a 
demonstrator optofluidic sensor in GLS to illustrate the potential of the tested techniques 
for robust mid-IR optofluidic sensors. Results in GLS are also compared to the same 
optofluidic sensor design fabricated in fused silica. 
5.1 Micro and Optofluidics 
Microfluidics is defined as the science and technology of processing or manipulating 
fluids with volumes at or below the micro-litre scale [141]. Optofluidics, on the other 
hand, can be considered as an extension of microfluidics by the integration of optical 
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technologies, for sensing, actuation or imaging, within microfluidic systems [142]. Both 
micro- and opto-fluidics are cross-disciplinary fields that have parallels with the 
integrated optics concept introduced in Chapter 1, and with micro-electronics, inasmuch 
as they all seek to miniaturise larger systems for reductions in Size, Weight and Power 
(SWaP) and cost whilst increasing device functionality.  
With microfluidic devices, the benefits for sample analysis, sorting and sensing 
applications include: reductions in the sample and reagent volumes, for both cost saving 
and fast detection times; scalability for screening applications and sample processing, by 
high throughput and/or parallel processing; and automation of complex in vitro assay 
procedures through using Lab-on-a-Chip (LoC) devices in which an entire sensing or 
sample analysis procedure is performed on a chip [143].  
Whilst many different fluidic functions can be implemented with LoC devices, the 
monitoring and/or detection of microfluidic samples is challenging due to the reduction 
in detection volumes associated with working at the micro-scale [144]. Fortunately, 
optical measurement techniques offer high sensitivity as well as flexibility in detection 
scheme, as demonstrated by imaging flow cytometry LoC devices offering throughputs 
of around 4800 cells per second [145]. Also, in addition to detection, light can be used to 
add extra functionality to LoC devices by steering or trapping of cells, nanoparticles and 
molecules [146].  
LoC devices have been widely demonstrated and are now a powerful tool for research in 
areas such as the life sciences, but they have also been referred to as a misnomer as they 
are often chips in labs rather than LoC [147].  This is because the benchtop equipment 
commonly used in conjunction with LoCs for monitoring and sample detection, such as 
confocal microscopes, are large and complex and therefore require both the space and 
specialist operators that a research laboratory can provide. The combination of a 
microfluidic LoC device with benchtop equipment, like bulk optical setups, negates some 
of the potential benefits afforded by the microfluidic chip itself, namely device portability 
and the associated possibility for in situ applications. Optofluidics is therefore a clear 
route towards the fabrication of true LoC devices that would be suitable for in situ testing 
by integrating the benchtop optical setups required to operate the device. 
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In micro and optofluidics, the individual fluidic components that form the micro-fluidic 
portion of a device are linked with micro-channels. This is analogous to the role that 
waveguides fulfil on an integrated optics chip linking photonic components. Micro-
channels with cross-sections typically on the order of 10 to 100’s μm are required for this 
purpose, which have been fabricated by methods such as: photo lithography, soft 
lithography, laser machining, and ULI through the FLICE technique [148, 149]. With 
respect to other fabrication methods, ULI  has the advantage of offering true 3D design 
freedom allowing for complex micro-channel and microfluidic components to be 
fabricated [150]. The design flexibility that ULI offers can enable unique fluidic 
components, for example laminar 3D hydrodynamic flow focusing which will be 
discussed in the following section.  
ULI can also readily fabricate waveguides in a wide range of dielectric materials, as 
demonstrated in Chapters 4 and 6, and detailed in Chapter 2. ULI can therefore be used 
to incorporate waveguides and photonic components into microfluidic chips to create 
integrated opto-fluidic devices and hence enable applications such as the on-chip optical 
sensing of liquid samples [151]. In materials where both FLICE and waveguide 
inscription has been demonstrated, ULI can be used to fabricate the integrated optical 
components concurrently with the pre-etch micro-channel structures in a single 
processing step. This ensures the alignment of waveguides and micro-channels in the 
optofluidic device and their relative position can be precisely controlled.  
5.1.1 ULI fabricated Optofluidics 
FLICE has been successfully used to structure both crystalline and glassy materials, as 
detailed in Chapter 2, which enables the ULI fabrication of microfluidic components 
across a range of materials. However, demonstrations of ULI fabricated optofluidic 
devices have been largely limited to silicate glasses, specifically fused silica or the 
photosensitive aluminosilicate glass Foturan (Schott A.G.) [63].  
One example of such a ULI fabricated optofluidic device is the chip-scale cell counter 
[152], shown in Figure 5-1. The device takes advantage of the 3D design freedom offered 
by ULI to perform full 3D hydrodynamic focusing with a single sample and sheath flow 
inlet. As can be seen in Figure 5-1, the sheath flow channel splits into four separate 
channels with equal cross-section that subsequently recombine around the sample flow 
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channel confining the sample flow to the centre of the detection region. The constriction 
provided by the sheath flow serves two uses: firstly, its restricts cells in the sample fluid 
to flow to one element at a time across the detection region ensuring a simple binary cell 
counting signal is output from the device; and secondly, it allows for alignment of 
integrated waveguides with the sample flow in large channels where there is no risk of 
channel blockage. The addition of optical waveguides for input and output of the optical 
signal used for cell counting resulted in a monolithic optofluidic cell counter providing 
counting rates up to 5000 cells per second in a device with a volume less than 1 mm3. 
With regards to sensing applications, another example of ULI fabricated optofluidics 
comes from the demonstration of on-chip refractive index measurements of dilute acetic 
acid referenced to refractive index matching oils of known value [153]. For this work, the 
optofluidic chip consisted of microfluidic reservoirs which were evanescently probed by 
integrated Bragg grating waveguides with sensing sections matched axially to the 
microfluidic reservoirs at waveguide to reservoir separations around 1 μm. Several 
designs for waveguide routing and reservoir design were trialled with the highest 
refractive index sensitivity, of 81 nm/riu, provided by a dual reservoir design on either 
side of a 10 mm long waveguide sensing section. Reference gratings were also 
incorporated into the Bragg grating waveguide circuits to compensate for temperature and 
strain variations. 
The examples given show that ULI fabrication techniques are well suited to optofluidic 
device fabrication in silicate glasses. Unfortunately for mid-IR applications, the long 
wavelength cut-off of silicate glasses, in the region of 2.5 - 3.5 μm, makes these materials 
unsuitable for mid-IR optofluidics. In order to overcome this restriction, selective etching 
and waveguide writing must both be demonstrated in a mid-IR transmitting substrate, and 
to this end GLS glass was selected for the etching studies described in this Chapter. The 
justification for the pursuit of mid-IR optofluidics in GLS is described in the next section. 
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Figure 5-1 LoC cell counter using 3D hydrodynamic focusing and optical detection. (a) 
Schematic rendering of microfluidic circuit. (b) Microscope image of the fabricated 
microfluidic circuit. (c) Zoomed in view demonstrating flow confinement of a dyed sample fluid 
in the horizontal and vertical directions. (d) Confined stream of red blood cells in opto-fluidic 
device with input and output waveguides visible. (e) Signal output from cell counter where 
peaks indicate passage of individual cells. Scale bars are 100 μm. Adapted from [152]. 
5.1.2 Gallium Lanthanum Sulphide as a Substrate for Mid-IR Optofluidic Devices 
GLS was chosen as the material in which to investigate mid-IR optofluidics due to the 
enabling nature of GLS for novel optofluidic devices, specifically in comparison with 
silicate glasses GLS offers: a wider transmission bandwidth, from around 0.55 μm to 8 
μm and a exhibits a nonlinear response that is around 100 times larger [78].  
The combination of visible and mid-IR transmission offers the prospect of extending the 
wavelength range of optical detection techniques in ULI fabricated silicate glass 
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optofluidics with negligible effect on the existing methods employed, for example adding 
the possibility of mid-IR spectroscopic sample characterisation using external mid-IR 
sources. The large nonlinear refractive index of GLS also provides a route to bring the 
sources required for mid-IR spectroscopy on-chip by integrating mid-IR supercontinuum 
optimised waveguides demonstrated in GLS, such as those discussed in Chapter 4, into 
optofluidic devices. One additional route to integrating mid-IR sources into GLS 
optofluidic devices is through the doping of rare-earth or transition-metal ions into GLS. 
Thus far, demonstrations of lasers utilising GLS based gain media have been limited to 
the near-IR, with 1 μm emission from neodymium doped GLS thin-film waveguides and 
fibres [72, 154]. But recent results reporting on fluorescence emission centred at 2.75 μm 
from ULI waveguides in erbium doped GLS gives the prospect of mid-IR lasers with GLS 
gain media to come [155]. 
As well as the benefits that GLS offers for mid-IR optofluidic devices versus fused silica, 
the chemical composition and thermo-mechanical properties of GLS makes it more suited 
for optofluidic chips than many other chalcogenide glasses. For example, in contrast with 
many other chalcogenide glasses, such as those listed in Table 2-1, GLS is non-toxic 
through its lack of arsenic content, which would make GLS optofluidic devices bio-
compatible for applications in the life sciences. Compared with other well-known 
commercially available chalcogenides glasses, such as AsS, AsSe and GeAsSe, GLS 
exhibits a working temperature ~200-300 °C higher, a lower coefficient of thermal 
expansion, has a 2-4 times higher thermal conductivity, 3-4 times higher stiffness and is 
up to twice as hard [156, 157]. These thermo-mechanical properties would make GLS 
mid-IR optofluidics more robust and thermally stable than counterparts fabricated in other 
chalcogenide glasses.  
Finally, as optofluidic devices require both microfluidic and photonic circuitry, GLS was 
selected for its demonstrated history of ULI fabricated mid-IR channel waveguides, such 
as those discussed in Chapter 4. As well as specific mid-IR waveguide examples, studies 
on ULI waveguide writing in GLS using slit beam shaping, the multiscan technique and 
cumulative heating highlight the flexibility of GLS for ULI waveguide fabrication [158]. 
This leaves a single avenue of investigation, namely GLS micro-structing through FLICE, 
to unlock the potential of GLS for ULI fabricated mid-IR optofluidics.  
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5.2 Chalcogenide Glass Wet Chemical Etching 
FLICE processing of GLS requires the selective etching of laser modified regions by a 
suitable wet chemical etchant. To the authors knowledge there have been no previous 
reports on the selective etching of bulk chalcogenide glasses but there has been research 
into the selective etching of chalcogenide thin films with many studies focusing on planar 
applications for example masks for lithography [80] or diffractive optical elements [159].  
In these applications 2D surface patterning is sufficient and so etching selectivity has been 
attained using methods such as CW or pulsed near bandgap laser irradiation, or etching 
under patterned illumination to induce the structural changes in the films that would lead 
to selective etching [159-166]. For these studies, the predominant materials used have 
been thin films of the AsS and AsSe glass families modified in their as-deposited state to 
ensure large structural differences between exposed and un-exposed regions; typically 
irradiation results in photopolymerisation which makes exposed area more resistant 
chemical etching and therefore the films act as negative photoresists  [73].  The etching 
chemicals used have been basic inorganic etchants such as KOH or sodium hydroxide 
solutions, or basic organic etchants, mainly amines in solution [80]. Notably most of these 
studies have reported modest selectivity values across a wide range of etchants, with the 
ratio of etch rates between modified and un-modified regions typically less than ~10. 
With regards to 3D patterning of chalcogenide films, there have been two noteworthy 
reports in thermally evaporated AsS thin films which were used in the production of a 3D 
photonic crystals [167], as seen in Figure 5-2, which was followed by a study of high 
selectivity AsS film etchants  [168]. In both demonstrations microstructures were created 
by irradiation of the as-deposited film using the output from an amplified Ti:sapphire 
system (PRF 1 kHz, 800 nm centre wavelength, 120 fs pulse duration) with pulse energy 
attenuated to the few nanoJoule range, focussed into the sample using an oil immersion 
objective (1.4 NA).  
The etchant in the photonic crystal demonstration was diisopentylamine in 
dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO) solvent, which was used to develop a woodpile photonic 
crystal with an omnidirectional 3.5% photonic bandgap using single writing and etching 
step in under two hours. Whilst no value for etching selectivity was reported, from the 
dimensions of the etched woodpile structure, a conservative selectivity ratio of ~35 can 
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be estimated. The origin of the high etching selectivity was attributed to the size of the 
amine molecule which contains two sterically bulky organic groups attached to the 
nitrogen atom inhibiting dissolution of photopolymerised areas, deemed to be a 
crosslinked As2S3 glassy network, while maintaining the rate of dissolution of the 
surrounding film which contains smaller As4S6 molecules.  
Figure 5-2 Scanning electron microscopy images of As2S3 woodpiles. a) Woodpile with rod 
separation distance a = 2 μm. Inset - Each rod is made from eight parallel subrods to yield a 
rod height-width aspect ratio of almost unity. b) Top view of a woodpile with rod separation 
distance a = 1 μm. c) Focused ion beam cross section of the woodpile in (b). d) Close up of (b). 
Adapted from [167]. 
For the high selectivity etchant study, a series of sixteen aryl amines synthesised from 
dibenzylamine were manufactured to study the effects of electron-withdrawing, electron-
donating, bridging methylene removal, and steric size increase on the etching rates of 
irradiated and non-irradiated regions in AsS films. This resulted in a reported etching 
selectivity of 344:1 for the synthesised complex amine molecule N-(1-pyrenyl)-(4-
methoxybenzyl)amine in solution with DMSO. This high selectivity was achieved 
through careful etchant design to create a molecule which simultaneously forms a 
passivation layer on the surface of irradiated regions whilst attacking the surrounding as-
deposited film. 
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The reports on selective etching of chalcogenides in this section whilst performed on 
chalcogenide films, form a valid starting point for FLICE processing of bulk GLS glass. 
The wide range of selectivities shown also highlights the importance of the etchant search 
and etchant optimisation once a class of suitable etching chemicals has been identified.  
5.3 Gallium Lanthanum Sulphide Selective Etching Trials 
A selective etchant search for GLS was performed by trialling a range of the basic organic 
and inorganic chemicals used for the chalcogenide thin film etching discussed in the 
previous section along with some common etchants, including HF which has been used 
extensively for FLICE structuring of silicate glasses. 
In order to determine the bulk dissolution rate of GLS and the dissolution rate of ULI 
modified regions in the various etchants, as required for determining etchant selectivity, 
a series of pre-etch channel modification regions were inscribed in bulk GLS samples for 
etching tests. The modification regions were inscribed using the NLO group laser 
processing setup discussed in Chapter 4 at a depth of 250 μm beneath the sample surface 
using 1 ps pulses at a pulse repetition rate of 500 kHz. The transverse writing geometry 
was used for fabrication with circular polarisation and a 0.4 NA aspheric lens for 
focussing the inscribing beam. A series of translation speeds and inscribing powers were 
trialled, namely 1, 2, 4, 8, 16 mm/s and 25, 30, 35, 40 mW, with the channels grouped in 
blocks with constant power as shown in Figure 5-3. 
Multiscan channels consisting of 10 distinct line elements were written with a line 
element pitch of 0.33 μm to simulate the effect of rastering out larger areas as would be 
required for creating microfluidic circuits in real devices. The channels themselves were 
written with a 100 μm pitch in GLS samples with dimensions of 30 by 10 by 1 mm. 
Sample dimensions were chosen so that the channel set could been inscribed twice across 
the sample, with the sample subsequently diced into 10 5 by 5 mm sub-samples. The 
dicing step serves two purposes; firstly, it allows to creation of 10 identical sub-samples 
from the master sample to ensure the samples used in the etching trials were identical; 
secondly, the dicing removes any effects of edge clipping which occur as the inscribing 
beam leaves the master sample. Using smaller samples without dicing would require 
individual sample grinding and re-polishing introducing sample to sample variation. 
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Etchant trials were undertaken using the amines morpholine and diisopentylamine in 
solution with DMSO which have both been shown to selectively etch sulphur based 
chalcogenide thin films [161, 167]. The inorganic basic etchant KOH was also selected 
and used in aqueous solutions [160]. To test the response of bulk and ULI modified GLS 
to acidic and oxidising agents, HF, hydrochloric acid (HCL) and nitric acid aqueous 
solutions were also employed. All solutions were prepared to give 1 vol% solute to 99 
vol% solvent. HF, HCL, KOH and nitric acid are supplied in aqueous solution at a range 
of concentrations and so an appropriate adjustment to the ratio of etchant to added de-
ionised water was made to result in a 1 vol% solute solution. 
Figure 5-3  Schematic and images of inscribed channels in GLS for etchant study. a) sample 
schematic showing series of sample translation speeds across a channel block which then 
repeats with decreasing powers. Blue hatched area signifies a double spacing so that the 
individual blocks could be easily identified. b) brightfield microscopy images of the 40 mW 
channel block from above and at the sample end facet. Channel pitch is 100 μm and a 100 μm 
scale bar is provided in the zoomed in image of the 4 mm/s channel. 
Etching trials were undertaken by immersing the diced sub-samples in the etchant 
solutions which were held in polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) beakers. Etching was 
performed at ambient temperatures and pressures without agitation. Selectivity 
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measurements were made by optical examination of the etched channel depth using 
brightfield microscopy and the known channel pitch as an in-sample graticule. 
Measurements were taken at 10 minutes and then hourly over the course of 4 hours and 
averaged. Bulk etch rates were determined by measuring the change in sample dimensions 
with Vernier calipers, at the same time intervals, and averaged over sample depth, width 
and height. 
The results of the trials are summarised in Table 5-1 which lists the bulk etch rate, the 
maximum etch rate, the calculated selectivity and comments for each etchant. Amine 
etchants were found to be ineffective at either bulk or modified region material removal 
with no etching of any kind observed.  In order to further establish the resistance of GLS 
to the tested amine etchants, samples were tested with neat amine etchants over the same 
4-hour time period and also left in both 1 vol% amine solutions and neat amines 
overnight, giving a total exposure time of 21 hours. No response from the samples were 
observed in any case. 
Of the remaining etchants, only the acidic etchants had any effect on the sample with 
HCL and nitric acid solutions showing selectivity. Across the range of channels inscribed 
in the sample no trends were observed with fabrication speed, but the modified region 
etch rate increased by approximately a factor of 2 between the 20 mW and 35 mW channel 
blocks. Above 35 mW, the etch rate was seen to stabilise with 35mW channels and 40 
mW channels showing equal etch rates. 
To validate the experimental methodology and to form a comparison with FLICE 
processing of silicate glasses fabricated using the same laser processing system, an etch 
trial on fused silica glass was performed using previously reported fabrication parameters 
[27]. For the trial, a series of multiscan channels were inscribed in fused silica samples 
with increasing powers from 80 to 340 mW in 20 mW steps. In this instance, 360 fs pulses 
at a repetition rate of 500 kHz, linear polarisation perpendicular to the writing direction, 
0.4 NA focusing, and a constant 1 mm/s writing speed were used.  
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Table 5-1 Summary of the bulk and maximum modified region etch rates for the collection of 
etchants tested. These were used to determine the etchants’ selectivity and hence suitability for 
FLICE fabrication techniques. Diisopentylamine, morpholine and nitric acid are listed by their 
chemical formulas which are C10H23N, C4H9NO and NHO3 respectively. Also included are the 
results from etching trials of neat amines, i.e. 100%, amine etchants with no solvent.  
Etchant + Solvent 
Bulk 
[μm/hr] 
Modified 
[μm/hr] 
Selectivity 
(Mod/Bulk) 
Notes 
 C10H23N + DMSO - - - Unchanged 
C4H9NO + DMSO - - - Unchanged 
C10H23N - - - Unchanged 
C4H9NO - - - Unchanged 
HCL+ H2O 5.4 72.1 13.3 Rough 
NHO3+ H2O 7.6 56.6 7.5 Rough 
HF + H2O 42.6 - 1 
Rough, Film 
Formation 
KOH + H2O - - - Unchanged 
 
The samples were subsequently etched in 5 vol% HF aqueous solutions agitated using 
ultrasonic baths, and characterised in the same manner as the GLS samples. Modified 
region removal rates, given by etched channel depths, were seen to increase with higher 
powers, becoming constant for channels inscribed with average powers between 280 – 
340 mW. A maximum modified region etch rate of 215 μm/hr was observed, with a bulk 
etch rate of 5.2 μm/hr, giving a selectivity ratio of ~ 40, this compares favorably with 
reported selectivity values for FLICE processing of fused silica using HF of up to 100. 
Figure 5-4 shows example images of GLS and fused silica channels after etching for 
direct comparison of channel width to depth ratios and surface quality. 
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Figure 5-4   Fused silica versus GLS etch trial comparison. a) Fused silica microchannels 
after 6 hours etching in 5 vol% HF aqueous solution. Left-to-right: 200 mW average power 
channel then steps of 20 to 340 mW average power channel. b) GLS microchannels written 
with 40 mW average power after 4 hours etching in 1 vol% HCL aqueous solution. Left-to-
right: 16, 8, 4, 2, 1 mm/s translation speed. 
5.4 Optofluidic Device Design 
With HCL identified as the best performing selective etchant of GLS from the etching 
trials, a compact optofluidic sensor design was formulated in order to investigate the 
potential of mid-IR GLS optofluidics. The optofluidic sensor chip was also fabricated in 
fused silica for direct comparison of FLICE processing in silicate and chalcogenide 
glasses. 
The sensor design is shown in Figure 5-5 and consists of a 1 mm long central microfluidic 
channel with a 50 by 50 μm cross-section that links two 500 μm long 200 μm diameter 
inlet/outlet ports designed to connect to standard micro-fluidic tubing. This simple 
microfluidic circuit allows for a fluid sample to flow across the chip through a well-
defined volume that can be optically probed. In order to perform measurements of fluid 
samples passed through the device, the central micro-channel is crossed by a waveguide 
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so that light can be delivered to the sample flow and the transmitted signal collected and 
analysed for sensing applications.  
The photonic and microfluidic circuits sit within a 2 mm by 4 mm frame inscribed through 
the entire thickness of the GLS or fused silica substrates. As well as allowing the device 
to be written in larger sample substrates, a frame design was chosen as it provides 
scalability and simplifies the fabrication process, i.e. it gives the ability to produce arrays 
of pre-etch optofluidic devices in a single fabrication step that can subsequently be etched 
in a single processing step. Utilising frames also ensures the alignment of device features 
but prolongs the etching process as upon etching, the devices first need to be released 
from the larger substrate to reveal each individual device before the etchant can begin to 
dissolve the modified regions defining the chip microfluidic circuit. 
Figure 5-5  Programmed stage movements showing the opto-fluidic sensor design. Top down 
view and zoomed in section of central section of device. Zoomed in section clearly displays 
elliptical inlets and waveguide crossing central channel. 
Considerations were made in the device design to counteract the lower selectivity that 
HCL demonstrates in FLICE processing of GLS in comparison with FLICE processing 
of fused silica using HF. One consideration was to limit the amount of time the devices 
need to etch and this was achieved by keeping the device narrow so that the microfluidic 
circuit could be short. Importantly this design restriction does not impact the complexity 
of the photonic components that can be integrated as the device can be made arbitrarily 
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wide without increasing the etching processing time. For GLS devices the frame was also 
written with an inverse taper to counteract the strong taper angles caused by low 
selectivity etching, as seen in the GLS micro-channels in Figure 5-4.  
Due to the differences between the refractive index of air, approximately 1, and the opto-
fluidic device substrates, GLS and fused silica around 2.45 and 1.45 at 1 μm, respectively, 
spherical aberration caused by refraction of the focused inscription beam at the air-sample 
boundary also needed to be taken into account in the sensor design. The index mismatch 
causes distortion of the inscription optic focus which shifts the focal position and lowers 
the intensity in the focal region [169]. For low NA focusing (≤ 0.4) higher order spherical 
aberration is not as apparent and a first order correction can be readily applied which 
consists of scaling motion along the optical axis by the inverse of the refractive index to 
correct for the focal position shift. Intuitively, in the ray optics picture, this offsets the 
lengthening of the focusing objective focal length caused by conservation of NA across 
a refractive index boundary. An easily visualised result of this scaling is the elliptical 
inlets/outlet design, seen in Figure 5-5, which results in circular inlets inscribed in the 
device. 
5.5 Device Inscription and Etching 
Using the design discussed in the previous section, arrays of pre-etch opto-fluidic devices 
spaced on a 4.5 mm by 4.5 mm grid were inscribed in 10 by 10 by 1 mm GLS samples 
and 20 by 20 by 2 mm fused silica samples.  
Inscription parameters for the micro-fluidic components in the devices and for the device 
frames were based on the etching trial results reported in the previous sections. For the 
GLS devices, 1 ps pulses at 500 kHz were used and focused into the sample using a 0.4 
NA aspheric lens. The inscribing beam polarisation was circular, and the inscribing power 
was held fixed at 50 mW. Fused silica devices were fabricated using the same repetition 
rate and focusing but with the pulse duration set to 360 fs, the inscribing beam polarisation 
was linear and kept perpendicular to the micro-channel write direction, and the inscribing 
power was set to 300 mW. In both materials the microfluidic components were written 
using a sample translation speed of 1 mm/s with the frames written at 5 mm/s.  
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In GLS and fused silica, the inscribing power was reduced for waveguide writing, set to 
20 mW for GLS and 120 mW for fused silica, and a 10 mm/s translation speed was used. 
Other fabrication parameters were identical to the parameters used for frame and 
microfluidic component writing. In both substrates devices were inscribed with no 
evidence of cracking or introduction of other defects.  
Once device arrays were written in the GLS and fused silica substrates, they were 
immersed in etching solutions to produce individual chips and to develop the pre-etch 
microfluidic components inscribed in the devices. GLS device arrays were etched in 1 
vol% HCL aqueous solutions whereas fused silica arrays were etched in 5 vol% HF 
aqueous solutions. Etching was performed by placing the substrates and etching solutions 
in PTFE beakers with the etching solution agitated by placement of the beakers in an 
ultrasonic bath. The devices were periodically checked and removed once fully etched or 
deemed to have failed. The results of the opto-fluidic device fabrication trials can be seen 
in Figure 5-6. 
From the device fabrication trials, it was found that fused silica devices could be produced 
reliably and repeatably, often with 100 % yields from each substrate. Individual chips 
were connectorised with microfluidic tubing and pressure tested using a syringe pump. 
On the other hand, no successful devices were produced in GLS. Although GLS devices 
could be successfully inscribed, during etching the lower selectivity of the HCL etchant 
between modified and un-modified regions consistently led to surface breaching of the 
inlet/outlet ports and etching of the waveguide regions. 
These fabrication trials indicate that a modest increase, by around a factor of four, in the 
attainable selectivity for FLICE processing of GLS, equaling the demonstrated etching 
selectivity for FLICE processing of fused silica, would result in highly repeatable, high 
yield production of mid-IR transmitting, highly nonlinear optofluidic devices.  Meeting 
this goal would allow for a new range of optofluidic devices for applications in the mid-
IR, such as offering sensing modalities that are not possible in fused silica.  
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Figure 5-6  Images of the outcome of device fabrication testing in GLS and fused silica 
highlighting the remaining challenges for FLICE fabrication of GLS optofluidics. a) composite 
microscope image of fully etched optofluidic device in fused silica showing microfluidic 
channel and light delivery/collection waveguides. b) and c) images of connectorised fused 
silica chip. d) and e) microscope images, under transmission and reflection illumination 
respectively, illustrating the results of GLS device fabrication trials. Breaching of the device 
top surface can be clearly seen on the inlet/outlet ports and the waveguide sections. 
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5.6 Summary 
This chapter has presented preliminary work on the FLICE processing of GLS glass with 
a view to fabrication of mid-IR optofluidic devices. To the best of our knowledge, this 
work is the first report of selective chemical etching of bulk chalcogenide glasses using 
the FLICE fabrication technique.  
The Chapter began with an introduction to micro- and opto-fluidics along and a discussion 
of devices fabricated by ULI using silicate glasses as the substrate material. This was 
followed by an overview on the work which has been undertaken in wet chemical etching 
of chalcogenide glass thin films. The next section detailed the etching of ULI fabricated 
micro-channels in GLS using various concentrations of inorganic and organic wet 
chemical etchants in solution with the results compared with FLICE processing of fused 
silica micro-channels inscribed using the same inscription setup. For GLS, a maximum 
etching selectivity of ~13.3 was measured for 1 vol% solutions of HCL in de-ionised 
water whereas in fused silica a selectivity of ~40 was observed. The GLS etching trials 
also showed that the basic organic and inorganic etchants used to structure chalcogenide 
thin films have no discernible effect on bulk GLS glass. 
The next section discussed an optofluidic sensor designed to compensate for the lower 
etching selectivity observed for FLICE processing of GLS in comparison to fused silica. 
A final section describes the progress towards fabrication of a demonstrator optofluidic 
sensor in GLS to illustrate the potential of the tested techniques for robust chip-scale opto-
fluidic sensors. Although devices could be successfully inscribed in GLS with no 
evidence of sample cracking or inducement of defects, etching of the inscribed opto-
fluidic chips lead to the devices failing before the complete etching on the microfluidic 
components. The most common failure route being over etching of inlet/outlet ports 
causing sample surface breaching or the etching of sensor waveguides.  
The successful fabrication of opto-fluidic sensor chips in fused silica devices indicates 
that a modest improvement in etching selectivity of GLS to comparable values shown in 
fused silica would be the final step in realising the FLICE fabrication mid-IR optofluidic 
devices in chalcogenide glasses. 
The work in this chapter was presented at Photon 16 [170]. 
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 Waveguides in Thulium-doped Lutetium Oxide for 
Compact Mid-IR Lasers 
This Chapter details the first demonstration, to the best of our knowledge, of ULI 
waveguide fabrication in a sesquioxide material, namely Thulium-doped Lutetium Oxide 
(Tm:Lu2O3) ceramic, and the demonstration of a ULI waveguide sesquioxide laser. The 
Chapter begins with a brief discourse on laser theory which is followed by an overview 
of the mid-IR emitting ULI channel waveguide lasers demonstrated to-date and the 
previous work in mid-IR bulk laser systems using Tm:Lu2O3 crystals or ceramics as their 
gain media. The next section gives details on how a suitable ULI parameter range was 
found to produce ULI waveguides in Tm:Lu2O3 and how the guiding characteristics of 
the waveguides were subsequently measured. A final section presents the results of laser 
development using ULI fabricated waveguides in Tm:Lu2O3 ceramic and discusses the 
characteristics of the resulting chip scale ULI waveguide laser. 
Waveguide laser operation at 1942 nm was successfully demonstrated with an output 
power of up to 81 mW utilising a simple Fabry-Pérot laser cavity. These results show 
how combining the unique properties of sesquioxides, discussed in Chapter 2, with a ULI 
waveguide laser geometry could provide a means to produce compact, low-threshold and 
efficient laser sources near 2 μm with the potential for high pulse repetition rate ultrafast 
operation. As well as their utility as mid-IR laser sources, such chip scale lasers would 
also create new opportunities as compact pumps for mid-IR supercontinuum generation 
sources, such as those shown in Chapter 4, or for mid-IR OPOs.  
6.1 Basic Principles of Laser Operation 
Fundamentally, the operation of a laser is dependent on a type of resonant light-matter 
interaction referred to as stimulated emission. In the photon picture, this process is 
described by the stimulated demotion of an excited electron in a material to a lower energy 
state by the passage of an incident photon whose energy matches the difference between 
the two electronic states involved in the transition. To facilitate this change, the electron 
emits a photon of the same energy, direction, frequency, phase, and polarisation of the 
incident photon which therefore amplifies the incident light field. 
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Stimulated emission has been shown through both classical analysis, using Boltzmann 
statistics and blackbody radiation arguments, and quantum mechanical analysis, using 
quantum electrodynamics, to be the inverse of the absorption process introduced in 
Chapter 2 and as such, the occurrence of stimulated emission and absorption between two 
non-degenerate energy levels has the same probability. This is highlighted by the rate 
equation relations that describe the change in population of electrons in a non-degenerate 
two-level system, as seen in Figure 6-1, where absorption reduces the number of electrons 
occupying E0, the ground state, whilst stimulated emission reduces the number of 
electrons in E1, the excited state [2]: 
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where N0 (N1) is the number of electrons in the ground (excited) state, W01 (W10) is the 
absorption (stimulated emission) rate, σ01 (σ10) is the absorption (stimulated emission) 
cross section, and F is the incident photon flux.  
For a two-level system in thermodynamic equilibrium electron level populations are 
governed by Boltzmann statistics and therefore N0 > N1. From equations 6-1 to 6-3, we 
can see that this leads to depletion of an incident light field as there are more electrons 
available in the ground state that contribute to absorption than those in the excited sate 
that provide gain. Pumping the system, such as with an intense light field, drives the two-
level system into a non-equilibrium state but unfortunately, for a two-level system, the 
identical transition rates for absorption and stimulated emission leads to an equal number 
of ground state and excited state electrons in the limit of intense pumping and so a 
population inversion, which would be required to amplify an incident light field, cannot 
occur. In the limit where N1 = N0 the material becomes optically transparent but provides 
no gain.  
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It is worth reiterating this is a fundamental limit and does not consider decay processes 
that deplete the electron population in the excited state and make achieving amplification 
even more challenging. These include radiative decay through spontaneous emission and 
non-radiative decay through phonon emission.  
Although two-level systems cannot be used to create a population inversion, the provision 
of additional electronic states enables energy level configurations where population 
inversion, and hence gain of the incident signal field, is attainable with sufficient 
pumping. These configurations can be three-level, quasi-three-level or four-level systems 
and are shown in Figure 6-1. 
Figure 6-1 Energy level configurations for a two-level system and the systems suitable for 
providing optical gain, where: a) two-level system, b) three-level system, c) quasi-three-level, 
and d) four-level system. Solid arrows signify radiative electron transitions where upwards 
pointing arrows are photon absorption events and downward facing arrows are photon 
emission events. Blue arrows are transitions mediated by pump photons whereas red arrows 
refer to signal photons. Green dashed arrows are non-radiative electron transitions and curly 
braces represent coupled levels with energy separation ≤ kT, where k is Boltzmann’s constant 
and T is the temperature of the system. 
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The degree to which a material exhibits three-level, quasi-three-level or four-level 
characteristics is often dependent on the wavelength of emission as this dictates the 
specific energy levels used from the set of optically active levels offered by the material. 
The Tm:Lu2O3 ceramic gain media used in this Chapter exhibits quasi-three-level 
characteristics for 2 μm signal emission and so the relationships governing laser 
performance which are presented in the rest of this section will be with respect to quasi-
three-level systems. These relationships for laser threshold power, slope efficiency and 
output power are derived from rate equations that describe the change in electron 
populations for a quasi-three-level system, assuming steady state operation and uniform 
optical pumping. Only the results are stated as the full derivations can be found elsewhere 
[13]. 
The basic building blocks of a laser are: the gain medium, a resonator cavity to provide 
feedback, and a pump source to provide the energy required to invert the gain media. 
Using these building blocks, laser oscillation can begin when a threshold condition is 
reached, namely that the round-trip cavity gain experienced by the intracavity field equals 
the round-trip cavity loss. This occurs at a certain threshold pump power, Pth, which is 
given by: 
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where γ is the logarithmic loss of the cavity, given by γ = γi + γoc/2; γi is the logarithmic 
internal loss, given by γi = -ln(1-Li), with Li the internal loss per pass; γoc is the logarithmic 
loss of the output coupler, given by γoc = -ln(1-Toc), with Toc the transmission of the output 
coupler; σa is the effective absorption cross section of the lower laser level; Nt is the total 
number of electrons in the upper and lower laser levels; l is the length of the gain medium; 
ηp is the pump absorption efficiency, given by ηp = Pa/Pi with Pa the absorbed power and 
Pi the incident power; h is Planck’s constant; νp is the frequency of the pump light; τ is 
the radiative lifetime of the upper laser level; A is the cross-sectional area of the pumped 
region in the gain material; and σe is the effective emission cross section of the upper laser 
level. 
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Above threshold, the laser output power tends to follow a linear relationship with respect 
to increases in pump power which is characterised by a slope efficiency. This value 
depends on several factors, as can be seen in: 
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where Ab is the cross-sectional area of the laser beam the gain medium and νL is the 
frequency of the laser light.  
For clarity, equation 6-5 can be rewritten as a product of separate system efficiencies, by 
substituting in equation 6-4, leading to: 
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where ηc is the output coupling efficiency, given by γoc/2γ ; ηq is the quantum efficiency, 
given by hνL/hνp; and ηt is the transverse overlap efficiency, given by Ab/A. 
Using the given definitions for the threshold pump power and the laser slope efficiency, 
the output power from a laser can be succinctly written as: 
 ( )
out s p th
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where Pp is the pump power. 
In order to maximise the output power attainable from a laser system an important 
consideration is the optimal output coupling which can be adjusted by changing the 
transmissivity of output coupler mirror. From equations 6-4 and 6-5 there is an inverse 
relationship between threshold pump power and slope percentage with respect to changes 
in output coupling. As cavity losses include light coupled out of the cavity for the output 
laser beam, reducing the output coupling lowers the threshold pump power and therefore 
in isolation would increase the laser output power from equation 6-7. On the other hand, 
once a laser has reached threshold a larger output coupling leads to higher slope efficiency 
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as a larger fraction of the intracavity field is emitted which in isolation would also increase 
the laser output power from equation 6-7.  
This section has discussed the physical mechanisms which enable laser operation, namely 
stimulated emission and population inversion, and presented the equations that dictate the 
output power, threshold power and slope efficiency of uniformly pumped quasi-three 
level lasers. For brevity there has been almost no discussion on specific design decisions 
on the three basic building blocks of any laser system, i.e. the active material, pumping 
scheme and resonator design. It is important to note that as well as affecting simple 
properties of the laser output, such as in the example given of output coupler mirror 
transmissivity on maximum laser output power, these building blocks can fundamentally 
change the nature of the emitted laser beam. Examples include strategies to enforce high 
output beam quality through control of the transverse mode order of the laser resonator; 
narrowing the linewidth of the emitted spectrum with frequency selective elements; and 
inducing a pulsed output either actively, driven by control electronics, or passively, driven 
by the intracavity light field. From a practical perspective, building block design decisions 
will also have a large bearing on a lasers SWaP and cost. 
6.2 ULI waveguide lasers 
The applicability of ULI for the fabrication of three dimensional photonic structures 
across a broad range of transparent dielectrics as discussed in Chapter 1 has led to ULI 
waveguide lasers being demonstrated using numerous solid-state gain media [171, 172]. 
Also, from examination of the output power and threshold equations given in the previous 
section, it can be seen that waveguide lasers have inherent benefits over their solid-state 
bulk laser counterparts which can be attributed to operating with a guided mode for pump 
and signal light and will now be discussed. 
In a waveguide geometry, as both the pump light and signal emission are confined and 
copropagating through the same region in the medium, lower lasing thresholds can be 
attained through the reduction in pump volume as can be seen in equation 6-5. For solid-
state bulk lasers pump volume reductions are limited by beam diffraction and so a 
waveguide solution can allow for lower SWaP pump sources to be used, thus reducing 
system complexity and footprint. ULI waveguide laser development is also attractive due 
to their potential in creating extremely compact chip-scale sources based on well-proven 
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solid-sate gain media. This is again due to operation with guided modes which allows for 
the entire cavity defined by the crystal size if cavity mirrors are coated directly onto the 
gain medium end facets.  
By offering robustness and insensitivity to vibration or misalignment, compact micro-
chip sources also benefit single-frequency operation, desirable in applications such as 
optical clocks, with narrow linewidths possible through the addition of ULI written 
frequency selective elements, like Bragg gratings, directly into the inscribed waveguides 
[98]. Conversely, chip-scale sources can also benefit high repetition rate ultrashort pulse 
lasers, where broad bandwidth emission is required, desirable for sensing applications as 
source repetition rate is directly related to the roundtrip time of circulating intra-cavity 
pulses [173].    
Considering the mid-IR region, ULI channel waveguide lasers have been realised in rare-
earth doped glasses with one of the first demonstrations being in fluorogermanate glass 
doped with thulium, namely GPNG (56GeO2 – 31PbF2 – 9Na2O – 4Ga2O3). Type I 
multiscan waveguides in Tm:GPNG where shown to output a maximum of 32 mW at 
1.93 μm for 620 mW of pump power with a slope efficiency of 6% [174]. For this work, 
the laser cavity was a Fabry-Pérot cavity design and the pump source was a CW 
Ti:sapphire laser tuned to emit at 791 nm. In addition to the maximum laser emission at 
1.93 μm the Tm:GPNG ULI waveguide laser could be tuned by output coupler angle to 
emit over a range spanning 1.89 μm  to 1.94 μm. 
Subsequent work in rare-earth doped ZBLAN glasses produced ULI waveguide sources 
with deeper IR emission and higher slope efficiencies based on writing depressed 
cladding structures. One example being Thulium-Holmium-doped depressed cladding 
waveguides in ZBLAN which have been shown to produce up to 76 mW at 2.052 µm for 
360 mW of pump power with a slope efficiency of 20% [175]. The co-doping of rare-
earth ions in the ZBLAN host allowed for efficient operation of holmium laser transitions 
with a 790 nm CW Ti:sapphire pump due to energy transfer from excited thulium ions 
driving a population inversion in the holmium ions. Whilst beneficial for near-IR 
pumping of holmium, co-doping can lead to complicated laser dynamics [176], as is 
evident by the emission of the Tm,Ho:ZBLAN ULI waveguide laser switching to thulium 
laser emission lines in the range of 1.88 to 2 μm for larger output coupling values.   
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Another example of efficient mid-IR laser emission from rare-earth doped ZBLAN 
waveguide lasers comes from Ho:ZBLAN depressed cladding waveguides pumped by a 
gain switched 1150 nm fibre coupled diode laser [177]. In this instance, laser emission at 
2.9 μm was observed with a maximum output power of 27 mW and a 19.5% slope 
efficiency. A pulsed pump source was required to overcome the limitations of the 2.9 μm 
laser transition in holmium which, whilst seeming being an ideal four-level system, has a 
longer radiative lifetime for the lower laser level that inhibits population inversion except 
in the case of transient pumping or co-lasing of the 2.9 µm lower laser level. 
Demonstrations of mid-IR ULI waveguide lasers written in crystalline or ceramic gain 
media have been predominantly rare-earth doped or transition-metal doped YAG and 
ZnSe. In thulium-doped YAG ceramic, type II cladding waveguides have been shown to 
produce up to 90 mW output power at 1.985 μm for 660 mW of input power with a slope 
efficiency of 27% and threshold of 312 mW [178]. These best performance figures, in 
terms of slope efficiency and maximum output power, were observed for waveguides 
exhibiting a large number of higher order modes. Single mode type II cladding 
waveguides in the same sample where found to output 56 mW with a slope efficiency of 
13.2% albeit with a lower laser threshold of 100 mW. 
Similar Type II cladding waveguides written in chromium-doped ZnSe were first shown 
to generate 285 mW laser emission at 2.486 µm for 1.11 W of incident pump power with 
a slope efficiency of 45% [179].  The achieved slope efficiency is one the highest reported 
for any mid-IR ULI waveguide laser although it is important to note that the pump source 
used, a thulium fibre laser emitting at 1.928 µm, provides a much smaller quantum defect 
than the near-IR pump sources used for the thulium and holmium lasers which have been 
discussed.  
Based on the previous work presented above, there is scope for further mid-IR ULI 
waveguide source development in novel gain materials provided they can offer an 
advantage over the ULI waveguide lasers presented thus far. To this end, it is logical to 
consider gain media used in high-performance mid-IR emitting bulk lasers to focus the 
search for mid-IR ULI waveguide laser development. One such gain medium is the rare-
earth doped sesquioxide Tm:Lu2O3, which possesses beneficial thermo-optical properties 
as discussed in Chapter 2. 
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In particular, the host material Lutetia allows for high doping concentrations, and when 
doped with thulium emits a broad gain spectrum which covers >300 nm and extends well 
beyond 2 m [88]. These inherent properties of Tm:Lu2O3 have led to the demonstration 
of 75 W of CW laser output around 2 m with a tuning range of >200 nm under direct 
laser diode pumping [83]. Moreover, the broad gain spectrum of Tm:Lu2O3 has allowed 
for the generation of 180 fs pulses from a modelocked source which also demonstrated 
sub 400 fs pulses with a centre wavelength tunable over a 70 nm range, as seen in Figure 
6-2.  
Figure 6-2 Mode-locked bulk Tm:Lu2O3 ceramic laser. a) Cavity schematic, where: FL, 
focusing lens (f = 63 mm); M1 and M2, plano–concave high-reflective mirrors (r1 = −75 mm, 
r2 = −100 mm); OC, output coupler (T = 1% at. 2000 nm); and FS, pair of fused silica prisms. 
b) Tunability of the mode-locked Tm:Lu2O3 ceramic laser. Adapted from [82, 180] . 
The unique properties of Tm:Lu2O3 offers the chance for efficient mid-IR ULI waveguide 
laser sources with direct diode pumping allowing for lower SWaP pump systems which 
along with the ULI waveguide geometry would provide a means to produce compact, 
low-threshold and efficient laser sources near 2 μm with the potential for high pulse 
repetition rate ultrafast operation [173, 181]. The following sections report the first 
demonstration of optical waveguides in Tm:Lu2O3 ceramic fabricated by ULI and 
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demonstrate waveguide laser operation at 1942 nm with output powers of up to 81 mW 
using a simple and compact Fabry-Perot cavity design. 
6.3 Waveguide Fabrication and Passive Characterisation 
As discussed in Chapter 2, the type of waveguide which can be produced by ULI is 
heavily dependent on the material properties of the substrate and the inscribing laser 
parameters. In order to explore the range of induced refractive index change in Tm:Lu2O3 
ceramic, arrays of 10 mm long track waveguides were fabricated using different pulse 
energies and track separations. The arrays were fabricated in a 2.3510 mm substrate of 
1 at.% Tm3+-doped Lu2O3 ceramic (Konoshima Chemicals). The doping concentration of 
Tm3+ ions in the host ceramic was confirmed by comparison of the Tm:Lu2O3 substrate 
pump light absorption to previously reported results. This established that the doping 
concentration was within the 1 at.% range with an effective absorption coefficient of 0.68 
cm-1 at 796 nm measured.  
The ULI fabrication system used for waveguide inscription was the NLO group laser 
processing setup reported in previous Chapters. In this instance the ultrafast laser used 
for writing was a Yb-doped KGW bulk laser source (PHAROS, Light Conversion – 
provided by Photonic Solutions Ltd., Edinburgh) which emitted 200 fs pulses at a 500 
kHz pulse repetition rate with a centre wavelength of 1040 nm. This source was used in 
preference over the IMRA μ-Jewel D400 system mentioned in Chapters 4 and 5 due to 
its capability to emit higher pulse energies which can be advantageous for track 
waveguide writing.  
The waveguides themselves were written 350 μm beneath the sample surface using 
circularly polarised light focused with a 0.4 NA aspheric lens giving a spot diameter of 
approximately 1.8 µm. The transverse writing geometry was selected for waveguide 
fabrication with a constant 5 mm/s translation speed. Due to the thermal diffusivity of 
Tm:Lu2O3 and the focal spot diameter used in the ULI process the waveguides were 
fabricated in the non-thermal regime, as given by [182]: 
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where fcr is the critical frequency which occurs when the time between pulses matches 
the heat diffusion time from the focal volume, Dth is the thermal diffusivity of the material 
and d is the focal spot diameter. Using the known spot size and thermal properties of 
Tm:Lu2O3 given in Chapter 2, the critical frequency is determined to be approximately 
1.7 MHz.  
Waveguide depth was selected to avoid surface ablation during writing and with 
consideration of the working distance of the objective and the sample thickness. The 
writing speed was chosen by taking into account the capabilities of translation stages, 
writing time, and ensuring good overlap of the pulses in the sample during writing. The 
pulse energy across the waveguide arrays was varied from 0.4 - 5 μJ with track separations 
of 20 μm and 30 μm. After the fabrication process the sample end facets were ground 
back to remove any defects caused by clipping of the inscription beam near the sample 
edge and re-polished to optical quality giving a final waveguide length of 9 mm. 
Brightfield microscopy images of the resulting structures can be seen in Figure 6-3. 
Inspection of the array of waveguides shows a clear change in the cross sections of the 
inscribed tracks with uniform material modification confined to the focal volume at lower 
powers and elongated disordered track cross sections for the highest power scans. The 
elongated tracks extend upstream towards the sample surface in the pre-focal region of 
the inscribing beam which is indicative of self-focussing and filamentary propagation. 
After inspection an initial study of the guiding characteristics of the waveguides was 
undertaken with a 980 nm fibre coupled diode laser using the setup depicted in Figure 
6-4. The fibre used was a single mode step-index silica fibre (1060XP, Thorlabs), which 
has MFD of 5.9 μm ± 0.5 μm at 980 nm and an NA of 0.14, and was wound onto a three-
paddle polarisation controller (FPC030, Thorlabs) to manage the output beam 
polarisation state.  
The fibre output was subsequently collimated using an aspheric lens with a focal length 
of 2.75 mm and then coupled into the waveguides using a second aspheric lens with an 
11 mm focal length. This results in a coupling spot diameter size of 24 µm as calculated 
by the conservation of the beam parameter product (BPP) under the paraxial 
approximation which gives:  
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where ω0, ω1 are the beam waist radius of the output fibre mode and the coupling spot, 
and f0, f1 are the focal lengths of the collimation and coupling lens, respectively. 
Figure 6-3 Brightfield microscope images showing the resulting material modification caused 
by waveguide writing. Top: waveguides in the low power range from 0.4 to 0.8 μJ. Bottom:  
waveguides in the high power range from 1.5 to 5 μJ. The inscription laser was incident from 
above in both cases. Microscope images contain overlaid to-scale graticule images which have 
a 10 μm pitch. 
Type I guiding was observed for the track waveguides written with pulse energies from 
0.4 – 0.8 μJ, where the guiding mode overlaps with the modified regions, as shown Figure 
6-4. This was confirmed by backing off the coupling lens to allow simultaneous coupling 
into both modification lines in a track waveguide and comparing the guiding region 
spacing with the known track separation. Type II guiding with good mode confinement 
was observed in the structures inscribed at pulse energies between 0.9 – 3 μJ as can also 
be seen in Figure 6-4. In this pulse energy range the tracks with separations of 20 μm 
were found to support single mode guiding at 980 nm whereas the 30 μm separated tracks 
were found to be multimode. Guiding in the Type II regime was found to be strongly 
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polarisation dependent with only light polarised parallel to the y-axis guided. The stress 
induced in the irradiated tracks during the inscription process, which enables Type II 
guiding, and the asymmetry of the track waveguide design is the likely cause of the strong 
polarisation dependence. The results of the guiding characteristics study are summarised 
in Table 6-1. 
Figure 6-4 (a) Experimental setup for initial waveguide characterisation. PC, three paddle 
fiber polarisation controller; L1 and L2, AR-coated aspheric lenses; M1 and M2, silver 
mirrors; WUT, waveguide under test; L3, 20 objective; VA, reflective variable ND filter; BD, 
beam dump. Blue dotted box signifies components mounted on waveguide alignment 
workstation. (b) and (c) Mode images for Type I and II guiding in Tm:Lu2O3 waveguides with 
20 μm track separations, respectively. Red dashed ellipses indicate the area of the inscribed 
tracks. A 10 μm scale bar is included. 
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Table 6-1 Summary of the guiding characteristics of inscribed track waveguides in Tm:Lu2O3 for 
different pulse energy and track separation combinations, where SM signifies single mode 
guiding behaviour and MM signifies multi-mode guiding behaviour.   
Pulse Energy  
(μJ) 
Track Separation (μm) – Guiding?/ Type I? /Type II? 
/SM? /MM?  
0.4 20 – Type I, 30 – Type I 
0.5 20 – Type I, 30 – Type I 
0.6 20 – Type I, 30 – Type I 
0.7 20 – Type I, 30 – Type I 
0.8 20 – Type I, 30 – Type I 
0.9 20 –   Not guiding, 30 – poor confinement Type II + MM 
1.0 20 –   Not guiding, 30 – poor confinement Type II + MM 
1.1 20 –   Not guiding, 30 – poor confinement Type II + MM 
1.2 20 –   Not guiding, 30 – poor confinement Type II + MM 
1.3 20 – Type II SM, 30 – Type II MM 
1.4 20 – Type II SM, 30 – Type II MM 
1.5 20 – Type II SM, 30 – Type II MM 
2.0 20 – Type II SM, 30 – Type II MM 
3.0 20 – poor confinement Type II SM, 30 –  Type II MM 
4.0 20 – Not guiding, 30 – poor confinement Type II MM 
5.0 20 – poor confinement Type II SM, 30 – Not guiding 
 
6.4 Waveguide Laser Results 
In order to test the potential for lasing from the inscribed waveguides, a cavity was formed 
around the sample using two plane dielectric mirrors mounted adjacent to the uncoated 
2.3  5 mm end facets, as shown in Figure 6-5. The input pump mirror was coated for a 
high reflectivity in the range of 1.9 – 2.1 µm and a high transmission at the pump 
wavelength of 796 nm, whereas the output couplers with transmission of 2%, 9%, 20%, 
30%, 40% and 75% between 1.9 – 2.1 µm were used, forming a standing wave cavity. 
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The pump source was a tunable Ti:sapphire laser producing linearly polarised light with 
a maximum output power of 2 W at 796 nm. The slightly astigmatic pump beam was 
coupled into the waveguides using an aspheric lens with a 20 mm focal length resulting 
in an average diameter spot size of 27.5 µm. In order to thermally stabilise the cavity, the 
mounting bracket for the sample was water cooled keeping the sample mount at a constant 
temperature of 20 °C. 
Figure 6-5 Waveguide laser experimental setup. HWP, half-wave plate; PBS, polarising beam 
splitter; BD, beam dump; M1 and M2, gold mirrors; OI, optical isolator; PS, periscope; L1 
and L2, AR-coated aspheric lenses; PM, pump mirror; WUT, waveguide under test; OC, output 
coupler; VA, reflective variable ND filter; PF, optical filter. Blue dotted box signifies 
components mounted on waveguide alignment workstation. Green dotted box signifies power 
meter or detector positions. 
In this configuration the pump light was coupled into each waveguide in the array in turn 
with the alignment checked at low power using an aspheric lens to image the waveguide 
end facet onto a CMOS camera sensor. The fluorescence emission from each of the 
Tm:Lu2O3 waveguides was monitored using an unbiased photodetector (Thorlabs 
DET10D, 1.2 – 2 µm) after a filter providing >40 dB of attenuation at the pump 
wavelength. The fluorescence signal was maximised by tuning the cavity alignment and 
input coupling of the pump light and a check for a lasing threshold was then undertaken 
by increasing the pump power. In all the waveguides tested only the structures written 
with 2 µJ and 3 µJ energy pulses and 30 µm track separation exhibited lasing with the 
best performance observed from the 2 µJ written structure. No waveguides were written 
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with pulse energies between 2 – 3 μJ and so further exploration of waveguides written 
with pulse energies in this region is justified to see if improved performance can be 
attained.  
With the waveguide emitting the highest laser output in the array established, the output 
power vs input pump power characteristics were measured with the range of output 
couplers, with a selection of results shown in Figure 6-6. For these measurements two 
power meters (S310C, Thorlabs) were used to measure the input pump power and emitted 
signal at the positions shown in Figure 6-5. Using the known losses at the signal 
wavelength for the optics downstream of the output coupler the output power emitted 
from the waveguide could be calculated. The absorbed pump power was determined by 
measuring the residual pump power transmitted through the output coupler with the pump 
filter removed and the signal power subtracted and using this to estimate a conversion 
factor to calculate the absorbed power from the input power.  
For such conversion from the measured incident power to absorbed, a perfect coupling of 
the pump signal into the waveguide was assumed except for a single Fresnel reflection 
due to the uncoated end facets, i.e. no coupling loss due to mode field mismatch between 
the guided pump mode and the pump spot profile. This assumption gives conservative, 
and hence higher, values for absorbed pump power due to uncertainties in calculating the 
coupling loss into the waveguide. A maximum output power of 81 mW was generated 
using the 40% output coupler for an absorbed power of 1.18 W, as shown in Figure 6-6. 
In addition, under optimal alignment conditions with the 40% output coupler a maximum 
slope efficiency of 9.5% was attained. However, a lower output power of 52 mW was 
generated at such conditions due to the presence of a slight degradation of the pump laser 
output at the time of achieving this result. 
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Figure 6-6 (a) Input-output power characteristics of the Tm:Lu2O3 waveguide laser with different 
output couplers at the maximum output power experimental conditions. The inset shows the laser 
spectrum. (b) Experimental data and a linear fit of the inverse measured slope efficiencies against 
inverse output coupling.   
Across the series of output couplers tested, thresholds were observed to be in the range 
of 50 - 200 mW and the lasing emission spectrum remained centred around 1942 nm as 
measured using a fibre coupled optical spectrum analyser (Thorlabs OSA205). From the 
slope efficiencies calculated for each output coupler a modified Caird analysis [183] was 
performed in order to determine the parasitic round trip loss for the signal wavelength in 
the cavity, which due to cavity design, we equate to the round trip propagation loss for 
the waveguide.  
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The Caird analysis uses the relationship between the measured slope efficiencies and the 
known output coupling values from equations 6-5 and 6-6 to determine the cavity losses 
per pass. However, the original application of this method used a simplification valid in 
the limits of low cavity losses, namely that γi ≈ Li and γoc ≈ Toc for Li, Toc → 0. The analysis 
should be modified to contain logarithmic arguments in the case of large output coupling 
values and large parasitic cavity losses, which gives:  
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where η0 is the limiting slope efficiency with η0 = ηpηqηt.  
Fitting the above function to the measured slope efficiencies data, Figure 6-6, the 
propagation losses at the signal wavelength for the lasing waveguide were estimated to 
be 0.7 dBcm-1 0.3 dBcm-1. 
The near field mode profiles of the pump and lasing signals at the output facet of the 
waveguide were imaged using commercial visible (Thorlabs DCC1545M) and mid-IR 
cameras (FLIR SC7600M), respectively. The pump mode was imaged directly onto the 
camera sensor whereas the lasing signal mode was imaged onto a screen through the 
pump filter, and subsequently viewed with the IR camera. The waveguide structure 
demonstrated multimode characteristics at the pump wavelength of 796 nm but single 
mode propagation was observed at the laser wavelength, as shown in Figure 6-7. This 
behavior indicates that there is not ideal overlap between the pump and signal modes and 
hence pumping at longer wavelengths (in-band pumping) might provide further 
improvements to the laser slope efficiency due enhanced mode matching. A Gaussian fit 
of the lasing mode was performed using a scaled image containing a calibration target, 
this gave the mode field diameter (1/e2) of signal of 22.5 µm and 25.2 µm in the x and y 
directions, respectively as seen in Figure 6-7. 
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Figure 6-7 (a) Microscope image of the waveguide used in the laser experiments. (b) and (c) 
show the pump (796 nm) and the laser (1942 nm) mode images, respectively. 10 μm scale bars 
are included. The green dotted circle shows the unmodified guiding region. Red dashed ellipses 
indicate the area of the inscribed tracks. (d) and (e) are the Gaussian fits to slices through the 
laser mode image in x and y directions, respectively. 
To investigate the waveguide losses at the pump wavelength a modified version of the 
setup described in Figure 6-5 was used. This involved the removal of the cavity mirrors 
and pump filter used for laser experiments and a detuning of the Ti:sapphire pump laser 
to a wavelength of 860 nm where there is a negligible absorption by the Tm:Lu2O3 
sample. Incident and transmitted power measurements were taken with optimal coupling 
into the waveguide used in the laser experiments. In addition, a background loss value 
was taken by measuring the incident and transmitted power for just the lenses used by 
translating the sample out of the beamline to ensure that no clipping of the pump laser 
beam had occurred. These results allow for the calculation of the insertion loss for the 
laser waveguide at the pump wavelength which was estimated to be 1.6 dB. With the 
insertion loss established at the pump wavelength, measurements of the propagation loss 
of the waveguide allow for extraction of the coupling efficiency. However, the multimode 
nature of the waveguide at the pump wavelength inhibits the use of the most prevalent 
methods for accurate propagation loss measurements and thus the coupling loss could not 
be accurately determined.  
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6.5 Summary 
This Chapter has presented the first demonstration of ULI channel waveguide fabrication 
in Tm:Lu2O3 ceramic, and the subsequent first demonstration of a ULI channel waveguide 
sesquioxide laser. The Chapter began with a section on the fundamentals of laser 
operation which was followed by a discussion of mid-IR emitting ULI waveguide lasers 
demonstrated to-date and key results from mid-IR bulk laser systems using Tm:Lu2O3 
crystals or ceramics as their gain media.  
The next section gave details on how suitable ULI fabrication parameters were found in 
order to produce ULI track waveguides in Tm:Lu2O3 which was achieved by writing 
waveguide structures across a range of pulse energies and track separations. The testing 
of the waveguides for their guiding characteristics is described and a transition from Type 
I to Type II guiding was observed as pulse energy increased.  
A final section presents the properties of ULI fabricated waveguide lasers based on 
Tm:Lu2O3 ceramic with a maximum output power of 81 mW at 1942 nm and a slope 
efficiency of 9.5% measured. Laser thresholds were observed to be in the range of 50 – 
200 mW across the range of output couplers tested and waveguide losses at the emission 
wavelength were found to be 0.7 dBcm-1 ±0.3 dBcm-1.  
The occurrence of Type I guiding indicates the possibility of ULI waveguide writing in 
Tm:Lu2O3 ceramic using a method optimised for this regime such as multiscan inscribing 
which has been shown to be a route toward low threshold and high slope efficiency 
waveguide lasers in other gain media [184]. Furthermore, the writing of depressed 
cladding waveguide structures in Tm:Lu2O3 is also feasible as it has been established for 
other mid-IR gain media such as those discussed in the earlier section of mid-IR ULI 
waveguide lasers.  
The work in this chapter was published in Optics Express [185] and presented at CLEO 
Europe 2017 [186]. 
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 Conclusions and Future Work 
7.1 Introduction 
This thesis has presented research undertaken on the microfabrication of photonic devices 
for mid-IR optical applications. ULI waveguides in highly nonlinear materials were 
manufactured, studied and employed for chip scale supercontinuum generation in Chapter 
4, which has applications in remote sensing. ULI enabled selective chemical etching of 
mid-IR transmitting glass was studied in Chapter 5 as a potential route to the production 
of optofluidic sensors for gas, liquid chemical or biomedical samples. The fabrication and 
development of a ULI mid-IR waveguide laser source was presented in Chapter 6, 
demonstrating progress towards compact, low-threshold and efficient laser sources near 
2 μm with the potential for high pulse repetition rate ultrafast operation. A custom 
advanced laser processing setup suitable for ULI fabrication was designed, built and 
commissioned which is described in Chapter 3 with supporting information provided in 
Appendix A.  
This final Chapter aims to succinctly present the outcomes from this work and suggests 
areas for further development. The chapter begins with a section presenting conclusions 
from the research undertaken. This is followed by a section on future work which is split 
into subsections on specific focussed research paths. The Chapter, and thesis, then 
concludes with some closing thoughts on ULI and mid-IR photonics. 
7.2 Conclusions 
The results of the investigations into the microfabrication of photonic devices for mid-IR 
optical applications have been discussed in Chapters 3 to 6. With each Chapter providing 
a separate and distinct area of research and/or development. 
Chapter 3 described the construction and commissioning of an advanced laser processing 
system at FCAP which is suitable for ULI. The chapter began with the requirements for 
a typical ULI experimental setup including techniques employed to modify the shape or 
cross section of inscribed regions for microchannels and waveguides. Following this was 
a discussion on the design of the laser processing system at FCAP which builds in 
adaptability for other laser processing techniques in addition to ULI. Hardware choices, 
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beamline design and the writing of custom control software to automate the laser 
processing system was also presented. A final section detailed the initial system outputs, 
which focussed on ULI glass micro-structuring of fused silica and waveguide writing in 
GLSSe, indicate the system is performing as expected. The Chapter is supported by 
Appendix A which is a user guide for the ULI processing system at FCAP, providing 
instructions for system setup, usage and shutdown. 
Chapter 4 discussed the first demonstration of ULI fabricated waveguides in GASIR-1, 
a commercially available chalcogenide glass with high optical quality that transmits light 
up to ~15 μm. The Chapter began with an overview of chalcogenide glass waveguides 
designed to operate in the mid-IR with a focus on previous ULI fabricated devices and 
highlighting the applications for which they are suited. Following this, the results of a 
study on the response of GASIR-1 to ULI fabrication techniques were discussed. For the 
parameter space investigated, the response of GASIR-1 was found to be an increased 
refractive index in the inscribed regions and so Type I multiscan waveguides were 
fabricated.   
The guiding properties of the multiscan waveguides at 2.94 μm in terms of number modes 
supported, single mode up to core dimensions of 6 by 15 μm; MFDs, circular in the range 
of 12 to 16 μm; and losses, estimated to be 1.75 dBcm-1 ± 0.26 dB cm-1, have also been 
presented. Nonlinear optical characterisation in the mid-IR using the Z-scan technique 
determined the nonlinear refractive value of GASIR-1 to be 1 × 10-18 m2/W ± 15% at 2.5 
μm. These initial waveguide and sample characterisation measurements represent the first 
step in introducing GASIR-1 as a new material for ULI fabricated mid-IR integrated 
optics and for nonlinear optics applications.  
Once such application is mid-IR supercontinuum generation, which was investigated by 
pumping GASIR-1 ULI waveguides with 120 fs pulses centered at 4.6 μm. When 
pumping waveguides with cross sections of 8 by 15 μm, a supercontinuum spanning 
approximately 4 μm from 2.5 to 6.5 μm was measured for pump pulse energies of 130 nJ. 
This represents the broadest and the deepest IR supercontinuum from a ULI waveguide 
to date. Dispersion characterisation found the ZDW for this waveguide to be above 4.6 
μm and hence the supercontinuum was produced by pumping in the normal dispersion 
regime.  
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Chapter 5 presented preliminary work on the FLICE processing of GLS glass with a 
view to fabrication of mid-IR optofluidic devices. To the best of our knowledge, this work 
is the first report of selective chemical etching of bulk chalcogenide glasses using the 
FLICE fabrication technique.  
The Chapter began with an introduction to micro and optofluidics along with a discussion 
of devices fabricated by ULI which have been limited to silicate glasses. An overview of 
the work by other researchers in wet chemical etching of chalcogenide glass thin films 
was presented and used to identify suitable etching chemicals. The next section detailed 
the etching of ULI fabricated micro-channels in GLS using various concentrations of 
inorganic and organic wet chemical etchants in solution with the results compared with 
FLICE processing of fused silica micro-channels inscribed using the same inscription 
setup. For GLS, a maximum etching selectivity of ~13.3 was measured for 1 vol% 
solutions of HCL in de-ionised water whereas in fused silica a selectivity of ~40 was 
observed with 5 vol% solutions of HF in de-ionised water. The GLS etching trials also 
showed that the basic organic and inorganic etchants used to structure chalcogenide thin 
films have no discernible effect on bulk GLS glass. 
The next section discussed the design of an optofluidic sensor which was used for 
fabrication trials in GLS and fused silica. The design could be successfully inscribed in 
GLS with no evidence of sample cracking or inducement of defects but etching of the 
inscribed optofluidic chips lead to the devices failing before the complete etching of the 
microfluidic components. The most common failure route being over etching of 
inlet/outlet ports causing sample surface breaching or the etching of sensor waveguides. 
In contrast, arrays of fused silica devices could be successfully and repeatably fabricated 
with yields up to 100%. 
Chapter 6 detailed the first demonstration of ULI waveguide fabrication and waveguide 
lasers in Tm:Lu2O3 ceramic, a laser gain medium which has been used to produce efficient 
ultrashort pulsed lasers around 2 μm in bulk systems.  
The Chapter began with a section on the fundamentals of laser operation which was 
followed by a discussion of mid-IR emitting ULI waveguide lasers demonstrated to-date 
and key results from mid-IR bulk laser systems using Tm:Lu2O3 crystals or ceramics as 
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their gain media. The next section gave details on how suitable ULI fabrication 
parameters were found in order to produce ULI track waveguides in Tm:Lu2O3 which 
was achieved by writing waveguide structures across a range of pulse energies, from 0.4 
to 5 μJ, and track separations of 20 or 30 μm. The testing of the waveguides for their 
guiding characteristics found a transition from Type I to Type II guiding for pulse 
energies around 0.9 μJ.  
A final section presented the properties of ULI fabricated waveguide lasers based on 
Tm:Lu2O3 ceramic which displayed a maximum CW output power of 81 mW at 1942 nm 
with a slope efficiency of 9.5%. This result was attained with a 40% transmitting output 
coupler mirror as part of a systematic search for the optimal cavity output coupling. Laser 
thresholds were observed to be in the range of 50 – 200 mW across the set of output 
couplers tested and waveguide losses at the emission wavelength were found to be 0.7 
dBcm-1 ±0.3 dBcm-1 through a modified Caird analysis. 
7.3 Future Work 
Based on the reported outcomes from Chapters 4-6 there are clear routes for future work 
that the author envisions could follow on from the investigations carried out in this thesis, 
which will now be outlined. 
7.3.1 Multi-octave Spanning ULI Waveguide Supercontinuum Sources 
Whilst GASIR-1 ULI waveguides in Chapter 4 were shown to produce the broadest and 
deepest IR supercontinuum from a ULI fabricated waveguide to-date, results from Ge-
As-Se thin film waveguides, particularly reports of 2 – 10 μm supercontinuum generation 
from buried thin film Ge11.5As24Se64.5  channel waveguides [123], show that there is great 
potential for improving this result. This could be investigated through complementary 
strands of experimental and theoretical work.  
For the theoretical work, simulations of ULI waveguide structures to optimise their 
dispersive properties could provide a new route to increasing the breadth of the output 
supercontinuum from ULI waveguides in nonlinear materials through exploration of 
dispersion flattening, to restrict the temporal walk-off of the broadened pump light and 
hence maintain the spatial overlap required for nonlinear frequency generation processes, 
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or dispersion shifted designs that are optimised for specific pump sources.  Furthermore, 
study of the simple step index multiscan waveguides already employed would be useful 
in determining an optimal waveguide length for broadening by modelling the spectral 
evolution of the supercontinuum process as a function of propagation distance along the 
waveguide. 
For the experimental work, there are potential improvements to be made by further 
optimisation of step index multiscan waveguides for low-loss broad bandwidth guiding. 
As supercontinuum generation is a nonlinear process the reduction of the propagation 
losses of inscribed waveguides in GASIR-1 would be expected to lead to broader output 
supercontinuum. As the results in Chapter 4 show that the largest core waveguide 
produced the widest supercontinuum, which was attributed to higher efficiency coupling 
of the pump light and tighter mode confinement of longer IR wavelengths, repeating the 
reported experiments with larger core waveguides in GASIR-1 would be a worthwhile 
endeavour. As would finding a suitable pump source and experimental setup that could 
allow pumping of large core GASIR-1 waveguides in the anomalous dispersion regime.  
7.3.2 Broadband Mid-IR Optofluidic Sensors  
The successful fabrication of optofluidic sensor chips in fused silica shown in Chapter 5, 
indicates that a modest improvement in etching selectivity of GLS, by around a factor of 
4, would be the final step in realising the FLICE fabrication mid-IR optofluidic devices 
in chalcogenide glasses. 
Based on the body of work on selective chemical etching of ULI processed fused silica 
and the selective chemical etching of photopolymerised chalcogenide thin-films there are 
two routes that could be explored. Firstly, as the high selectivity of fused silica glass is 
attributed to the formation of sub focal region nanocracks enabling the rapid ingress of 
etching solutions along the inscribed micro-structures [71], a laser parameter study for 
nanocrack formation in GLS could provide the required increase in modified region etch 
rate.  
Secondly, studies on FLICE processing of fused silica with aqueous KOH solutions, 
demonstrating an order of magnitude improvement on the reported etching selectivity of 
aqueous HF solutions [31], and also on high selective etching of chalcogenide films with 
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specially synthesised aryl amine etchants [168], highlights the importance of the etching 
chemical in determining the ratio of modified to unmodified material etch rates. A cross-
disciplinary project incorporating thorough chemical analysis to understand the origins 
of the etching selectivity of ULI modified GLS in HCL solutions could lead to new 
etching chemicals tailored for high selectivity.  
Once a suitable etching selectivity is attained, the on-chip broadband sensing of 
microfluidic samples could be attained by using the device design proposed in Chapter 5 
with a swept source. A variation on the proposed design would enable single shot 
broadband sensing by using input waveguides optimised for supercontinuum generation 
in GLS [110], and a large mode area collection waveguide, either multimode or of the 
single mode array type discussed in Chapter 4 [116], to collect the transmitted signal 
without further broadening distorting the measurement.  
7.3.3 Novel Mid-IR Sesquioxide ULI Waveguide Lasers 
The occurrence of both type I and type II guiding in Tm:Lu2O3 opens up the possibility 
of realising a number of different ULI waveguide laser designs in the same gain media. 
One such example would be using a method optimised for Type I waveguide writing, 
such as multiscan method, to produce the first, to the best of our knowledge, 
demonstration of a mid-IR type I ULI waveguide laser. This class of waveguide laser has 
been has shown to be a route toward high slope efficiency waveguide lasers in the near-
IR in other gain media [184]. If the magnitude of the induced refractive index change in 
the type I regime is greater than the magnitude of index change achievable in the type II 
regime, a lower lasing threshold could be realized by tighter mode confinement opening 
up the potential for single mode fibre coupled diode pumping. 
A second example would be the writing of depressed cladding waveguide structures in 
Tm:Lu2O3 as this structure has produced the highest slope efficiency ULI waveguide 
lasers reported thus-far in the mid-IR [187]. Also, the radial symmetry of a depressed 
cladding structure typically leads to polarisation independent guiding, in contrast to the 
distinct polarisation dependence reported from the track waveguides in Chapter 6, this 
could lead to simpler and more compact pumping schemes if polarisation control is not 
required.  
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Finally, a combination of the two inscription regimes is envisioned where a depressed 
cladding waveguide is inscribed with an axial type I Bragg grating structure. A similar 
design has been implemented as a Bragg waveguide filter in ZBLAN [98]. In Tm:Lu2O3, 
which can provide optical gain, such a structure could provide the spectral narrowing 
required for single frequency output. Furthermore, a strong Bragg resonance from a long 
grating structure inscribed along the entire length of a depressed cladding waveguide 
would remove the need for laser cavity optics completely if the feedback provided is 
enough for the waveguide laser to reach threshold, analogous to distributed feedback 
diode lasers. If realised, both of these designs would vastly reduce the SWaP requirements 
of singe frequency solid state lasers. 
As well as investigations of new ULI waveguide designs in sesquioxide host materials, 
one further area of future research for mid-IR ULI waveguide lasers would be the 
exploration of waveguide writing and lasing of Er:Lu2O3 for deeper IR emission. This is 
supported by demonstrations of 796 nm diode pumped bulk solid-state Er:Lu2O3 lasers 
with up to 5.9 W of output power at 27% of slope efficiency at 2.85 µm [89], showing 
the potential of this gain media for high power and efficient ULI waveguide lasers near 3 
µm. In ULI waveguide lasers, this spectral region is currently only covered by Cr:ZnSe 
waveguide lasers which rely on thulium fibre laser pump sources. An Er:Lu2O3 
waveguide laser could be directly diode pumped potentially leading to greater wall-plug 
efficiency and more compact systems. 
7.4 Closing remarks 
The range of applications and materials discussed in this thesis is testament to both the 
versatility and unique capabilities of ULI, and the utility of mid-IR photonics. The 
successful commercialisation of ULI techniques along with the ever-expanding range of 
commercially available mid-IR photonic systems and components show that these fields 
continue to be worth-while endeavours that can offer value to researchers, by providing 
exciting new science; and to businesses, by providing new products or services. I look 
forward to following and perhaps even playing a part in the future development of both. 
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